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ABSTRACT
Retinal ganglion cells have previously been classified using
morphological, electrophysiological and biochemical criteria that are
sometimes correlated.

However, emphasis on morphological details has

often led to complicated classification schemes, which risk creating
artificial cell types rather than discovering natural types.
This study addresses the problem by exploiting the population
characteristic of an independent, regular spatial distribution (mosaic)
as a classification criterion for ganglion cells, alongside individual
morphological features.
Retrogradely labelled large ganglion cells were studied lightmicroscopically in five frog species from four genera.

These were the

aquatic Xenopus laevis, semi-aquatic Bana esculenta and Rana pipiens^
terrestrial Bufo mavinus and arboreal Eyla (Litoria) moorei.
Three large (a) ganglion cell types were identified in each of the
first four species.

Each formed an independent mosaic and was

morphologically distinct.

One had a dendritic arborisation in the most

scleral sublamina (a) of the inner plexiform layer, the second in both
that sublamina and the middle sublamina (b), and the third mostly in the
vitreal sublamina (c).
they are termed a^, (%ab

Accordingly, a nomenclature was devised in which
respectively.

In Hyla moorei, a larger

and a smaller a^b type formed independent mosaics and were termed
and o2ab'

The Q q type was present (although not labelled consistently

enough to permit spatial analysis) but no

type was found.

Members of

each mosaic were analysed for within-type and cross-type similarities,
and variations in mosaic properties and morphological features.
The observations are compared with those of other authors to

|

identify possible cross-species homologies and formulate a broad
classification scheme.

Possible functional roles and developmental

mechanisms for different large ganglion cell types and their mosaics
across species are discussed, taking into consideration both potential
phylogenetic links and preliminary evidence for dendritic interactions.
The importance of further mosaic studies is emphasised.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

10

1:1.0

THE RETINA

1:1.1

The retina as a research tool

The retina has been an important tool, extensively used in a wide range
of neuroscience research.

It is readily accessible to both in vivo and

in vitTO studies as well as to experimental manipulations.

A well-

defined, structurally distinctive, small part of the central nervous
system (CNS), it is a rich resource in containing a large variety of
cells that perform a range of functions in visual information
processing.

The functional diversity among its cells is considered as

representative of the cellular heterogeneity found in many parts of the
CNS.

Similarities have also been noted between retinal development and

the development of other areas of the CNS (Turner and Cepko, I987 ).

,

In the retina, the somata and the processes of the neurons of
different classes, such as photoreceptors, interneurons and projection
neurons are topographically restricted to very shallow, clearly
separable layers (described in the next section).

This arrangement

provides the opportunity to manipulate and/or study specific cell
layers.

It also makes the horizontal disposition of various cells

and/or processes in a layer virtually two-dimensional, simplifying
studies of the neurites and of the spatial relationships between the
neurons.

The associated pattern of vertical lamination also reflects a

(comparatively) simple input-output circuitry.

The output channel is a

collection of axons from all over the retina that converge into a very
well-defined bundle, the optic nerve.

This is particularly helpful in

retrograde and anterograde labelling as well as in other sorts of
manipulation.

For cell lineage studies, too, the retina is thought to

offer several advantages (see Wetts and Fraser, I988 ).
It was more than a hundred years back that retinal cells were
first studied systematically (Müller, 1857; Schultze, I866 , both cited
in Wassle and Riemann, 1978).

Most of the early work, as well as

extensively cited later work (Cajal, 1893; Polyak, 1941, cited in Wassle
and Riemann 1978), was based on sections of the retina.

Schultze (I866 )

was the first to use flat-mounts to look at the disposition of the cells
in the plane of the retina, sometimes described as the horizontal
disposition (see Figure 1).

In this procedure, the

11
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Figure 1

Two basic forms of ganglion cell appearancein retinal

A.

A figure Ramon y Cajal used a hundred

specimens.

yearsback to show sections

of ganglion cells and amacrine cells in the retina.

It demonstrates how

different types of these cells have their dendrites ’vertically’
stratified in different fashions in a synaptic lamina of the retina
called the inner plexiform layer (IPL).

The figure contains two retinal

sections, each with a different selection of cell types.

The ganglion

cell layer (GCL) and the lamina where most of the amacrine cells have
their somata, the inner nuclear layer (INL),

havebeen labelled to mark

the extent of the IPL, which is in between.

B.

Planar views of ganglion cells in retinal flat-mounts where the

’horizontal’ disposition of the ganglion cell dendrites is depicted in a
population relationship.

facing page 12
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whole retina or part of it, rather than slices, is mounted flat on the
slide.

Manz (I86 I, cited in Kalinina, 197^) is said to have been the

first to describe retinal ganglion cells in frogs.

1:1.2

Structural organisation of the retina

The retina is the innermost of the three coats of the eyeball, and
itself comprises an outer and an inner part.

The following is the

arrangement of the layers of the retina from the outside inwards (see
Figure 2).

Outer retina
Lamina vitrea (glassy membrane)
Pigment epithelium
Photoreceptor layer of rod and cone outer segments
External limiting membrane
Inner retina
Outer nuclear layer (ONL) containing the somata of rods and cones
Outer plexiform layer (OPL) containing axon terminals of rods and
cones and processes of bipolar and horizontal cells
Inner nuclear layer (INL) divided into:
Horizontal cell layer
Bipolar cell layer
Amacrine cell layer
and also containing the somata of the Müller glial cells
Inner plexiform layer (IPL) containing bipolar cell terminals,
amacrine cell processes and ganglion cell dendrites^
Ganglion cell layer (GCL)
Optic nerve fibre layer
Internal limiting membrane

Sometimes the neurons are displaced from their usual locations ; for
example, ganglion cells displaced to the IPL or to the amacrine cell
layer of the INL, or amacrine cells displaced to the GCL.

There are

9

glial cells other than the Müller cells present in the retina.

1

Some

c e lls

in the amacr ine cell layer ha ve pr oce s se s

i n t e r p l e x i f o r m cells.

13

in b o t h the IPL a n d the OPL.

T h e s e are kno w n

Figure 2

Basic organisation of the retina.

A.

The laminar organisation of the neuronal cells in the retina.

= cone, R = rod, B

= bipolar cell, H = horizontal cell, A = amacrine

cell, G = ganglion

cell.

One chemical synapse (small arrow) and one

C

gap

junction (arrowhead) are marked.

B.

Schematic representation of the basic synaptic organisation in the

retina in relation

to the ON-, OFF- and ON-OFF ganglion cell responses.

By = flat (hyperpolarising) bipolar cell, B q = invaginating
(depolarising) bipolar cell, Ag = sustained amacrine cell. A t =
transient amacrine cell, PE = pigment epithelium.
are the same as in A.

Other abbreviations

Open circles represent excitatory synapses,

filled circles inhibitory junctions and open triangles show reciprocal
synapses (from Dowling, 1987).
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1:1.3

Synaptic organisation of the retina

The following description is a compilation of information from many
sources.

For reviews, see Dowling (I987 ) and Buser and Imbert (1992).

In the retina, neurons are linked together mainly by chemical synapses
and electrical gap junctions.

In the OPL, the photoreceptor rods and

cones form ’ribbon synapses’ with the bipolar and horizontal cells.

In

a typical ribbon synapse, two horizontal cell processes flank one
bipolar process to form a ’triad’.

Some horizontal cells form gap

junctions with the cones while others link the rods and cones.

Bipolar

cells are called ’invaginating’ or ’flat’ depending on their
relationship with the receptor at the synapses.
In the IPL, the cone bipolar cell terminals form ribbon synapses
with amacrine processes and ganglion cell dendrites.

In such a synapse,

the postsynaptic element is typically constituted by one amacrine and
one ganglion cell process, forming a ’dyad’.
contribution is also possible.

However, double amacrine

The rod bipolars practically never

synapse with the ganglion cells directly, but do so via the amacrines.
Near a ribbon synapse, the postsynaptic amacrine cell sometimes forms a
’reciprocal synapse’ back upon the bipolar input.

The synapses where

the amacrines constitute the presynaptic element are ’conventional
synapses’, rather than ribbon synapses.
or other amacrines.

They contact the ganglion cells

Some of these other amacrines synapse again locally

with some other amacrines or bipolar or ganglion cells, thus forming
’serial synapses’.

Gap junctions are present between amacrine cells and

occasionally between the bipolar cells.

Amacrine-bipolar gap junctions

have also been described as part of an indirect pathway from rods to ONcentre ganglion cells.
The interplexiform cells synapse with the receptor and horizontal
cells in the OPL and with the amacrine and

bipolar cells in the IPL.

They probably act as feedback channels for the receptors.

The

^

horizontal and amacrine cells provide channels for lateral
communication.
Intraretinal cellular communications
receptors (typically cones) contact single
synapse with single ganglion cells.

may be ’linear’, wheresingle
bipolars which in turn

In a ’divergent’ communication.

15

,

several bipolar cells receive input from a single receptor.

A

'convergent* communication, on the other hand, has several receptors
converging on single bipolar cells and many of these bipolar cells
converging on single ganglion cells.

The linear arrangement is typical

of the high-resolution foveal area of primates.

1:1.4

The retina and vision

When light falls on the retina it passes through the entire thickness of
the neural retina to reach the visual pigment of the photoreceptors.
From there, signal transmission broadly follows a direct pathway
composed of the photoreceptors (first order neurons), the bipolar cells
(second order neurons) and the ganglion cells (third order neurons).
The axons of the ganglion cells carry action potentials to the brain.
However, the horizontal, amacrine and interplexiform cells successively
modify the response properties of the direct pathway, and also link
together subtypes of receptor and ganglion cell that are not directly
linked by bipolar cells.
As is outlined in the next section, the ganglion cells project to
various parts of the brain, and variations are present among different
vertebrate classes.

However, in some animals, including frogs, a

considerable part of the visual processing actually takes place in the
retina (Maturana, Lettvin, McCulloch and Pitts, I96 O; Barlow, Hill and
Levick, 1964; Young, I989 ).

1:2.0

THE GANGLION CELLS

1:2.1

Basic facts about retinal ganglion cells

Retinal ganglion cells are those neurons the axons of which form the
optic nerve.

They are the ultimate (third order) projection neurons of

the eye which form the most vitreal (innermost) cellular layer of the
retina.

Axons from the ganglion cells run in the nerve fibre layer

forming a radial array of bundles and converging on a disc-like
structure (the optic disc) to form the optic nerve.

16

Morphology:

Each ganglion cell has a soma in the ganglion cell layer

(except the displaced cells) from which one or more primary dendrites
emerges.

Each primary dendrite then arborises by successive branching

to form a dendritic tree in the IPL where it makes synaptic contacts
with processes from the cells in the INL.

Some dendrites from some

ganglion cells arborise in the outer plexiform layer.

Distribution:

Usually, the whole population of ganglion cells is not

uniform in its distribution across the retina.

Specialised regions of

high cell density are found in most animals which are conventionally
represented in density contour maps as circular, oval or even streak
like shapes.

In primates, an area of very high density is more or less

central, circular and indented, and is called the 'fovea'.

In cats, an

II

oval area of high density is named the 'area centralis', although placed
somewhat temporally.

However, a naso-temporally extended zone of high

cell density (the 'visual streak') is present in a wide variety of
species from all vertebrate classes, either alone (for example, in the
rabbit) or in combination with an area centralis (for example, in the
cat).

Sometimes, more than one area centralis or fovea is found.

These

high cell density regions are specialised for high visual resolution,
and their shape and prominence are believed to be adapted to the
habitats of the animals, including the lower vertebrates (for
descriptions and review see Hughes, 1977; Dunlop and Beazley, I98 I;
Rapaport and Stone, 1984; Collin and Pettigrew, 1988a,b).

Projection:

The optic nerves from the two eyes, carrying the ganglion

cell axons, join at the optic chiasm, from where two optic tracts arise
and pass to the contralateral and ipsilateral projection areas.

The

optic chiasm is formed by the axons from the two eyes, projecting to the
c-.r'-Lcontralateral brain. The major projection areas for the mammalian
ganglion cells are the contralateral lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in
the thalamus and the contralateral superior colliculus (SC).

In the

non-mammalian vertebrates, the ganglion cells project mainly to the
contralateral optic tectum.

Nevertheless, other sites to which there is

a less extensive projection have also been described.

They receive

afferents from groups of contralateral, ipsilateral and/or bilateral
retinal ganglion cells.

For example, contralateral and ipsilateral

projections to the diencephalic visual centres and to the midbrain
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accessory optic nucleus (AON) have been reported in Xenopus laevis^ Rana
esculenta, Rana pipiens, Bufo mavinus and some other anuran species (see

Wye-Dvorak and Straznicky, 1991)•

Animals vary enormously in this

respect, even among members of the same class, and this field of study
is growing continually.

Therefore any broad generalisation, at present,

seems to be impossible (for reviews see Guillery, 1982; Fritzsch,
Himstedt and Crapon de Caprona, 1985; Northcutt and Butler, 1991).
In their main projection sites, the terminal arbors of retinal
ganglion cells form near-perfect retinotopic maps of visual space
(reviewed by Udin and Fawcett, I988 ).

1:2.2

Basic physiology of ganglion cells

The receptive field:

The two-dimensional anatomical territory occupied

by the dendritic arbors of each ganglion cell is called its 'dendritic
field'

(conventionally represented by a polygon formed by joining the

dendritic terminals), while the patch of the outside world that the cell
has to 'look at' is called its 'receptive field'
in Peichl and Wassle, I983 )•

(Hartline, 1938, cited

The two are closely interrelated and it is

the nature of the response of this receptive field to various visual
stimuli that represents the physiological properties of each ganglion
cell.
The first ganglion cells that were used for systematic physio
logical studies showed antagonistic responses in concentrically arranged
central and peripheral parts of their receptive fields.
feature was termed 'centre-surround' organisation.

This particular

The position, size

and shape of the receptive field centre (RFC) are said to be determined
by the dendritic field, although the level of congruence between the RFC
and morphological field is difficult to judge.

It has been suggested

that bipolar and amacrine cells may contribute to the formation of the
RFC.

It is difficult to decide what constitutes the receptive field

surround (see Peichl and Wassle, 1983).

The ON- and OFF-responses:

On the basis of the centre-surround

antagonistic responses of the receptive field, ganglion cells have been
described as 'ON-centre', 'OFF-centre' and 'ON-OFF-centre* cells (or

18

simply 'ON-', 'OFF-' and 'ON-OFF' cells (Hartline, 1938, cited in Wassle
and Boycott, 1991; Kuffler, 1952, cited in Boycott and Wassle, 1974).
For the ON-centre cell, the illumination of the centre of the receptive
field produces an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPS?) and a spike
discharge in the cell followed by hyperpolarisation at the stimulus
offset (see Fig. 3)-

Transient hyperpolarisations occur at the onset

and offset of a stimulus to the surround.

An OFF-centre cell, on the

other hand, shows hyperpolarisation in response to a central stimulus,
followed by an EPS? and transient spike discharge at stimulus offset.
Depolarisation occurs from surround stimulation with a transient pulse
of discharges at its onset and offset.
response depends on the type of cell.
cell, it is sustained.
section).

The duration of the dominant
In one type of both ON- and OFF-

In the other, it is transient (see next

In the case of the ON-OFF cell, central stimulation produces

transient depolarisation and spike discharge at both its onset and
offset.

Surround stimulation causes the opposite: transient hyper

polarisations at both onset and offset.

Other response properties:

Each of the ON and OFF types of ganglion ^

cell was later divided into 'X' and 'Y' types on the basis of the way
they process spatial information (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966).

The

authors positioned a sinusoidal grating on different locations of the
receptive field and recorded changes in the firing rate of the cell when
the grating was introduced onto or withdrawn from the background
illumination.

They observed that, while the Y cells showed a change in

firing rate (responded) to both the introduction and withdrawal of the
grating in any position on the receptive field, the X cells showed
different results.

A null position could be found in the receptive

field of any X cell where neither the introduction nor the withdrawal
produced a cell response.

This is because the X cells' responses to the

onset and offset of illumination (that is, their on and off components)
are mirror images of one another.

So, at the null position, addition

and subtraction of equal amounts of illumination from comparable regions
of the receptive field do not elicit any response.

In other words, the

X cells summate responses to illumination of different parts of the
receptive field in a 'linear' fashion.
'nonlinear' summation (see Fig. 3) •
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The Y cells, in contrast, show

\

Figure 3

Basic physiology of retinal ganglion cells.

A.

Dendritic lamination patterns of different types of ganglion

cell

in relation to their response properties (ON- or OFF-centre) in the cat
as summarised by Wassle and Boycott (1991)*
Cajal's description of IPL strata,

SI, S2 etc. represent

a, b and c represent the IPL

sublaminae and OFF, ON and rb (rod bipolar cell terminals) indicate the
type of arborisation that predominates in the respective sublamina.

B.

ON and OFF response properties of X and Y ganglion cells. Upward

deflection indicates a depolarisation and downward deflection a
hyperpolarisation.

Thick and thin arrows show the times of light onset

and offset respectively.

C.

Linear and non-linear response properties of X and Y cells

respectively.

The upper part of the figure shows the stimulus.

The

middle part shows different positions of the stimulus in the receptive
field.

In the lower part, the responses are shown.

The null position

of the stimulus and the null response (no response) of the X cell as
opposed to stimulation of the Y cell are shown in the middle column.
L = bright half, D = dark half of the field, RFC = receptive field
centre.

(From Hamasaki and Sutija, 1979)*
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The centre-surround organisation, however, is not a property
present in every type of ganglion cell, as will be illustrated in the
next section.

Responses to stimuli like colour, moving image and others

have also been used to understand the functional nature of the ganglion
cells (for examples, see next section).

1:2.3

Classification schemes for ganglion cells

"Neurons, like people, come in all sizes and shapes" Naka (1976) once
'sighed' in despair, and the ganglion cells are no exception (Fig. 4).
Consequently, various ways of classifying them have evolved.

Morphological classification:

One basic morphological variation, the

variation in soma size, is obvious among these cells irrespective of the
way the retina is prepared.

Thus in surface-stained or retrogradely

labelled flat-mounted retinae as well as in retinal sections, cells have
been designated as 'large', 'medium' or 'small'.

The absolute size

range for any of these classes or types, however, varies in different
species, in retinae of different size, in different parts of the same
retina, and even with difference in retinal preparation.

Therefore,

this classification scheme divides retinal ganglion cells largely on the
basis of their relative soma size at equivalent retinal locations in a
given species.
One of the most widely used anatomical classification schemes,
based on cat retinal ganglion cells, was devised by Boycott and Wassle
(1974).

They classified the cells into a, ^ and y types using soma and

dendritic tree size, primary dendritic calibre and dendritic branching
pattern (whether sparsely or profusely branched) as cell typing
criteria.

In addition, they described a subtype of y-cells as 6-cells.

Many authors, since then, have used this scheme to describe the ganglion
cells in other mammals as well as in lower vertebrates (for example. Pa,
Pp and Py cells in primates: Perry and Cowey, I98 I; a- and &-cells in
the dog and wolf: Peichl, 1992; a-,

and y-cells in the flying fox:

Dann and Buhl, 1990; a-like cells in goldfish: Cook et al., 1992).

In

some species, the absolute morphological measurements of a particular
cell type differed from the corresponding values in the cat, even
allowing for variation with retinal size.

Nevertheless, the relative

values among different cell types and their basic architecture in a
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Figure 4

Morphological features of retinal ganglion cells.

A.

Examples of morphological variation in ganglion cells.

Those in

the box are from Wassle and Boycott, 1991.

B.

Schematic representation of different dendritic lamination

patterns reported in large ganglion cells.
2. monostratified (inner);
diffuse;

3* bistratified;

6. very vitreally stratified.
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particular species usually match well enough with the relative values
and architecture in cats to justify the analogy (for example, monkey A
and B cells compared with cat a- and &-cells: Leventhal, Rodieck and
Dreher, I98 I).

There has been some disagreement in naming the "small to

medium-sized ganglion cells with dendritic patterns similar to those of
Y-cells of Boycott and Wâssle (197^)" (see Fukuda, Hsiao and Watanabe,

1985 ).

Leventhal, Keens and Tork (I98 O) used

(epsilon) for this

type of cell projecting to the pulvinar.
Another aspect of morphology, the distribution of the dendrites in
different sublaminae of the IPL, has also been in use for a very long
time.

As the very early workers on ganglion cells used retinal sections

for their studies, this morphological attribute easily drew their
attention.

Thus, it was a hundred years ago that Cajal (1893)

classified the ganglion cells into "one-layer cells of different
'floors’, two-layer cells, multi-layer cells and diffuse cells".
Additional distinctions were made among cells stratifying at a given
level, based on soma size, dendritic thickness and form of dendritic
arborisation.

The ganglion cells have since been described as

monostratified, bistratified, multistratified or diffuse, denoting their
laminar pattern in general, without direct mention of the IPL sublaminae
involved (for some details on lamination, see next section).
Predominant arborisation in the outer or inner parts of the IPL gave
rise to the terms 'outer' and 'inner' which, being incorporated into the
a, ^ scheme, resulted in ganglion cell subtypes like 'outer a',

'inner

a'

(Wassle,

(Wassle, Peichl and Boycott, 1981a) and 'outer ^ ' , 'inner

Boycott and Illing, I98 I).
In naming the ganglion cells, many authors preferred numbers,
either Arabic or Roman, to letters.

Using morphological criteria, some

segregated all the ganglion cells into numbered categories (for example,
goldfish: Hitchcock and Easter, 1986 ; Bana ridibunda: Kalinina, 1974;
Japanese quail: Ikushima, Watanabe and Ito, I9 8 6 ; rabbit: Amthor, Oyster
and Takahashi, I983 ).

Others divided the cells first according to their

size, and then classified different size categories into numbered types
based on other morphological attributes (for example, Xenopus laevis:
Straznicky and Straznicky, I988 ; Bufo maTinus: Straznicky, Toth and
Nguyen, 1990)*

Combinations of letters and numbers have also been used.

Kock et al. (1989) described frog ganglion cells as '01',
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'02' etc. to

distinguish them from the amacrine cell type they called Al.

Similarly,

Kolb (1982 ) used *G1', ’G2' etc. for turtle ganglion cells in general.
Dunn-Meynell and Sharma (I986 ), on the other hand, used 'Gl*,

*G2* etc.

for the "giant" ganglion cells and '81*, *82* etc. for the "smaller"
cells in the catfish retina.

While assigning numbers to the cells,

authors also differed in the order they chose.
ascending order to represent a broadly ascending

Some preferred an
order of cell size

(teleost fish: Ito and Murakami, 1984; Xenopus laevis: Sakaguchi,
Murphey, Hunt and Tomkins, 1984; salamanders: Linke and Roth, 1989;
Japanese quail: Ikushima et al., I986 ).

Others chose a descending order

of numbers for a broadly ascending order of cell size {Bana pipiens:
Frank and Hollyfield, I987 ).
Some other morphological features have also been considered,
sometimes for categorising subtypes within a broad classification scheme
(for example, symmetry of the dendritic tree: Frank and Hollyfield, I987
for Bana pipiens; Straznicky et al., 1990 for Bufo marinus; orientation
of the dendritic tree: Straznicky et al., 1990), sometimes as one of the
criteria for the broad classification (for example, axon calibre,
related to overall cell size: Boycott and Wassle, 1974).

Physiological classification:

While anatomists kept on 'perfecting' the

morphological classification systems, physiologists tried to formulate
schemes based on the response properties of the ganglion cell receptive
fields.

Although the present thesis is not intended to deal directly

with the physiological properties of the ganglion cells, a short account
of the physiological distinctions among them would help in studying the
morphological variants from a functional perspective.
As mentioned in Section 1:2.2,

'ON-cells',

'OFF-cells' and 'ON-OFF

cells' were described by Hartline (1938, cited in Wâssle and Boycott,

1991 ) who recorded from individual fibres of the frog optic nerve.
Huffier (1952 , cited in Boycott and Wassle, 1974) observed these cells
in the cat with antagonistic surrounds or surround opponency (see
Section 1:2.2), and hence the terms 'ON-centre' and 'OFF-centre' were
used.

In I9 6 6 , Enroth-Cugell and Robson demonstrated that both ON and

OFF cells in the cat could be further divided into X and Y types
according to the way they processed spatial information.

As explained

in the previous section, the X cells had small receptive fields with the
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property of linear summation and the Y cells had large receptive fields
with non-linear summation.

This linear/non-linear dichotomy has also

been found in other mammals and in lower vertebrates (see Levine and
Shefner, 1979)•

Cleland, Dubin and Levick (1971) noticed that the X

cells showed 'sustained’ responses to a steady stimulus in the receptive
field centre and had slow axonal conduction velocities while the Y cells
had 'transient' responses and fast conduction velocities.
called them 'tonic' and 'phasic' types, respectively.

Fukuda (1971)

In the primate

retina, these two types differed in the size and colour-specificity of
their receptive fields and in their projection layer in the lateral
geniculate nucleus (see Wâssle and Boycott, 1991).

Later, a new type of

cat ganglion cell that lacked centre-surround organisation and had a
lower conduction velocity than the X cells was added to the X-Y system
and was called the 'W-cell' type (Stone and Hoffman, 1972).
On the basis of cell responsiveness, Cleland and Levick (1974)
described 'brisk' and 'sluggish' categories of cat ganglion cells.

The

brisk cells showed a steep increase in their response with increasing
stimulus strength, while the response of the sluggish cell increased far
less steeply and remained relatively feeble regardless of the form and
conditions of the stimulation.

Thus, a fourth dichotomy

(brisk/sluggish) was added to the existing ON-centre/OFF-centre,
linear/non-linear and sustained/transient dichotomies, each being
assessed independently of the others.

Combining two of them resulted in

calling the Y cells 'brisk transient' and the X cells 'brisk sustained'.
The sluggish concentric cells belong to the W cell type (Koch, Poggio
and Torre, 1982).

For different combinations of these independent

properties, as identified in mammalian retinae, see Rodieck and Brening
(1983 ) and Amthor, Takahashi and Oyster (I989 ).
Correlations between anatomical (morphological) and physiological
cell types have been drawn as well.

Thus the a, ^ eind y cells have been

described as the anatomical correlates of the Y, X and W cells
respectively (Wassle and Boycott, 1974).

Combination of morphological

and physiological properties in naming cells has given rise to hybrid
terms like 'on-alpha' and 'off-alpha' cells (Wâssle, Peichl and Boycott,

1981 a) and 'on-beta' and 'off-beta' cells (Wâssle, Boycott and Illing,

1981).
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Some other physiological terms are also in use, often covering a
small population of ganglion cells.

Cells that respond preferentially

to a stimulus moving in a particular direction are called 'directionally
selective cells', first described by Maturana et al. (I960).

Subsequent

ly, this type of cell has been identified in various species (Grzywacz
and Koch, 1987)•

'Orientation-selective cells',

'uniformity detectors',

'local edge detectors' (Amthor et al., 1989) are other examples of
ganglion cell names depicting function.

None of these cells possesses a

concentric receptive field with centre-surround organisation.

Others:

Because retinal ganglion cells are often labelled retrogradely

from their projection sites and because of the functional importance of
these central projections, the ganglion cells are sometimes named in
terms of them.

In primates, ganglion cells projecting to the

magnocellular and parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN) have been called M and P cells (Perry, Silveira and Cowey, 1990)
or A and B cells, respectively (Leventhal et al., I98 I).

Ganglion cells

projecting to the basal optic nucleus (BON) have also been categorised
on that basis (Podugolnikova, Orlov and Reuter, 1991)-

The BON-

projecting cells show obvious morphological variation, however,
suggesting that they may comprise more than one subtype.
Sometimes ganglion cells are named according to some specific
biochemical property.

Dacey (I989 ) identified a 'monoamine-

accumulating' ganglion cell type that appeared morphologically
equivalent to the 6-cells (Boycott and Wassle, 197^) and might be
physiologically equivalent to the 'OFF-centre, sluggish sustained'

(see

Rodieck and Brening, I983 ) or W cells.
It will be clear from the foregoing that various names given to
particular groups of ganglion cells on the basis of single
characteristics are not mutually exclusive.

One particular cell can

belong to more than one such group.

Comments :

Two basic facts emerge from the above discussion.

First,

retinal ganglion cell classification lacks a standard scheme applicable
to species across a wide taxonomic range.

Many authors have tended to

base their schemes on one particular species, without leaving sufficient
scope for incorporating cells from other species.
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Secondly, there is a tendency among morphologists to rely too much
on individual morphological features in ganglion cell classification.
Minute details of morphology are thus highlighted, resulting in varied
and often complicated schemes segregating cells into too many types.
One such scheme has described 21 morphological types of ganglion cell in
the turtle (Kolb, 1982).

With a comparatively modest approach, Grüsser-

Cornehls, Pipke and Grover (1989) identified ”11 main types” from ”48
ganglion cells” studied in Bana esculenta.

Physiologists are not

exempt, however: at least 13 different functional classes have been
described for cat ganglion cells (see Wassle and Boycott, 1991).
It can be assumed that somewhat broader characteristics,
especially those by which cells relate to each other in a population
along with broad individual features, could well be exploited to arrive
at simpler classification schemes that look more for commonality than
for diversity.

Minute morphological and physiological variations could

then be regarded as subcategories of structure and function.

Such a

population characteristic, the spatial distribution of cells in their
horizontal disposition, is described in some detail in the next section.
An analogy for these two approaches to ganglion cell classification can
be drawn from the way Welty and Baptista (1988) described taxonomists’
attempts to classify birds.

They concluded that ”taxonomists can be

grouped into ’species’ too: the ’splitters’ who delight in classifying
birds according to minute differences, and the ’lumpers’ who
differentiate species on the basis of grosser discriminations” .
It should be noted here that the usage of the terms ’class’,
’type’ and ’subtype’ has not been consistent in different classification
schemes.

In the present thesis, the three varieties of a-cell (the

reasons to call them so are considered in Methods, Section 2:2.1) that
have been identified and described are mentioned as three ’types’.

1:2.4

Dendritic stratification and retinal sublamination

Historical perspective:

Dogiel (I89 I) demonstrated more than a hundred

years back that the processes of different types of bipolar, amacrine
and ganglion cells formed plexuses at specific levels of the primate IPL
by arborising in a stratified fashion.
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With Golgi preparations, Ramon y

Cajal {1893 ) described five ’’étages” or levels of arborisation in the
IPL of dog and ox retinae, and enumerated them from sclerad to vitread
as SI to 3 5 .

However, he mentioned that those ’’étages” were very close

and difficult to discern in mammals.

Polyak (1941, cited in Wâssle and

Riemann, 1978) reported five sublayers in Golgi preparations of primate
IPL as well.
types.

Cajal (1893) described eleven different ganglion cell

However, he grouped them into four classes on the basis of their

levels of arborisation in the IPL; cells monostratified at different
levels, bistratified cells, multistratified cells and diffuse cells
(Cajal, 1893 )'

Since then, various authors have studied retinal neurons

in a wide variety of species: the lamination pattern of neuronal
processes, especially the dendritic lamination pattern, continues to be
an important feature in describing and classifying retinal neurons.

The outer/inner subdivision:

Famiglietti and Kolb (1976) described two

sublaminae in the cat IPL: a (outer) and b (inner), and related them to
the presence of the ’flat’ and ’invaginating’ cone bipolar cell
terminals.

Although such anatomical relationships between the processes

of amacrine, bipolar and ganglion cells in the IPL have been considered
while dividing it into sublaminae, it is the physiological correlation
that maintained the wide use of the a|b sublaminar division.
Even though carp and cat are very distant in their phylogenetic
relationship, both have been shown to follow a general rule linking
dendritic lamination and physiological response properties of the cells.
In the IPL of the cat, sublamina a (of Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976) was
found to contain synaptic connections for OFF-ganglion cells, while
sublamina b had connections for ON-ganglion cells (Nelson, Famiglietti
and Kolb, 1978).

Similarly in the carp retina, bipolar, amacrine and

ganglion cells branching in sublamina a (equivalent to Cajal’s strata
SI, S2 and S3) showed OFF (hyperpolarising) responses and those
branching in sublamina b (S4 and S5) showed ON (depolarising) responses
(Famiglietti, Kaneko and Tachibana, 1977)*

Bistratified cells with

dendritic trees in both sublaminae a and b have been shown to produce
brisk ON-OFF responses (Maturana et al., I96 O ) .

Naka (1976)

demonstrated direct excitatory connections between ON-bipolars and ONganglion cells and between OFF-bipolars and OFF-ganglion cells in the
catfish retina.
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A third sublamina:

In a review on the mammalian retina, Wâssle and

Boycott (1991 ) have summarised the available data on the lamination
pattern of the a-,

and 6-ganglion cell dendrites and the bipolar cell

axonal processes in the cat IPL, derived from Golgi staining,
intracellular recordings and intracellular staining.

They divided the

IPL into sublaminae a, b and c of approximately equal depths in an
outer-to-inner sequence.

These sublaminae were described as containing

OFF-cell dendrites, ON-cell dendrites and rod bipolar cell terminals
respectively.

Wâssle and Boycott considered that this scheme may hold

for all retinal eccentricities and for all mammalian retinae, although
the relative proportions of the different sublaminae may vary.

As

already mentioned, sublaminae a and b have been found to contain
terminals of the ’flat’ and ’invaginating’ bipolar cells, respectively,
as well (Kolb and Famiglietti, 197^).

Using protein kinase C (PKC) like

immunoreactivity, Greferath, Griinert and Wâssle (1990) demonstrated rod
bipolar cell axon terminals close to the ganglion cell layer.

As shown

in Figure 3A, dendrites of P and 6 ganglion cells (but not of a-cells)
are also present in this sublamina c.

It is believed that the thickness

of sublamina c would depend on whether the retina is rod-dominated as in
the cat, or cone-dominated as in the tree shrew (see Wâssle and Boycott,
I99I).

Different descriptions of dendritic lamination:

It may be noted that,

even though ganglion cells can be classified on the basis of their
lamination pattern, cells belonging to one broad type may show
variations in lamination within limits.

Thus, terms like

’monostratified’ and ’bistratified’ or ’inner’ and ’outer’ do not
necessarily mean that the dendrites are strictly confined to one or two
very thin strata.

Kock et al. (1989 ) observed this sort of broad

laminar dendritic distribution (their Fig. 7) with frog ganglion cells
that could nevertheless be designated as ’single scleral layer-',
’single vitreal layer-’ or ’strict double layer-’ cells with reference
to their dominant planes of dendritic arborisation.

This phenomenon

becomes more obvious when a population characteristic (such as
membership of a regular mosaic, described in Section 1:2.6) is used to
single out a particular type of cell, putting less emphasis on
morphological details.

Cook, Becker and Kapila (1992) observed that
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many of their 'inner a-cells' in goldfish belonged either to Hitchcock
and Easter's (I986 ) Type 1.3 (with dendrites in all three sublaminae and
Type 1.4 (with dendrites in the middle and outer sublaminae) or to an
additional, undefined, subtype that was bistratified in the inner and
middle IPL.
Lamination pattern may even change during the course of
development.

Dann, Buhl and Peichl (I988 ) noticed some degree of

bistratification in some developing cat a-cells which began to diminish
by the fifth postnatal day, and all the cells were monostratified by 13 “

15 days after birth.

However, according to Wâssle and Boycott (1991),

bistratified ganglion cells seem to be present in all adult mammalian
retinae.

Bistratification has also been observed in some types of frog

ganglion cell {Xenopus laevis: Sakaguchi et al., 1984; Rana pipiens:
Frank and Hollyfield, I987 ; Rana tempovavia: Kock et al., 1989; Bufo
marinus: Straznicky, Tôth and Nguyen, 1990).

It is to be noted that

'tristratified' ganglion cells and ganglion cells with no definite
stratification ('diffuse' and 'multistratified') have been described in
different species (Cajal, 1893; Kock, 1982a; Frank and Hollyfield,

1987 ).
Dividing the IPL into inner and outer sublaminae only, Kock
(1982 a) demonstrated monostratified (either in the outer or in the inner
sublamina) and bistratified amacrine cells, as well as similarly
stratified ganglion cells, in the carp retina (see also Famiglietti et
al., 1977 )'

This occurred irrespective of variations in retinal size

and presumably, therefore, IPL thickness.

There may, however, be a

slight difference in their dendritic depths within a lamina.

In Rana

temporaria^ the dendrites of one type of amacrine cell were found to be
slightly further from the ganglion cell layer than the inner dendrites
of the bistratified large ganglion cells (Kock, Mecke, Orlov, Reuter,
Vâisânen and Wallgren, I989 ).

Famiglietti (I987 ) observed bistratified

ganglion cells having synapses with outer and inner amacrine cells.

In

addition, Kock (1982a) found ganglion cells with a "diffuse and
multilayered appearance".

'Biplexiform' ganglion cells with dendritic

branches in both IPL and GPL have also been observed (goldfish:
Hitchcock and Easter, I986 ; cichlid: Cook and Becker, 1991; Xenopus
laevis: Tôth and Straznicky, 1989 a; Rana pipiens: Frank and Hollyfield,

1987 ; macaque monkey: Mariani, 1982 ).
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It should be noted that the ways various authors have divided the
IPL into different sublaminae have

been variable.

designations sublaminae a and b (and strata 1, 2,
represent exactly similar portions of the IPL.

Consequently, the
3 etc.) do not always

Famiglietti and Kolb

(1976 ) divided the cat IPL into outer (a) and inner (b) sublaminae.

In

the carp IPL, Famiglietti et al. (1977) showed similar (a and b)
sublaminae of equal thickness.

Sublamina a was further subdivided into

three strata and sublamina b into two.
have equal thickness.

Obviously, these strata did not

In a later study, however, Famiglietti (I987 )

divided the cat IPL into five equal strata but two unequal sublaminae,
and this time there were two strata in a and three in b.

The boundary

between sublaminae a and b was shown at the outer border of Cajal’s
stratum 3«
Sublamination based on synaptic organisation:

Marshak, Ariel and Brown

(1988 ) observed in goldfish that 94% of the inputs to the ganglion cells
were through conventional synapses

mostly, if not entirely, from the

amacrines, whereas ribbon synapses

from the bipolars constituted only 6%

of the inputs.

In the carp retina, the number of conventional synapses

was six to seven times that of the ribbon synapses (Witkovsky and
Dowling, 1969 ).

Again, only 25% of the processes postsynaptic at the

bipolar ribbon synapses were ganglion cell dendrites.

Similar findings

have been reported in goldfish (Fisher and Easter, 1979).

This trend,

of amacrine inputs outnumbering bipolar inputs on ganglion cells, seems
to be quite common across species, varying only in proportion
(salamander: Wong-Riley, 1974; rat: Chernenko and West, 1976; human:
Foos and Miyamasu, 1973).

The high proportion of amacrine input to

ganglion cells indicates a greater degree of processing of visual
information to ’shape’ ganglion cell responses in the IPL, where the
amacrines receive their own input.

A high proportion of bipolar input

would reflect processing occurring somewhere else.

The GPL, where the

bipolars receive most of their input, could be this processing zone
(Dowling and Boycott, I966 ; Dowling, I968 ).
Dowling (1987 ) presented the ratios of conventional (amacrine)
synapses to ribbon (bipolar) synapses in the frog, the pigeon and
different orders of mammals.

While in the pigeon and the frog they were

10.8 and 9 .6 respectively, this ratio was only 1.7 in man (see Table 3.1
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of Dowling, 1987 ).

This difference probably reflects the high degree of

visual information processing occurring in the retina in frogs and
pigeons as compared to humans, where higher centres are more extensively
involved.
From serial reconstructions of the ganglion cell dendritic trees
(Kolb, 1979; Stevens, McGuire and Sterling, I98 O) it is understood that
the synaptic inputs onto the ganglion cells are mainly confined to the
planes of their dendritic arborisation.

Therefore, the study of the

laminar pattern of dendritic arborisation of the ganglion cells provides
a clue to their functional character, once the arborisation levels of
the processes of different amacrine and bipolar cell types are detected.
Marshak et al. (I988 ) proposed an IPL sublamination based on
synaptic density.

Studying the density of input synapses on the

ganglion cell dendrites in the goldfish IPL, they found two peaks in
amacrine synapse density at two IPL depths: one around ^0% and the other
around 80% of the distance from the ganglion cell layer (GCL) to the
INL.

From this observation, they placed the boundary between the outer

(a) and inner (b) sublaminae at 60% of this distance, which corresponds
to the outer border of Cajal’s stratum 3*

This is similar to the

already-mentioned boundary described in the cat and rabbit IPL (see
Famiglietti I987 ).

Neurochemical stratification:

Studying the available electron

microscopic (EM) and neurotransmitter data, Koontz and Hendrickson
(1987 ) noted that, in primates, at least seven different bands of
amacrine "processing" have been suggested by various workers, with each
band containing a unique subset of neurotransmitters.
bipolar axon terminals were less obvious.

Bands of the

The authors, however, added

that this apparent difference between amacrine and bipolar cells might
only indicate that, to identify different bipolar cell types, different
independent markers would be needed.

Greferath et al. (1990) concluded

that rod bipolar cells, but not cone bipolar cells, are stained by PKCimmunocytochemistry in mammals.

Vardi, Masarachia and Sterling (I989 )

found two subclasses of cholinergic (’starburst’) amacrines in the cat
which stratified in the same sublaminae as the ON- and OFF-a-cells.
Their dendrites were "in close proximity to" the a-cell dendrites.
Dopaminergic amacrines, on the other hand, stratify mostly in the
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outermost IPL stratum (SI of Cajal; Ehinger, 1983)t while the A-20
amacrines would stratify in between the ON- and OFF-related sublaminae
(S2 and S3 of Cajal; Wassle, Voigt and Patel, 1987 ).

In the monkey IPL,

a higher density of amacrine cell synapses has been observed in between
the ON- and OFF-related sublaminae as well (Koontz and Hendrickson,

1987 ).

The neurochemical organisation of the retina is a vast field by

itself, and a detailed discussion is not attempted here.

The convention adopted in this thesis:

To describe the dendritic

lamination patterns of the frog ganglion cells of the present study, the
IPL will be considered as comprising three sublaminae
similar depth, varying slightly in proportion

1:2.5

(a b and c) of

according to the species.

Displaced ganglion cells

As mentioned in Section 1:1.2, ganglion cell somata may be found
displaced into the IPL or INL from their normal (orthotopic) location in
the GCL.

It was Dogiel (I888 , cited in Reiner, Brecha and Karten, 1979)

who first described the displaced ganglion cells (DGCs) in the retina.
They are said to be present in all vertebrate classes (Stell and
Witkovsky, 1973)*

Although the first described DGCs were large cells

with somata at the inner margin of the INL and dendrites in the outer
third of the IPL, cells with various morphological properties in
different species have since been found to be displaced.

All four major

types of ganglion cell in goldfish (Hitchcock and Easter, I9 8 6 ) and all
seven classes in Rana pipiens (Frank and

Hollyfield, I987 ) were found to

have some displaced cells (see also Cook

and Becker, 1991) •

While the

DGCs in the rat and the cat have been found to arborise in the outer
half of the IPL, those in the primate have been observed doing so in
either half (see Perry, 1982).

Cook and Becker (1991) found both outer-

stratified and biplexiform DGCs in the cichlid.
The proportion of DGCs in the total ganglion cell population is
usually small (Perry, 1982; Peichl, I989 ).

However, in the silver

lamprey, where the pattern of retinal lamination is very different, lk%
of the ganglion cells have been found to

lie sclerad to the

this the ’orthotopic’ location (Fritzsch

and Collin, 1990).

IPL, making
The

proportion of displaced cells among a particular cell type such as the
outer-a cells is variable in different species and for different types
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of cell (see Cook and Becker, 1991)•

As is discussed later (see

Discussion, Section 4:9.0) the variability in retinal distribution,
projection and other aspects of the DGCs across species preclude the use
of displacement alone as a criterion for ganglion cell classification.

1:2.6

Regular spatial distributions or mosaics

Mosaics of ganglion cells:

In their horizontal disposition in the

retina, the ganglion cells are not haphazardly arranged . Different
types of ganglion cells have been found to be arranged in statistically
regular arrays, called mosaics.

For each of these types, there is an

independent mosaic with a characteristic cell spacing and cell number in
addition to a broadly characteristic basic morphology.

Ganglion cell

mosaics were first demonstrated in the cat by Wassle and Riemann (1978).
At that time, they did not distinguish between ON- and OFF-alpha types
but nevertheless found a non-random distribution.

Later, Wâssle, Peichl

and Boycott (1981a) divided the a-cells into ON and OFF categories and
found an independent mosaic of each.

Since then, regular mosaics of

ganglion cells have been reported in various mammals and some non
mammalian species, mainly among the lower vertebrates (see Table 1 for
various mosaic features in different species).
Since the discovery of regular mosaics, ways of measuring the
degree of regularity, presenting it in numerical and graphical forms and
analysing its statistical significance have been developed.

The

distance of an individual to the nearest of its neighbours, or 'nearest
neighbour distance'

(NND), is one such accepted measure of spatial

relationships (that is, distribution) in a population.

It was

originally devised for ecological studies by Clark and Evans (1954).

In

a random distribution of cells, distances to nearest neighbour are bound
to vary greatly among cells, taking extreme high and low values.

Thus,

the standard deviation (SD) from the mean NND is usually greater than
that for a regular distribution with the same mean density.
Consequently, the ratio of the mean NND to the SD or "mosaic ratio"
(Schall, Perry and Leventhal, 1987) tends to be lower for a more random
distribution, and can be used as a rough measure of regularity (see
Wassle and Riemann, 1978).
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Table 1: Mosaic measurements in different species

Reference

Species

Cell type

W&ssle & Riemann (1978 )

cat

central a

wassle, Peichl & Boycott (1981 a) cat

wassle. Boycott & Illing (I98I)

Peichl, Buhl & Boycott (1987)

Peichl, Ott & Boycott (I987)

Peichl (1989)

Hitchcock (1987)

Cook & Becker (1991 )

Cook, Becker & Kapila (1992 )

Collin & Northcutt (in press)

Straznicky & Straznicky (1988 )

cat

rabbit

ferret

rat

goldfish

cichlid

goldfish

garfish

Xenopus

NNDiSD (pm)

NND/SD

DISPERSION

N

4 6 .8 *1 5 .0

3.2

231

-

peripheral a

2 3 4 .0 *8 4 .0

2 .8

127

-

inner a

2 6 0 .0 *5 8 .0

4.5

122

outer a

2 4 1 .0 *5 1 .0

4.7

147

-

combined a

143.0*59.0

2 .4

269

-

ON P

90.0*17.0

5.2

65

-

OFF P

85.0*16.0

5.3

71

-

combined P

43.0*16.0

2.7

136

-

inner a

355.0*89.0

4 .0

112

-

outer a

322.0*65.0

4.9

l4 l

-

combined a

260.0*89.0

2 .1

253

-

inner a

2 4 2 .0 *6 4 .0

3.8

71

-

outer 0

220.0*47.0

4.7

77

-

combined a

157.0*52.0

3.0

148

-

inner a

247.0*51.0

4 .8

26

-

outer a

1 4 0 .0 *2 7 .0

5.2

80

-

combined a

105.0*35.0

3.0

106

-

1 .2 (small ret)

229.0

3.8

-

-

1 .2 (large ret)

4 0 0 .0

5.0

-

-

inner a

1.58

89.5*16.5

5.4

797

outer a (small)

147.7*29.3

5.1

263

1.50

outer a (large)

208.3*43.5

4 .8

276

1.56

biplex. (small)

2 4 2 .8 *9 8 .7

2.5

57

1.15

inner a

1 2 8 .1*2 1 .6

5.1

1088

1 .6 0

outer a

232.8*53.7

4.3

734

1.50

scleral

429.7*101.2

4 .2

114

-

central

230.0*55.4

4 .2

207

-

85.6*40.1

2 .0

scleral/bistr.

-

-

vitreal
Hayes, Martin & Brooke (1991 )

seabirds

large GC in
temporal area
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1.60

It is interesting to note that when a population of cells could be
divided into more than one population of obviously different types, each
type came up with a higher mosaic ratio than when considered together.
Hence, the ON- and OFF-a-cells taken separately were found to be more
regularly arranged than when taken together.

Thus, while all the a-

cells observed together showed a mosaic ratio as low as 2.4, the inner
a- and outer a-cells separately had ratios as high as 4.5 and 4.7»
respectively (Wassle, Peichl and Boycott, 1981a).

Similar observations

have been made on the &-cell population (Wâssle, Boycott and Illing,

1981 ) as well as in other species (rat; Peichl, 1989; rabbit: Peichl,
Buhl and Boycott, 198?; ferret: Peichl, Ott and Boycott, 1987; Table 1).
In many species, ganglion cell density varies substantially across
the retina.

Thus, if cells from high density areas like the visual

streak and those from low density areas like the dorsal and ventral
periphery are taken together while assessing regularity, less precise
values may be expected.

If, on the other hand, two such areas are taken

separately, a better assessment can be made.
might also vary within a retina.

The degree of regularity

Wassle and Riemann (1978) commented on

an apparent decrease in mosaic precision from centre to periphery in the
cat retina.
Other mosaics and regularities in the retina:

Ganglion cells are not

the only neurons with regular spatial distributions in the retina.
Different photoreceptors form regular mosaics (Müller and Peichl, I989 )
and so do some horizontal cells (Engstrôm, I963 ).

In the IPL,

particular types of amacrine cell are arranged in a regular fashion (see
Vaney, 1990)•

Although the somata of the bipolar cells are not

regularly distributed, their axonal swellings form regular mosaics at
different levels across the IPL (Podugolnikova, I985 ).
In addition to these regularities in cell arrangement, regular
fibrous grid patterns are found in the OPL and IPL.

These are formed by

the processes of the photoreceptor, horizontal, bipolar and amacrine
cells (Hibbard, I97 I).

1:2.7

Development of the retina and its ganglion cells

The retinae of lower vertebrates continue to grow for many years and in
fish, according to some authors, throughout life (goldfish: Easter,
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Johns and Baumann, 1977; Meyer, 1978; trout: Lyall, 1957; salmon: All,
1964; herring and sole: Sandy and Blaxter, I98 O; crucian carp: Kock,

1982b ) .

This growth results from two phenomena: neurogenesis at the

margin (Johns, 1977; Sharma and Ungar, I98O) and balloon-like expansion
of the existing retina (Johns and Easter, 1977).

' ^

Retinal neurogenesis in fish is said to be almost symmetrical all
round the margin (Johns, 1977).

It is also symmetrical in the frog Eana

pipiens (Reh and Constantine-Paton, I983 ) but not in all amphibia: in
Xenopus after stage 54 of Nieuwkoop and Faber (1956), many more cells
are added to the ventral half of the retina than to the dorsal half
(Jacobson, 1976; Beach and Jacobson, 1979).
Because the eye expands more than would be expected from
neurogenesis alone, the density (that is, the average number in each
unit area) of all the retinal neurons except rods falls with growth
(Johns and Easter, 1977; Kock and Reuter, 1978a; Dunlop and Beazley,

1981 ; Kock, 1982b; Negishi, Teranishi and Kato, I985 ).

Rods are the

only cells in the retina that arise not only from the margin, but also
from more central parts (Johns, 1982; Raymond and Rivlin, I987 ). Cook
and Becker (1991) attributed the uniformity of retinal ganglion cell
spacing across the retina of the cichlid fish to its uniform expansion
during growth.

In a mammal such as the cat, by contrast, it has been

shown that the observed non-uniformity of neuronal spacing is related to
non-uniform expansion (Mastronarde, Thibeault and Dubin, 1984; Lia,
Williams and Chalupa, 1987; Robinson, I987 ).
It can be assumed that, having such a variety of cells, distinct
lamination patterns and regularity of cellular organisation at several
levels, the retina would have complex underlying developmental and
regulatory mechanisms.

There have been suggestions that common

mechanisms work in different species (for example, in specifying basic
cell types such as ganglion cells and horizontal cells: Wetts and
Fraser, 1988 ).

However, variability in developmental mechanisms across

species is also suspected (as in differentiation of various types of
ganglion cell: Peichl, 1989 ).
Synaptogenesis and the development of dendritic lamination are two
very important phenomena in ganglion cell ontogeny.

In the postnatal

cat retina, before the eyes open, Dann, Buhl and Peichl (I987 ) observed
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some "modification and maturation" of ganglion cell dendritic morphology
in terms of the disappearance of bistratification and of spiny
protrusions.

They drew temporal correlation between the segregation of

the ganglion cell dendrites into different IPL sublaminae (Maslim and
Stone, 1986 ) and the onset of the formation of ribbon synapses with
bipolar cell terminals (Cragg, 1975î Morrison, 1982; Maslim and Stone,

1986 ) during postnatal development of the cat retina.

Conventional

synapses with amacrine cells, on the other hand, are known to be present
prenatally (Cragg, 1975; Morrison, 1982; Maslim and Stone, I9 8 6 ).
Maslim, Webster and Stone (I986 ) observed that, in the early stages of
development, the ganglion cells do not 'respect* the IPL sublaminae in
the way they do in the adult.

This led Perry (1989 ) to suggest that the

ganglion cell subpopulations may not be predetermined to arborise in
particular laminae, and he proposed a hypothesis on the development of
lamination pattern (see Discussion, Section 4:10.5)•

In the frog,

dendritic lamination has been described as beginning around stage 39 of
Nieuwkoop and Faber (1956), that is, three days after fertilisation (see
Wetts and Fraser, I988 ).

1:2.8

Dendritic plasticity and interaction

Evidence for dendritic plasticity and possible interaction:

Retinal

ganglion cells show an amazing degree of plasticity in modelling and
remodelling their dendritic trees.

In trying to understand the factor

or factors that determine the geometry of dendritic trees, Wâssle,
Boycott and Illing (1981b) proposed some sort of interaction between
neighbouring dendrites.
observations.

This idea got support from some experimental

Perry and Linden (1982) killed the ganglion cells in a

small patch of rat retina by making a retinal lesion on the day of
birth.

Two to three months later, the dendrites of the ganglion cells

at the boundary of the cell-depleted area showed obvious bias towards
the depleted zone.

Subsequently, similar observations were made the cat

(Eysel, Peichl and Wassle, I985 ).

From supportive evidence it is

assumed that these experiments do not affect the source of afferent
supply of the ganglion cells: the cells in the INL (Perry and Linden,

1982 ; Beazley, Perry, Baker and Darby, I987 ).

Perry and Maffei (I988 ),

in a similar experiment, found the dendrites oriented towards the cell-
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depleted zone to be longer and thicker than those oriented away from
this zone.

These ganglion cells had 80% of their dendrites in the

quadrant directed towards the depleted zone.
Hitchcock (1989 ) used goldfish, in which new cells are added in
rings at the margin throughout life (Easter et al., 1977) «

Killing the

existing ganglion cells with propidium iodide, he demonstrated that the
cells generated subsequently at the margin showed dendritic bias towards
the cell-depleted more central zone.

Hitchcock (1989) inferred that

normally the dendrites of the older, centrally located ganglion cells
exclude those of the younger, peripherally located cells (’exclusionary
dendritic interaction’).

But once the central cells are killed, the

dendrites of the younger cells can grow more freely towards the centre
than towards the periphery.
Indirect evidence for possible dendritic interaction comes from
the fact that there is usually a very consistent inverse relationship
between ganglion cell density and dendritic tree size.

Retinae with

obvious cell density gradients show significant increases in dendritic
tree size as the cell density declines from centre to periphery,
ensuring more or less constant dendritic coverage (Wassle, Peichl and
Boycott, 1981 a,b).

A nearly constant coverage factor has also been

reported in small and large retinae from goldfish of different age.

The

lower cell density in the larger and older retinae was accompanied by a
larger dendritic tree size (Hitchcock, I987 ).

In the frog Eana pipiens^

Frank and Hollyfield (1987 ) found relatively constant coverage for
almost every ganglion cell type.

This phenomenon is consistent with the

evidence that, when the cell population is experimentally increased, the
dendritic trees get smaller (Kirby and Chalupa, 1986 ) and an
experimental decrease in the cell population increases dendritic tree
size (Ault, Schall and Leventhal, I985 ).

It is estimated that, in

primates, a change in cell density can account for about 90% of the
variance in dendritic tree size (see Perry, I989 ).

Across species,

ganglion cell types with higher cell density usually have smaller
dendritic trees than those with lower density.
even among the subtypes.

This is usually true

For example, the outer a-cells in cichlid and

goldfish are far fewer in number than the inner a-cells.

The dendritic

tree size of the former is also larger (Cook and Becker, 1991; Cook et
al., 1992 ).

However, in species where the density difference is not
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prominent, a difference in tree size is not consistent either (see
Peichl, 1989 for rat and Wâssle, Peichl and Boycott, 1981b for cat).
Do these findings suggest that dendritic interactions are limited
to a given cell type {homotypic interaction)?
to answer.

This is a tricky question

The variation in dendritic tree size of a particular cell

type was found to be better matched with the density variation of the
same cell type than with that of all cell types combined (Schall, Perry
and Leventhal, I987 ).

Observation of a-cell distribution indicates that

there is always a high probability of the nearest neighbour of an ONcentre cell being an OFF-centre cell (Wâssle, Peichl and Boycott, 1981a;
Perry, I989 ).

Wâssle, Peichl and Boycott (1981b) suggested that the a-

cell dendrites in adult cat retina interact or stop growing once they
start to invade the dendritic territory of another cell of the same
type.

The p-cells follow the same rule (Eysel et al., I985 ) .

observations support the notion of homotypic interaction.

These

However, this

is not to say that there are no heterotypic dendritic interactions
between dendrites of cells assigned to different classes.

This depends

on another issue to be addressed here: that of which cells should be
considered as the same and which as different types, and at what level
of classification should this distinction be made.
Nevertheless, evidence for heterotypic interaction is not well
documented.

Peichl and Wâssle (1983) showed that the bipolar and

amacrine cells can 'broaden’ the receptive field size of the ganglion
cells, and the bipolar cells can virtually 'fill in' gaps in individual
dendritic fields.

The nature of possible dendritic interaction:

Two sorts of interaction

between the dendrites have been suggested: direct and indirect.
interaction might include contact inhibition.

Direct

Indirect interaction

would possibly include competition for factors produced by other
neurons, including those providing afferent input through synapses.
As one sort of direct dendritic interaction, the well-known
phenomenon of contact inhibition of growth has been suggested (Eysel et
al., 1985 ).

Bloomfield and Hitchcock (1991) reported little overlap of

dendritic branches in goldfish, with only 1-2 intersections between the
dendrites of single dendritic arbors.
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In rabbit ganglion cells.

Famiglietti (1992) found it unusual to have a significant amount of
crossing between neighbouring dendrites, particularly at a wide angle
(near 90°).

In ganglion cells belonging to classes with uniformly

generated short terminal dendritic branches, these branches tended to
grow towards the neighbours at right angles and then stop, rather than
turn or cross them (Famiglietti, 1992).

Dacey (1989) proposed that

individual dendritic branches are probably not arranged at random but
rather have a high degree of local order, interdigitating to fill the
available space within the network rather than intersecting each other.
He tested the proposition with camera lucida drawings of some
neighbouring monoamine-accumulating ganglion cells from the cat retina.
He rotated each of the dendritic trees by a random angle around its
somal axis, and counted the number of intersections made by the rotated
dendrites.

The average count from several such random rotations was

four to five times the count obtained with the dendrites at their
original orientations.

^

Possible mechanisms for contact inhibition are

mentioned in the Discussion (Section 4:10.3).
The notion of competition as an indirect basis of dendritic
interaction has been approached from different angles by different
authors.

The lesion-induced dendritic bias described earlier in this

section was found to be maximal when the lesion was made on the day of
birth.

It reduced with age and was absent when the lesion was made

twenty days later.

In the cat, Eysel et al. (1985) also found an age-

dependent decline in bias, ending at 40-60 days after birth.
Significant numbers of synapses form around 10 days of age in the cat
(Weidman and Kuwabara, 1968, cited in Perry and Maffei, I988 ).

To see

whether the development of bias is solely dependent on synapse
formation. Perry and Maffei (I988 ) performed a series of studies looking
at the bias after making lesions on different postnatal days and
observing on different days as well.

From their observations, they

suggested that synapses, at least in large numbers, are not necessary to
produce dendritic bias.
However, they also raised two points to consider.

Firstly, a

morphologically recognisable synapse might not be a true representation
of the first stage of communication between INL cells and ganglion
cells.

Other dendritic interactions may precede synaptogenesis.

An

interesting observation was made by Wong, Yamawaki and Shatz (1992).
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Looking at the transient dendritic spines in the ganglion cells of
postnatal cat during "the period of peak spine loss and synapse
formation", they found a negligible number of spines forming synapses.
They rejected the notion, proposed by Vaughn (I989 ) in relation to
spines on developing motoneurons, that the spines are the preferred
postsynaptic sites, and suggested that they may be involved in functions
like cell recognition preceding synapse formation, rather than in
forming the synapses themselves.

Secondly, competition might be at its

most intense in the early stages of synaptogenesis, when the first few
connections are being made.
The observation that even reducing the ganglion cell density by

30 % prior to a retinal lesion had no effect on the dendritic bias
towards the lesion site led Perry and Maffei (I988 ) to look for factors,
other than loss of contact inhibition or lack of competition for
afferent inputs in the cell-depleted zone, to explain the bias.
came up with the following suggestion.

They

INL cells might produce some

chemotropic factor for the ganglion cells.

In the area of ganglion cell

depletion, this factor would naturally be in abundance.

Consequently,

the dendrites of the neighbouring ganglion cells would be attracted
towards the area of cell depletion.

Barnstable (1991) proposed the

Müller cells, the intrinsic glia of the retina, as a possible source of
such a factor.

His proposition was based on evidence that astrocytes

promote dendritic growth in cultured sympathetic neurons (Johnson,
Higgins and Ard, I989 ) and that Müller cells are the retinal equivalents
of astrocytes for various functions, playing an important role in the
general support and nutrition of retinal neurons (see Hollander,
Makarov, Dreher, van Driel, Chan-Ling and Stone, 1991)*

Perry and

Maffei (I988 ) also noted a gradual decline in dendritic bias with
increasing distance from the cell-depleted area.

They found this

consistent with their hypothesis of a chemotropic factor, as the
concentration of the factor would gradually decrease away from the celldepleted zone.

However, it has been observed that these dendrites do

not grow across the whole of the cell-depleted area (Perry and Linden,

1982 ; Eysel et al., I985 ).

Perry (I989 ) suggested two reasons for this.

Some metabolic constraint may impose a growth limit upon the dendrites;
or dendritic growth may cease when a target number of synaptic
connections have been made by each cell.
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Despite all these efforts, the mechanisms underlying dendritic
plasticity in normal development and in remodelling are not yet fully
understood.
question.

Dendritic interactions remain the most likely answer to the
However, to understand the nature of the interactions,

further studies on the underlying cell biology and physiological
correlations are required.

Some suggestions from different authors

addressing the issue are mentioned in the Discussion (Section 4:10.5).

1:3.0

WHY STUDY THE RETINA OF THE FROG?

The frog nervous system, including the retina, has been a commonly used
tool in various anatomical, physiological, biochemical and behavioural
studies.

Ganglion cell production is complete very early in mammalian

life (mouse: Hinds and Hinds, 1974; cat: Rusoff, 1979; Walsh and Polley,

1985 ).

However, retinal development, including ganglion cell

production, in frogs continues into adult life {Xenopus: Jacobson, 1976;
HeleiopoTrus: Dunlop and Beazley, I98 I; Bana pipiens: Reh and
Constantine-Paton, 1983; Limnodynastes: Coleman, Dunlop and Beazley,

1983 ).

This provides opportunities for studying the developing cells

and comparing them with postmitotic mature cells.

The usual precursors

of all the retinal neurons, with the probable exception of rod
precursors (Johns and Fernald, I98 I), are confined to a narrow germinal
zone at the retinal margin {Xenopus: Straznicky and Gaze, 1971; Beach
and Jacobson, 1979; Bana pipiens: Hollyfield, I9 6 8 ; Reh and ConstantinePaton, 1983 ; Heleioporus: Dunlop and Beazley, 198 I).

This helps in

studying the development of the cells and the retina as a whole by the
fact that every part of the retina, with all the neurons in it
(excepting the rods), is younger than the parts central to it.

It

provides potentialities for experimental manipulations of the
developmental process too.
early age.

Frog eyes also become operational at an

Thus, functionally active cells are available for various

anatomical, physiological and biochemical studies from the early stages
of ontogeny.

All these factors make any basic structural study of the

frog retina worthwhile.
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1:4.0

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Although the retinal ganglion cells in various species of frog have been
widely studied, no systematic study has been done on the spatial
distribution of different types of cell, and the classification systems
used have been many and varied.
The aim of the present research was to look at the large ganglion
cells in four genera of frog, studying their morphological features as
individuals and their spatial distributions as populations.
In the process, a novel approach to the classification of large
ganglion cells was developed, with a view to outlining a more natural
classification scheme than one based on morphological criteria alone.
This approach takes spatial distribution as its starting point.
Cross-species comparisons were aimed at discovering morphological
and spatial homologies that might reflect common developmental,
evolutionary or functional scenarios.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODS
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2; 1.0

PREPARATION OF RETINAL FLAT-MOUNTS

The retinae used in the present study were from adult frogs: Xenopus
laevis, Bana esculenta, Bana pipiens, Bufo marinus and Hyla (Litovia)
moovei.

The specimens were either supplied by collaborating colleagues

or prepared especially for this study.

The ganglion cells were filled

by retrograde tracing with different tracers from complete optic nerve
cuts, partial optic nerve cuts or optic tract lesions.
techniques also varied with the tracer applied.

Processing

The labelling of the

retinae supplied by colleagues was performed in vivo, while the others |j
were labelled in vitro.

u-c- h

Details of the preparation of retinal flat-mounts are presented in
Appendix 2.

2:2.0

POPULATION STUDIES OF GANGLION CELLS

2:2.1

Naming the ganglion cells

A new, descriptive system of ganglion cell nomenclature, devised for
reasons explained in the Discussion (Section 4:2.3), has been used for
the present study.

The Greek characters (a,

etc.) introduced by

Boycott and Wassle (1974) as indicators of relative somatic (and
dendritic) size have been retained.

Accordingly, as the major frog

ganglion cell types described in the present thesis resemble the a-cells
in the cat, they are called the a-cells.

Subscripts representing

dendritic lamination pattern have been attached to the Greek character,
using the sublaminar scheme of Famiglietti and Kolb (1976) in the
extended a, b, c form (see Fig. 3) adopted by Wassle and Boycott (1991).
This nomenclature is potentially applicable to a wide variety of
ganglion cell types in a wide range of vertebrate species, using
appropriate Greek character and subscript combinations.

Thus, a-cells

arborising predominantly in the outer part of the IPL in any species
would be a^ cells and those having their predominant arborisation in the
inner (middle) IPL would be ay cells.
would be O q cells.

More vitreally arborising cells

Using subscript combinations, a-cells with

substantial arborisations in both the a and b sublaminae can be called
a^b cells.

Similarly, other combinations can be used for different

lamination patterns.
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Three types of a-cell found in each of four frog species could be
called Qa, o^b
pattern.

*^c cells according to their dendritic lamination

Although the Q q cells had some dendrites or parts of them in

the b sublamina, only c has been used as the subscript to simplify the
expression using dendritic predominance.

However, in the fifth frog

species, Hyla moovei, two of the three a-type cells had significant
arborisation in both a and b sublaminae.
been named al^b (the larger) and
being the

These cells have, therefore,

(the smaller), the third type

cells.

One advantage of the new system is its flexibility to use
different symbols with the subscripts to represent subtypes.

Thus a

ligature (a^y) may be used to distinguish diffusely stratified cells
from discretely stratified ones, for which a dot (ota.b) would separate
the two subscripts.

One can find an analogy between these symbols and

the legato and staccato markings in musical notation.

There is also the

possibility of using parentheses to distinguish predominant and less
dominant dendritic distributions.

The symbol group a^^y) would

represent cells arborising predominantly in sublamina c with significant
dendrites in sublamina b.

However, as the new system has been used for

the first time in the present thesis, the use of parentheses has been

'

avoided to make it as simple as possible.

2:2.2

Setting criteria and plotting cells

The approach:

The large ganglion cells in all the frog species examined

posed the problem of not conforming to the straightforward inner/outer
(ON/OFF) dichotomy reported in mammals (Wassle, Peichl and Boycott,

1981a,b) and fish (Cook and Becker, 1991; Cook et al., 1992).

Various

authors have classified these cells in different frog species in
different ways, considering dendritic symmetry, orientation, branching
pattern and levels of arborisation in the IPL (see Appendix 3)•
In mammals and in fish, large cells arborising in the outer part
of

the IPL and those

arborising in the inner part of

to be distributed as independent regular mosaics.

the IPL were found

It has also been

noted that either type of cell seldom comes close enough to other cells
of

the same type to form a close pair or a cluster. Whenever there was

a pair

or a cluster,

it was almost invariably formed by members of
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different types (cat a-cells: Wassle, Peichl and Boycott, 1981a; cat &cells: Wassle, Boycott and Illing, I98 I).

This unlikelihood of members

of the same cell type forming pairs or clusters

was exploited for

setting the criteria for cell typing.

The procedures:

First, in order to record the location of every

identifiable ganglion cell of each defined type, the "improved plotting
procedure" of Cook (I987 ) was followed.
Some of the retinae examined were

flat-mounted on standard glass

slides bearing photographically generated grids (as described in Cook,

1987 ).

In these cases, a substantial part of each retina was notionally

divided into blocks I .5 mm by 2 mm, each containing twelve O .5 nim square
grids.
The large ganglion cells were identified, not only on the basis of
their large soma size, but also by their thick primary dendrites and
large dendritic tree.

Taking three characteristics

criteria helped in consistent identification of

as the typing

the cells, as

in

individual cases one criterion or another might be misleading.

For

example, poorer labelling might account for a smaller resolvable tree,
or a

soma might look smaller because of its ’end-on* orientation.
For each block in turn, all the large

ganglion cells were plotted,

using a camera lucida, onto a matching block of twelve 60 mm squares on
a sheet of A4 paper.

This was done in the following way.

The grid

lines on the slide were focussed using a Planapo x25/0.65 objective on a
Zeiss light microscope.
square on the slide.

Each microscopic field covered one O .5 mm grid

Under the camera lucida, the matching 60 mm square

on the paper was focussed and aligned perfectly with the square on the
slide.

All the selected cells in the square were then plotted on the

grid sheet.
In the case of retinae that were not mounted on grid-bearing
slides when received, a similar grid was firmly attached to the under
surface of each slide.

Such a grid could only be used directly as a

positional reference at low magnifications, since the working distance
of high magnification objectives was too short to allow it to be
visualised.

A photographic method was therefore devised.

A Zeiss MClOO

camera system and x4/0.l6 Planapochromat objective were used to combine
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Figure 5

Setting the criteria for ganglion cell typing (as practised in the
present study).

A.

A retinal area (or patch) with well-labelled cells was chosen.

B.

Ganglion cell pairs and clusters were marked.

shown within the dashed circle.

One such cluster

is

A close pair is also seen, above and to

the left of the cluster, within the continous circle.

C.

The cells within each chosen cluster/pair were examined for

obvious and broad morphological differences between them, on the basis
of which they could be typed.

Each of the three members of the cluster

presented here (with filled, hatched and stippled somata) was different
from the others in its dendritic lamination pattern, in addition to some
differences in somal and dendritic dimension.
The cell with the hatched soma arborised exclusively in the outer
part of the IPL (sublamina a).

The cell with the filled soma stratified

in both the outer and middle IPL (sublaminae a and b ) .

The third cell

with the stippled soma arborised predominantly in the most vitreal part
of the IPL (sublamina c ) .

Their dendrites are shown in dashed,

continuous and dotted lines, respectively.

D.

According to the sublaminar dendritic distribution, the three

cells were typed as

a^b and

cells respectively, and were used as

provisional models for typing the other cells.
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two images from different focal planes into a single photograph.

One

image was of a 1.5 mm by 2 mm block of the grid under the slide ; the
other of the ganglion cell layer directly above it.

Masks were used to

confine the image of the grid to the margins of the photograph,
preserving the contrast of the ganglion cell image in the area occupied
by the twelve squares.

A substantial area of each retina was thus

photographed, block by block.

Prints were then made with the 0.5 mm

grid squares enlarged to 60 mm.

Thus each A4 print had twelve 60 mm

squares in the same format as the grid sheets described above, but with
the large ganglion cells already visible.
Next, close pairs and clusters of large ganglion cells were
located on the photographic or camera lucida plots.

The cells in such

groups were then studied to detect any major morphological differences
between them, on the basis of which they could be classified (Fig. 5)•

The outcome:

It was noted that the most striking difference between the

members of a pair or cluster was usually in the dendritic lamination
pattern.

Three basic types were found in Xenopus laevis^ Bufo marinus^

Bana esculenta and Bana pipiens:

(a) those arborising almost

exclusively in the scleral or outer part of the IPL, close to the INL;
(b)

those having substantial amounts of dendritic arborisation in the

outer and middle parts of the IPL;

(c) those arborising in the most

vitreal part of the IPL, very close to the GCL, having some occasional
parts of the tree in the middle sublamina of the IPL.

Thus, three major

planes of arborisation of the large ganglion cells were identified in
the IPL.

Accordingly, the IPL (the neuropil between the INL and GCL)

was divided into three sublaminae, liavin^ approximately equal thickness:
a, b and c in an outer-to-inner sequence.
designated as a^. Qab

°c cells.

Accordingly, the cells were

For details of this nomenclature,

see Section 2:2.1.
The members of a close pair or a cluster also usually differed in
some other characteristics confirming their identity as different cell
types.

In general, the

and

cells had large somata, thick primary

dendrites and very large and sparsely branched dendritic trees.

In

general, the a^b cells had a somewhat smaller soma than the others (for
measurements, see Observations and Results) and slightly thinner primary
dendrites.

Their dendritic trees were small but profusely branched.
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Figure 6

Outcome of the approach to setting the criteria for ganglion cell typing
presented in the previous figure.

A.

The retinal area chosen.

B.

A blown-up representation of the same area as in A, with

apparently haphazard ganglion cell distribution.

an

The variable degree of

closeness among cells forming pairs and clusters is shown by circles of
different sizes.

On close examination of the cells inside the circles,

they could be assigned to different types.

C.

When considered separately, three independent, regular mosaics of

cells (shown as filled, open and stippled somata) emerged from
apparently haphazard distribution.

the

One mosaic is picked out by circles

in each of the three boxes.
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The typing system thus based on the lamination patterns and on these
additional characteristics could then be used to assign almost every
well-labelled large ganglion cell in the plots to a particular cell
type.

Three independent large cell populations could thus be identified

and made available for various morphometric and population analyses
(Fig. 6).

Digitising the cells:

A4 acetate sheets were attached to the grid

sheets or photographs, and the locations of the defined cells were
marked on them using specific colour codes for different types of cell.
Each grid sheet or photograph was coded by row and column according to
its position in the specimen, and the cell coordinates were digitised,
sheet by sheet, on a high-resolution graphics tablet (Summagraphics
Summasketch II Plus) linked to a microcomputer.

For every cell in turn,

the retina-wide coordinates were then calculated automatically from its
cursor coordinates on the tablet, the base coordinates on the sheet, and
the sheet code denoting its row and column within the total array (Cook,

1987 ).

The results were stored in a disc file.

2:2.3

Nearest-neighbour distance analysis

The following computations and comparisons were made with the help of
special-purpose computer programs (Cook and Becker, 1991)•

The nearest

neighbour distance (NND) for each cell in the mosaic, the frequency
distributions of these distances and their means and standard deviations
were computed.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample comparisons^ were made

between these distributions and two theoretical ones: the Gaussian with
the same mean and standard deviation and the Rayleigh distribution, a
distribution of the Poisson type for a random population of the same
average density (Wassle and Riemann, 1978; Rodieck, 1991)*
The mosaic ratio (the ratio of the mean NND to the standard
deviation: Schall et al., I987 ) and the dispersion index (the ratio of
the observed mean NND to that expected for a random population: Clark
and Evans, 1954) were also calculated.

1

Th e K o l m o g o r o v - S m i r n o v on e -s a mp l e

The mosaic ratio for a non-

test is a test of g o o d n e s s - o f - f i t .

It a s s e s s e s

the d eg r e e of

a g r e e m e n t b e t w e e n the di st r i b u t i o n of a set of sample va l u e s ( o b s e r v e d sc o res ) a n d so me s p e c i f i e d
t h e o r e t i c a l di st r ib ut i on .
The result in di cat es wh e t h e r the sa mp l e s co r es ca n r e a s o n a b l y be t ho ugh t
have

com e

fr om a po p ul a t i o n wit h the theor eti cal d i s t r i b u t i o n
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(Siegel,

I956).

to

random distribution has no theoretical limits but in practice lies
between 2.5 and 6.0 for most documented ganglion cell mosaics.

The

dispersion index takes a value close to unity when the underlying
distribution is random and has a theoretic maximum value of 2.149 for a
completely regular hexagonal array {Clark and Evans, 1954) but in
practice lies between 1.2 and 1.6 for most ganglion cell mosaics.
The nearest-neighbour analysis of a mosaic distribution calls for
good dendritic labelling of a high proportion of the cell population in
a substantial part of the retina.
short of fulfilling these criteria.

Some of the retinae examined fell
Techniques like "scratch-labelling"

(R.V. Stirling, personal communication) and labelling from a partial
nerve cut were responsible for this in some cases.

In others, uneven

processing or damage during dissection was the cause.

However, quite

well-labelled, isolated cells or small patches of cells were found in
these retina.

The large ganglion cells in such retinae could be

assigned to different types by assessing the major type-specific
qualitative features of the individual cells.

Some of these cells were

drawn or photographed for studies like assessment of dendritic
interaction.

2:2.4

Spatial correlograms

The spatial relationships between the cells were also expressed through
spatial correlograms and density recovery profiles, and effective radii
of exclusion were calculated, using computer programmes written by J.E.
Cook following procedures devised by Rodieck (1991)'

These terms

warrant some explanation.
To create spatial auto-correlograms, the spatial coordinates of
the cells, as entered into the computer from the grid sheets, were
retrieved from disc.

Each cell was treated in turn as a 'reference

cell' and placed at the centre of the correlogram area.

Then all its

neighbours within a defined radius (usually 500 pm) were plotted round
it.

To visualise the process and the effect, we can imagine, as Rodieck

described, marking a 'cell' on a plot with a plus sign.

A reference

point is placed near the middle of a translucent paper.

The paper is

then placed on the plot, the reference point is aligned with the plus
sign, and the positions of all the other cells on the plot that lie
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Figure 7

A.

The process underlying the creation of a spatial correlogram.

In a cell plot (Al), different types of cell are identified, marked
differently (A2) and digitised on the graphics tablet separately.

The

computer then takes the spatial coordinate values of every cell of one
particular type in turn as representing the centre of the intended cor
relogram and marks the location of selected cells from the original plot
(Al) with respect to the central cell.

For an auto-correlogram, all

cells of the same type as the central reference cell are picked up (as
shown schematically in A3) ♦ while a cross-correlogram locates all cells
of another type in the plot.

B.

An auto-correlogram with its accompanying density recovery profile

Just a few cell locations are seen up to some particular distance around
the central cell, forming a ’well' in the density recovery profile (DRP)
beyond which the density rises sharply.
on the DRP by a small arrow.

The point of recovery is shown

Concentric circles corresponding to the

bins in the DRP are faintly visible in the correlogram.

The boundary of

the effective radius of exclusion is represented by a circle in the
correlogram (arrowhead) and two bars in the DRP (arrowhead on one) .
details, see text.
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within a 500 urn circle are marked on the paper.

Then a new cell is

marked with a plus sign, the paper is moved and the same process is
repeated with the reference point on this new cell.

Every cell in the

plot is thus highlighted in turn with a plus sign and its neighbours
plotted round it.
The region to be noted in the spatial auto-correlogram thus
produced is that near the centre.

In the case of a random distribution,

the occurrence of a cell does not alter the probability of occurrence of
those away from it.

Thus the average density remains the same at all

offsets from the centre of the correlogram.

For a non-random, regular

distribution, on the other hand, the probability of two neighbours being
close is small.

Consequently, an almost empty region is found in the

centre of the spatial auto-correlogram which represents the zone from
which other members of the same population are largely excluded.
Thus, spatial auto-correlograms can produce a visually impressive
display of the degree of order in a cell distribution.

The density of

the correlogram reflects the density of the cell population under study,
while the size of the empty zone reflects the nearest neighbour
distance.

The degree of order, however, is reflected in the degree of

emptiness, rather than the size, of the empty zone.
A spatial correlogram is constructed for a population of objects
(in this case cells) all of the same type.

Rodieck (1991) extended this

approach to examine how objects of one type are distributed with
reference to objects of some other type.

He studied the starburst

amacrine somata in the INL and considered their lateral dispositions
with respect to the starburst amacrine somata in the GCL.

The resulting

correlogram was called a spatial cToss-covrelogram to indicate that
different populations had been taken into account.

A cross-correlogram,

therefore, expresses the degree of statistical independence of two
separate populations.

The more independent the populations are in their

distribution, the less ’empty’ would be the centre of the correlogram.

2:2.5

Density recovery profiles

Rodieck (1991) observed that while the auto-correlogram of an ’entirely
random’ distribution would have the same average density at all offsets,
the correlogram of the cells he studied had a lower density near the
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centre than at larger offsets.

To quantify this deviation from non

randomness he put forward the following analytical method.
On a correlogram, concentric circles were drawn about the centre,
each separated by the same defined distance from the next.
series of annuli was formed.

Thus a

The number of points (cells) was counted

and the density calculated for each annulus.

A histogram was produced

plotting distance from the centre on the abscissa and cell density on
the ordinate.

The process is demonstrated graphically in Figure 7-

This provided "a compact means of showing the relation between the
presence of a cell and the radial distribution of the cells that lie
near it” (Rodieck, 1991)•

The construction was termed the density

recovevy profile^ the term "recovery” referring to the return from a
’d i p ’ to the mean spatial density with increasing distance from the
reference point.

By taking bin-widths for the profile equal to the

defined width of the annuli on the auto-correlogram, the direct
relationship between density and distance could be quite graphically
represented.

With Rodieck’s (1991) density recovery profile, a better

visual impression of this relationship was obtained by placing an exact
mirror image of the profile against itself (Fig. 7B).

The two ’dips’

were thus joined to form a ’well’, which represented the low probability
of finding other cells close to any reference cell in a regular
distribution.

The depth of the well in such a profile reflects the

degree of regularity of a distribution.

(Thus it is the counterpart of

the ’emptiness’ of the central region in the spatial correlogram.)

In

an entirely random distribution, therefore, no well is expected.

2:2.6

Effective radius of exclusion

While the density recovery profile was able to provide a good visual
impression of a distribution’s deviation from randomness, Rodieck (1991)
looked for a scalar measure to quantify "one’s intuitive notion of a
’dead space’ about each cell.”

Considering the auto-correlogram and the

density recovery profile together, the ’volume’ of the dip below mean
density for a given annulus could be measured.

From this a volumetric

measure of the magnitude of average ’dead space’ about each cell could
be calculated.

However, supposing a linear measure to be easier to

visualise than a volumetric one, Rodieck reconfigured the average dead
space volume into a ’cylinder’ with a height equal to the mean density
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and a radius calculated to give it the same volume as the dip.
termed this radius the effective radius.

He

In terms of cell density this

means that a step change from zero to the mean density at the effective
radius would be equivalent to the total decrease in cell number within
the dip.

A similar equivalent of the well in our modified figure would

then be a rectangle with its vertical sides corresponding to a ring
around the reference point of the correlogram (the heavy ring in Fig.
7 B ) , having a radius equal to the effective radius.
The effective radius is, therefore, an average linear measurement
of the zone around a cell from which cells of the same type are
excluded.

Hence the term ’effective radius’ may be extended to call the

measurement ’effective radius of exclusion’.

2:2.7

Study of a-cell clusters and pairs

In the cat retina, Wâssle, Peichl and Boycott (1981a) noticed that in a
population of a-cells, the nearest neighbour to an outer a-cell was
almost invariably an inner a-cell and vice versa.

To check whether in

the frog, where three different types of a-cell were identified, the
cells forming close ’pairs’ or ’clusters’ were more likely to be
different types of a-cell, the following procedure was followed (see
Fig. 64A).
A retinal area in which all the a-cells had already been
identified and plotted was chosen, and a computer-generated plot of all
the a-cell somata in that area was created in which all types were
represented without distinction, using the same symbol.

A circle with

an arbitrary radius (larger than the smallest distance between the
cells) was drawn on an acetate sheet.

This sheet was then placed on the

plot with the centre of the circle on a cell.

Next, all the cells

falling within the circle were identified with the help of the
previously-marked cell plot, to see whether they were similar to or
different from the central cell.

Every single cell was centred in this

way in turn, and the same procedure repeated.

The results are expressed

as percentage values of similar and dissimilar types of cell (with
respect to the central cell) in various combinations (see Table 3)•
A second test was designed to examine the diversity of types among
neighbouring a-cells.

Wâssle, Peichl and Boycott’s (1981a) observation
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that pair-forming a-cells in the cat usually belonged to different types
was based on a ganglion cell population comprising only two a-cell
types.

As three a-cell types were found in the frog retina, it seemed

likely that many of the clusters of more than two cells would contain
three types of cell.

Thus, in some groups of three, all the cells would

be expected to differ from each other in type.

The assumption seemed

more realistic looking at the results of the previous test (see
Observations and Results, Section 3:10'0)'

To check how the assumption

fits reality, the following procedure was adopted, using a computer
generated a-cell plot identical to that used for the previous test (see
Fig. 64B).
A circle with an arbitrary radius (large enough to include at
least three cells at a time, but not large enough to include many more
than three) was drawn on an acetate sheet.

Every possible case where

more than two cells could lie within the circle was re-examined under
the microscope without knowledge of their original type assignments.
The results were expressed as percentage values of three possible
categories of cell combinations falling within the circle: combinations
of three types, of two types and of only a single type.

The

redetermined cell types were matched with the original type assignments
to assess the repeatability and reliability of the typing scheme.
This second test focussed on collections of cells, rather than
individuals.

The sample size was thus limited, the unit of sampling

being a group of at least three cells.

The first test, on the other

hand, examined every cell in the area for its near neighbours, providing
a large sample size.

2:3.0

MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL GANGLION CELLS

2:3.1

Measurement of soma size

Camera lucida drawings were made of the somata, with the bases of the
primary dendrites, at a magnification of x800.

To complete the somal

outline at each base, the two sides of the base were joined by a line
with an outward curvature befitting the curvatures of the rest of the
outline drawn.

Each two dimensional outline was then traced with the

cursor of a Summagraphics Summasketch II Plus digitising tablet.
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A

computer programme for area measurement written by J.E. Cook converted
this outline tracing into an area value, with the necessary adjustment
for the scale difference between the drawing and the specimen.

Soma

sizes of the three a-cell types in Xenopus laevis and Bana pipiens were
compared by means of Kruskal-Wallis tests and Mann-Whitney U-tests (see
Observations and Results for details).
To obtain an unbiased sample of small and medium ganglion cells
across the same region as that in which the large cells were plotted, a
sampling quadrat of 50x 50 pm (2500 pm^) was aligned with one corner of
each of the 0.5 mm grid squares in this region, and all labelled
ganglion cell somata falling entirely within it or crossing its lower or
left boundary were drawn at the same magnification (x800) as was used
for the large cells.

In all, 3^1 such cells were drawn in a total

sample area of 0.1450 mm^ (58 quadrats) distributed regularly across an
area of 16.153 mm?.

Eight previously identified large ganglion cells

were then excluded, leaving 333 small or medium cells whose soma areas
were then measured as for the large cells.

Small and medium cell areas

were not measured in Bana pipiens, since few such cells were labelled
and these were probably biased towards the larger sizes.

2:3-2

Measurement of dendritic depth

For the quantitative assessment of the vertical distributions of somata
and dendrites, a simple apparatus was devised to overcome various
problems of non-linearity, calibration, backlash and slippage in the
focussing mechanism of the microscope.

An accurate and sensitive

Ho

engineer’s dial gauge (readable to O .5 pm) was clamped rigidly to the
Stand of the microscope, bearing directly on the focussing stage.

When

different structures in the retina were focussed in turn, using a highresolution immersion objective, the dial gauge gave precise, direct
readings of the vertical displacements of the stage that were repeatable
to 1 pm.

When a water immersion objective was used, the readings

obtained were subject to an apparent depth effect arising from the
difference in refractive index between water and glass (Harris, 1985 ).
However, where depths are expressed as percentages, no explicit
correction is needed.

The x63/l-2 water immersion lens (Zeiss Plan-

Neofluar) provided a shallow depth of field making it easier to
distinguish the different strata in the IPL.
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For each cell under depth study, measurements were made for (1)
the surrounding ganglion cell somata, representing the local ganglion
cell layer (GCL); (2) the main dendritic arborisation planes in the IPL
and (3) the most vitread cells of the inner nuclear layer (INL), in the
same region, to be used as reference planes in determining relative
vertical coordinates for every cell studied.

In the cases where the INL

was indiscernible in the area, measurement was made in a suitable area,
and matched for the relative depths of the relevant structures.

Planes

of labelled dendritic debris and dendrites of other cell types passing
through the field were also noted.

Depths were expressed as percentages

of the distance from the GCL to the INL.
This approach implies a slight loss of precision from the addition
of errors in locating the reference planes to errors in locating the
structures of interest.

However, it avoids more serious potential

system errors inherent to vertical shrinkage or local variations in
refractive index and height within the retina (Cook and Becker, 1991).

2:3.3

Naming parts of the dendritic tree

In the case of the

cells, describing parts of thedendritic tree

in

different IPL sublaminae, which are often strictly segregated, poses a
problem of nomenclature.

If the whole dendritic network of a cell is

called a ’tree’, then a part of that tree in any sublamina cannot be
called a tree.

However, these parts often have some characteristic

features which make them very different from each other: for convenience
of description, they require distinct identities.
Throughout the

present thesis the dendrites ofthe

a^bcells are

described as ’outer’ and ’inner’ according to their relative location in
the IPL.

For this particular cell type,

appropriate part of the IPL.

’outer’ corresponds to the

’Inner’ has long been in use to denote the

middle (or middle and vitread) part of the IPL.

As will be made clear

in the Observations and Results chapter, the only type of a-cell having
substantial parts of its dendritic network in more than one sublamina
(oab cell) had them in the outer sublamina (a) and inner/middle
sublamina (b).

Thus the widely-used terms ’inner’ and ’outer’ are

expected not to raise any confusion.

It should be emphasised, however,

that these are relative, rather than absolute, terms.
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The dendrites of the

cells that arborised in sublamina c will

be called the 'very vitread' dendrites in order to distinguish them from
the inner dendrites (in sublamina b) of the a^b cells.
Similarly, the parts of the a^b dendritic tree in sublaminae a and
b have been named 'outer subtree' and 'inner subtree' respectively.
Nevertheless, as described in Observations and Results (Section 3:3.2),
difficulties arose in identifying two subtrees in Hyla and Xenopus a^b
cells, because of their more diffuse arborisation pattern.

2:4.0

ASSESSMENT OF PUTATIVE DENDRITIC INTERACTION

Well-labelled, isolated cells were drawn under the camera lucida to look
for any evidence of interaction between adjacent dendrites of the seime
cell.

The dendritic subtree in each sublamina was drawn separately.

Then the spatial relationships between adjacent dendrites in the same
sublamina were observed.

Drawings of the two sublaminar trees of the

same cell were superimposed to study their spatial relationship.
Pairs or groups of adjacent ganglion cells of the same type and of
different types were drawn and the spatial relationships between their
dendrites in different laminae were observed.
Observations were also made on photographs of cell groups and
pairs (see Figs. 26 and 40).
qualitative in nature.

All these assessments were, however,

They were based on the assumption that mutually

interacting individual dendrites maintain some distance between them
rather than crowding together.

It is also assumed that when dendritic

arbors interact, they tend to occupy separate local territories.

To do

so, they may have to cross some other dendrites to reach the territory.
Some preliminary quantitative assessment of dendritic interaction
was done following Dacey's (1989) cell rotation technique (see
Introduction, Section 1:2.8).

The technique is based on the assumption

that the costratifying neighbouring dendrites of the same type of
ganglion cell respect each other in interaction and thus do not
intersect each other very frequently.

Thus, more intersections would

reflect weaker interaction and fewer intersections the opposite.
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Three

adjacent

cells were chosen from a Bana pipiens retina.

The

dendritic subtrees of the central cell in the a and b sublaminae, along
with the three somal outlines, were drawn separately on acetate sheets.
On separate sheets again, the relevant parts of these outer and inner
subtrees of the two neighbouring cells, along with the same three somal
outlines, were drawn in colours different from those used for the
central cell.

For each of the outer and inner subtrees in turn, the

somal outlines on one sheet were then overlaid in register with those on
the other, bringing each dendritic subtree of the central cell into its
original relationship with the corresponding subtree of the neighbouring
two cells.

The points of intersection of the central cell dendrites

with the dendrites of the other two cells in this, their normal
relationship, were then counted.
Each subtree of the central cell, in turn, was then rotated around
its soma centre to bring the dendrites of the central cell and its
neighbours into new, abnormal relationships, and the intersection points
counted again.

One rotation angle was chosen for each 90* quadrant

using a random number table.

In this way, different combinations of

subtrees of the central and neighbouring cells were examined for
intersection frequency, with four different amounts of rotation for each
combination.
In addition, intersections between the outer and inner subtrees of
the central cell itself were counted for the original arrangement as
well as for four rotated arrangements.

The results are presented in

Table 4 and discussed in Observations and Results (Section 3:11*2).
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CHAPTER THREE

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
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3:1.0

INTRODUCTION

Three types of large ganglion cell in five species of frog from four
genera were studied to determine their distribution patterns and
morphological properties and to obtain evidence of possible dendritic
interactions.
In the first part of this chapter, some general observations about
labelling, morphological features and population characteristics are
mentioned.

The basic features of the three types of a-cell common to

the various species studied are also described.

In the second part,

species-specific details of the three cell types are presented, together
with quantitative results.

Results of a special study on cell pairs and

clusters and some apparent evidence of dendritic interaction are
described in the third and last part of the chapter.
Quantitative analyses of spatial distribution were performed for
each cell type in each species.

Analyses of soma size were restricted

to Xenopus laevis and Hana pipiens.

For the other species,

morphological studies were based on qualitative observations alone.

3:2.0

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Both the cobaltic-lysine complex (CLC) and biocytin-labelled retinae
showed many darkly-labelled ganglion cells, sometimes almost black.
Fairly low to very low background labelling made the cell-to-background
contrast very high.

Thus, tracing the finer dendrites was easier than

in the standard HRP preparations.
In the standard HRP preparations, the labelled ganglion cells were
paler, with higher background labelling than in CLC and biocytin
preparations.

This made typing difficult in many retinal areas.

Even

in the better labelled areas, incomplete delineation of the dendritic
trees was evident.

In most of these latter cases, however,

identification of the cell type was possible.
In vitro labelling with HRP produced some darkly labelled cells,
and with GDN (glucose oxidase — diaminobenzidine — nickel aluminium
sulphate) processing the background was low, ensuring greater contrast.
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However, in many cases dendritic labelling was 'broken' and sometimes
the somata were pale.
In the biocytin and CLC specimens, the inner nuclear layer (INL)
was very difficult, and sometimes impossible, to identify.

This was

because, in contrast to the HRP preparations, the cell bodies in the INL
in these specimens had little or no stain to make them stand out against
the clear background.
Both CLC and biocytin seem to have labelled the large and medium
sized cells in preference to the small ones.

The small cells, where

labelled at all, were usually paler. Thus the large cells stood out
better in the CLC- and biocytin-labelled retinae.

This sort of

preferential labelling was not seen in the standard HRP preparations.
Some gaps were found, in every retina, between the labelled cells,
whichever labelling and processing system was applied.
uncommon in labelling studies.

This is not

These gaps probably represented mainly

the locations where the tracer substances did not reach the cell.

Some

poorly labelled cells could not be identified as to type, and were
excluded from the analysis altogether.

3:3.0

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE g-CELLS

3:3.1

The

cells in general

These cells were defined as large ganglion cells with dendritic trees
mainly confined to sublamina a of the IPL, corresponding to the 'outer
alpha'

cells of some earlier studies (see Introduction, Sections 1:2.3

and 1:2.4).

They were present in all the frog species studied, except

Hyla moovei, and were distributed broadly all over the retina,
conforming to the overall density distribution of the ganglion cells.
Thus there were more in the visual streak area than elsewhere.
At equivalent retinal locations, these cells had a larger
dendritic tree, and in most cases a larger soma area, than the a^b cells
described below.

The soma size and dendritic tree size usually

increased away from the visual streak, and within the streak from centre *
to periphery.

The soma shape varied mostly according to the orientation

pattern of the primary dendrites.
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Each cell had from two to four thick primary dendrites.

Their

calibre, and the dendritic calibre in general, was greater than in the
(%ab cells.

Occasionally, there were one or two additional thin and

short primary dendrites.

In some cases, an elongated extension of the

soma gave rise to more than one primary dendrite.
After arising from the soma, the primary dendrites ran a steep
course through the IPL and branched somewhat away from the soma to
arborise in the outer part of the IPL.

The tapering of the primary and

other dendrites was gradual rather than abrupt.
present at branch points.

Webbing was frequently

The branching pattern was sparse as compared

with the Qab cells.
The shape of the dendritic tree varied from circular to more or
less triangular, and was often very irregular.

This shape reflected the

bias and overall orientation of the tree.

Thus, both symmetrical and

asymmetrical cells were found among the

cells.

The cells at the

retinal margin looked almost bipolar, with very elongated trees oriented
parallel to the margin.
The Qa cells arborised

mostly in the outer/deeper part of the

IPL (sublamina a of Famiglietti and Kolb, 1976).
between the dendrites was not

The depth variation

usually great.

The axon originated either from the soma or from a primary
dendrite.

In some cases it arose from an elongated extension of the

soma along with one or more primary dendrites.

It was thick beyond the

proximal segment.

3:3.2

The 0 ^,^ cells in general

These were the large ganglion cells that arborised in both sublaminae a
and b (see Introduction, Section 1:2.4).

These large cells were present

in all five of the frog species studied.

They were distributed across

the whole retina, being denser in the visual streak area and sparser
peripherally.

The a^b cells were the most numerous of the three a-cell

types in each of the four species in which all three types were studied.
The Q^b cells had a smaller dendritic tree and, in most cases, a
smaller soma than the

cells at equivalent retinal locations.
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Both

these sizes increased with distance from the visual streak, and within
the streak, from centre to periphery.
than that of the

The soma shape was less irregular

cells, still varying according to the orientation of

the primary dendrites.
Usually, two to four thick primary dendrites emerged from each
cell.

The dendritic calibre in general was less than in the

cells.

However, in cases where a cell had one primary dendrite giving rise to a
very large arbor with the others having small arbors, the former usually
had a larger calibre than in the

cells.

Occasional thinner and

shorter primary dendrites also occurred.
The primary dendrites ran a less steep course in the IPL than the
cell primary dendrites.-

They usually branched closer to the cell

soma than in the case of the

or Q q cells.

The primaries as well as

the other dendrites tapered more rapidly than in the
dendritic tree was more profusely branched than the

cells.
or

The

tree.

At

the branch points, the dendrites frequently showed webbing.
By definition, the
and b.

dendrites arborised in both sublaminae a

In Rana esculenta and Rana pipiens, two strictly segregated sets

of dendrites, the outer and inner subtrees, were found in the two
sublaminae.

In the only Bufo mavinus retina available, the existence of

two subtrees was also apparent.

However, dendritic terminations being

not very well-labelled, no certain comment can be made about any strict
segregation.

In Xenopus laevis and Eyla moorei, however, the sublaminar

dendritic distribution of the

cells was comparatively diffuse (see

Sections 3*5*2; 3*9*2).
The participation of the primary dendrites in forming the two
subtrees varied.

The arbors of some primary dendrites ramified almost

exclusively in one sublamina. In the others, either substantial
contribution was made to each sublamina or arborisation was made in a
diffuse fashion.
Considerable differences were found between the outer and inner
subtrees.

In the species where these subtrees were well segregated

{Rana esculenta, Rana pipiens and Bufo marinus) the outer was usually
larger and more elaborate than the inner.

The shapes of the two

subtrees frequently differed from each other, and the outer dendrites
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appeared thicker than the inner ones.

However, in many cases, poorer

labelling of the inner subtree could have accounted for these
differences.
Both symmetrical and asymmetrical types of o^b cells were found,
the two subtrees did not always match in their orientation or bias, if
any.

In some cases, the bias in one subtree was directly opposite to

that in the other (see Fig. 55)*
The axon arose either from the soma or from a primary dendrite.
Sometimes an elongated extension of the soma gave rise to the axon and
one or more primary dendrites.

The axon was thick beyond the proximal

segment.
The two different types of

cell (al^b and

found in Eyla

moorei are discussed in Section 3*9*2.

3:3.3

The a,, cells in general

These cells were defined as the large ganglion cells arborising mainly
in the vitreal third (sublamina c) of the IPL (see Introduction, Section
1:2.4).

They were found in all five of the species studied.

The best-labelled Q q cells were found to have a very large
dendritic tree.

They had a large soma, sometimes around the same size

as, or even larger than, the

cell somata.

Each cell had three or

four thick primary dendrites that tapered gradually and arborised very
sparsely.

As the primary dendrites spread in a layer close to the GCL,

these cells had the most 'spread-out' soma shape among the three large
cell types.

The primary dendrites were usually thicker and branched at

a greater distance from the soma than the a^b cell primaries.
The dendritic tree was usually more irregular than that of the
and Qab cells.

However, the

cells in the Bufo retina differed from

the same type in Xenopus and Rana retinae in terms of primary dendritic
thickness and branching and in tree shape (see Section 3:8*2).
From highly asymmetrical to moderately symmetrical trees were
found in the Q q cells, with variations in orientation pattern as well.
Most of the dendritic tree remained in the vitreal third of the IPL,
very close to the ganglion cell layer, giving the cell a look like a
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’creeper’ growing up a wall.

Some parts of it were somewhat deeper, co-

stratifying with the inner dendrites of the a^b cells.
The axons of the

cells arose from the soma or a primary

dendrite and became thick beyond the proximal segment.
Although some well-labelled
species, most of the

cells were found in more than one

cells were poorly labelled.

Many more of them

must have been left unidentified for type because of inadequate
labelling.

In Xenopus,

this inadequacy created a particular problem as

discussed in Section 3:5.2.
In terms of labelling,

the

cells were in general the most

variable, and often the poorest, of the three large cell types.
Probably limited penetration of the developer during retinal processing
has something to do with this phenomenon.
retina,
often,

On the vitreal side of the

U

the developer had to pass through the nerve fibre layer and,
through remnants of the vitreous membrane as well.

The scleral

side, on the other hand, might have been more easily penetrable because
of the comparatively loose arrangement of cells and neuropil within the
various laminae.
suggestion.

Several lines of evidence are in favour of this

The outer dendrites were almost consistently better

delineated than the inner ones in other ganglion cells; and many cells
with quite well-labelled dendrites showed very poor somal labelling in
the glucose oxidase-DAB-nickel-processed retinae, where penetration of
the large glucose oxidase molecule was potentially a limiting factor.
well-stained receptor layer and the virtual absence of well-labelled
ganglion cells in central retina, where the nerve fibre layer is
thickest, also reinforce the idea.

3:3.4

Displaced large ganglion cells in general

Some large cells had their somata displaced into the INL or close to it
into the IPL.

They were present in every species studied.

In most

cases the dendrites arborised in the outer third of the IPL only, like
the Qa cells (for example. Fig. 13B,C).

In the other few cases they

were like the a^b cells (Fig. 40C) in arborising in both sublaminae a
and b.

No displaced cells were found to arborise like the
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cells.

A

The displaced cells fitted well into the gaps in the mosaic of the
equivalent types of ortho topic cell (Fig. l6) and did not tend to form
pairs or clusters with them.

This conformity in morphological and

population

criteria withthe two established types of orthotopic

led to the

assignment ofthe displaced cells in the present study to

either the

cell

or the a^b population rather than to separate types (see

Discussion, Section 4:9.0).
3:3.5

An interesting type of cell

One exceptional type of ganglion cell was found in the present study,
most conspicuously in Bufo mavinus, Rana esculenta and Rana pipiens.
Although it had a large dendritic tree in sublamina a, it could not be
designated

as an

(Section 4:5-2).

cellfor reasons mentioned in the Discussion
Figure 56B shows some dendrites in sublamina a from

such a cell.

3:4.0

SOME OTHER 'POINTS TO PONDER'

3:4.1

Morphological features

As the camera lucida drawings of the cells were made from twodimensional microscopic views, the somata appeared different according
to the arrangement of the primary dendrites. Thus some cells had
circular somata while others showed more irregular outlines. The
orientation of a non-spherical soma with respect to the plane of the
retina also affected size measurement. In some cases, two or more
primary dendrites emerged from an elongated somal extension, rather than
from the 'main' soma itself.
It appeared that the primary dendrites that gave rise to more
profuse arbors or longer and/or thicker branches had a thicker calibre
than the others.
The best possible camera lucida drawings could usually be made
from isolated cells, rather than from areas where many neighbouring
ganglion cells with considerable overlap were labelled.

In the Rana

pipiens specimens, more isolated cells could be found because the
labelling was done from partial optic nerve cuts instead of complete
ones.

Consequently, the overall morphological studies of these isolated

cells were more rewarding.
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In general, the

cells had more irregular dendritic tree shapes

and branching patterns than the

cells.

common among the a^b cells.

cell trees were irregular as well,

The

and, in most cases, elongated.

Circular trees were more

This difference in the regularity of

dendritic tree shape between the three cell types was reflected in the
difference in their mosaic regularities.

This is where 'dendritic

tessellation' warrants consideration (see Section 3:5*2).
The axons of some well-labelled, isolated Rana pipiens cells could
be traced to the optic disc area because of the high contrast between
the fibres and the background.

In this area, the axons of the

looked thicker than those of the a^b cells.

cells

However, the proximal

segments of these axons were not distinguishable, being very much
thinner in both types close to the soma, as in some other species (fish:
Kock and Reuter, 1978b; Cook, 1982; urodeles: Carras, Coleman and
Miller, 1992; rabbit: Carras et al. 1992 and R.F. Miller, personal
communication).
axons.

3:4.2

The

cell axons appeared similar to the

cell

However, no measurements were made.

Population features

As described for individual cell types, the density gradient patterns of
different types of a-cell generally followed the overall pattern of
ganglion cell density across the retina.

Thus the a-cells were more

numerous in the visual streak area than away from it.

The visual streak

in Xenopus being very weak (Graydon and Giorgi, 1984), the cell density
gradient across the retina was also weak.

Consequently, gradients in

soma size, dendritic tree size and soma spacing were not very
pronounced.

On the other hand, a stronger visual streak was apparent in

the retinae of Bufo mavinus, Rana esculenta, Rana pipiens and Hyla
moovei.

Larger soma and dendritic tree sizes and longer nearest

neighbour distances away from the visual streak were prominent in these
retinae.
Unquantified observations across the species suggest that, among
the three types of a-cell, the

cells had the largest numbers of

intersecting dendrites (in other words, the highest coverage factors;
see Discussion, Section 4:5*3)•
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After preliminary plotting of different types of a cell,
could often be located in an otherwise regular mosaic.

’holes'

A subsequent

search could identify cells belonging to the mosaic in the region of
those holes, which had been considered difficult to type or missed
altogether in the preliminary search.
When nearest neighbour distance (NND) was measured from a large
area with strong cell density gradients, the estimated degree of
regularity was affected by the wide range of NND values present.
'Crisper' results (that is, higher mosaic ratios and narrower
distribution curves with shorter tails) could be obtained in such cases
by confining the NND analysis to areas where the cell density gradient
was not prominent, or by analysing areas of differing density
separately.

Table 2 shows such a phenomenon in a Rana esculenta retina:

analyses from a smaller area (shown in Fig. 28) may be compared there
with those from the whole retina.
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3:5-0

SPECIFIC FINDINGS : Xenopus laevis
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General observations

CLC- and HRP-labelled retinae from Xenopus laevis were examined.
the three a-cell types (0 %, a^b and a^) were found.

The distribution of

these cells confirmed the existence of a weak visual streak.
cells were more numerous than the

All

The a^b

and a^ cells.

Retrograde HR? labelling of the ganglion cells from ipsilateral
and contralateral optic tracts as well as from the optic chiasm labelled
all three types of a-cell in the retina.

However, the incomplete nature

of the labelling made it impossible to study whether a 'hole' in the
distribution of a particular type of a-cell in the contralateral retina
represented a labelled a-cell of the same type in the ipsilateral
retina.
As a rough estimate of cell density, 143

cells and 460 a^b

cells could be identified in a retinal area of 16.153

(95% of the

Wic3*

whole retina), while II5 Oq cells were found in an area of 10 .7 I mm^ of \
the same retina in which their labelling was adequate for plotting.
Thus the average densities of the a^, a^b and a^ cells in this Xenopus
retina (of approximate diameter 6 mm in the flat-mount) were 8 .9 , 28.5
and 10.7 per m m ^ , respectively, giving estimated total numbers of I5 I Oa
cells, 485 a^b cells and I83 a^ cells for the whole retina.
The total number of labelled non-a-cells for this retina
(estimated from a sample obtained as in Methods, Section 2:3-1) was

1

39.110, giving the following percentages of the total ganglion cell
number for the three a-cell types: a^ cells: 0.38%; a&b: 1-21%; a^:

0 .45%-

However,

these may be overestimates, since there appeared to be

some preferential labelling of the a-cells in this material.

3:5-2

Morphological features of the a-cells in Xenopus laevis

Morphologically,

the Xenopus a-cells conformed, in general,

descriptions in Section 3:3-0.
are presented here.

to the

Some details and special characteristics

The soma size frequency distributions of the a-

cells are presented in Figure 11 along with the size distribution for
the non-a-cells.
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.

Neither the soma size nor the tree size varied very much with
distance from the weak visual streak in any of the three cell types.
However,
spacing.

^

they were largest in the ventral retina, along with larger cell
This was probably because, the ventral retina being larger

than the dorsal part, the absolute distances of the cells from the
visual streak were larger in the former.

The Qa cells in Xenopus laevis:

The general morphological features of

C u c. ,
this type of cell are described in Section

Soma area, measured

1

m

from all l43 Qo cells in a CLC-labelled Xenopus retina (see Fig. I5A)

^^
'T 1:3

showed a range between II8 and 479
8 shows a typical Xenopus

(mean: 270.0; SD: 64.7).

Figure

cell.

Some cells were symmetrical, having primary dendrites projecting
from all sides of the soma.

There were also very asymmetrical cells

arborising in one direction from the soma only.

Others were in between.

The dendritic tree was usually irregular in shape. The orientation of
the asymmetrical dendritic trees did not seem to be strictly related to
the radial location of the cells as in the goldfish, where more central
cells had more symmetrical trees and more peripheral cells had trees
biased towards the margin (Hitchcock and Easter, I986 ).
The (%a cells in Xenopus did not show a crystalline regularity in
their somal distribution.

The irregularities in their dendritic tree

shape and the varied orientations seem to be related to this fact.
Differently orientated asymmetric trees probably compensated for the

\

relative irregularities in somal distribution by tessellating with the
neighbouring trees, and thereby ensuring more or less uniform dendritic

n
coverage over the retina.

This business of tessellation was

L f' _
particularly obvious in places where two

cells came close.

trees, in these cases, showed a tendency to 'flee away'

The

^

^

from each other,
A - v vLro .pa

probably avoiding extensive overlapping and forming their own 'personal
territories'

(see Figs. I3A; 65 ).

However, some very marginal cells did

show predictable dendritic orientation parallel to the margin.
cells,

In these

two thick primary dendrites emerged from two sides of the soma

giving rise to an elongated tree almost perpendicular in its orientation
to the radially arranged nerve fibre bundles (see Fig. 40C) .
Although the dendrites did vary in depth along their often long
courses and from one to another,

this variation was confined to a
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depth

range in sublamina a (a round

7 5 % of the distance from the GCL

to the IN L ) .

The Qab cells in Xenopus laevis:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3*3*2.

For the measurement

of soma area, 100 Oab somata were chosen, using random number tables,
from those in the same CLC-labelled retina (Fig. 15B) as was used for
the Qa cells.
SD: 33-7).

The soma area ranged from 117 to 270 pm^

(mean: 195-8;

A typical Xenopus o^b cell is shown in Figure 9-

In soma size, dendritic tree size and primary dendritic calibre,
these cells were usually smaller than the

cells.

The a^b cells in

Xenopus did not show any strict segregation of the dendrites into outer
and inner subtrees.

Measurement of depth for all dendritic orders up to

the most distal, where the dendrites were very fine, revealed a more
diffuse arborisation between their outermost and innermost limits.
Nevertheless,

these cells still had two clearly demonstrable major sets

of dendrites, in terms of both length and calibre, in two different IPL
depth planes at about 40% and 70% of the distance from the GCL to the
INL.

Under low power objectives, these two conspicuous sets of

dendrites gave these cells almost the appearance of typical bistratified
ce l l s .

The

cells in Xenopus laevis:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3:3-3cell is shown in Figure

10.

A typical Xenopus

Using a random number table, ll4 cells were

chosen from those in the same CLC-labelled retina (Fig. I5 C) as was used
for Qa and a^b somal area measurement.
measured from 94 to 3^7

The

somata in Xenopus

(mean: 174.4; SD: 46.5)-

However, much of

this wide variation and, therefore, high standard deviation is probably
attributable to the inadequacy of labelling in many of these cells.

In

the Xenopus retina, the well-labelled clq cells usually had a very large
soma, often larger than

the

and a^b somata at equivalent retinal

locations: these large-bodied cells had a very large dendritic tree.
the case of poorly labelled

In ") o

cells, on the other hand, the soma looked ) Ho — ^

smaller and the primary dendrites thinner.

In some of these cases, it

was not possible to discern the whole dendritic tree.
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Figures : Xenopus laevis

A.

An Qa ganglion cell from a Xenopus laevis retina (planar view).

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing dendritic arborisation

in sublamina a of the IPL only.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 9 : Xenopus laevis

A.

An Qab ganglion cell from a Xenopus laevis retina (planar v i e w ) ,

at a larger scale than that used for the other two cell types in Figures

8 and 10.

B.

The same cell as in A in profile, at the same larger scale,

showing dendritic arborisation in both sublaminae a and b of the IPL
(there are some dendrites in sublamina c as well).

The arborisation is

comparatively diffuse.

C.

The same cell as in A and B, shown at the same scale as the other

two types of cell

(Figs 8 and 10) to show its relative dimensions.

Scale bars = 100 pm.
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Figure 10 : Xenopus laevis

A.

An Qc ganglion cell from a Xenopus laevis retina (planar view).

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing dendritic arborisation

mainly in sublamina c of the IPL.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 11 : Xenopus laevis

Soma size frequency distributions of the three a-cell types as well as
of the non-a-cells in a Xenopus retina.

There is a clear distinction between the a-cell and non-a-cell
populations in their soma size distribution.

Very little overlap of the

non-a curve (A) with the other curves is found, especially with the a^
and a^b curves

(B and C ) .

As discussed in the text (Section 3:5.2),

the

O q cell population contained some cells with a very large soma as well
as cells with a smaller soma.
in the curve

The second group produced a leftward bias

(D) as compared with the curve for the a^b cells

shows a more uniform size distribution.

(C), which

The a^ soma size distribution

curve (B) is very broad, but has a clear rightward bias, with some cells
having an extremely large soma.

While the relative sizes of the different types tend to be consistent
within a species,

it should be noted that absolute values vary according

to the area chosen,

the size of the retina and possibly the method of

specimen preparation.
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Figure 12 : Xenopus laevis (CLC)

Three focal planes through a single field, showing all three types of
a-cell.

The field contains one

(rings) and three

A.

cell (asterisk), six a^y cells

cells (diamonds).

Sublamina c shows the very vitread dendrites of two

(paired small a r r o w s ) .

cells

Some inner dendrites (large arrows) of a^b cells

are also seen because the retinal area was not flat all over the field.
The ganglion cell somata are almost in focus in this plane.

B.

Sublamina

cells.

C.

Most of

Sublamina

b contains inner

dendrites

(paired arrows) of the a^b

the olq dendrites are out of focus.

a contains outer dendrites (paired arrows)

Gab cells and the dendrites of the

cell.

fo c u s .

Scale bar = 50 pm*
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Nevertheless,

these cells in question had larger somata than the

poorly-labelled small and medium-sized ganglion cells around them,
confirming their identity as large ganglion cells.

Those in which

almost the whole tree was discernible revealed that it was very large
and arborised in sublamina c only, proving them to be

cells.

Similar

cells with incomplete labelling of the tree could then be compared with
these positively identified

cells.

Similarities in soma size and

shape and in the proximal dendritic calibre proved enough to call the
incompletely labelled difficult cells Q q cells as well.
Qc somata were the most 'spread out'

Note that the

their shapes the most easily recognised among all the a-cells.

None of

these difficult cells made a close pair with any of the well-labelled
definitive

cells, making their identification more certain.

Most of

the dendrites of the Qq cells were present at around 20% of the distance
from the GCL to the INL.

Statistical comparisons of soma size:

The soma areas of the three a-

cell types were statistically compared with each other to see whether
any significant differences existed among them.

First, Kruskal-Wallis

one-way analysis of variance by ranks was done to establish the
significance of any overall difference.

The median soma areas of the

a^, a^b and a^ cells were 260, 197 and 171 ym^, respectively.
variance was found to be significant (P < 0.0001).

The

Having established

an overall difference, each cell type was tested against every other,
using a two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test.

The results show that each of

the three a-cell types in Xenopus differs significantly from both of the
others in soma size (P < 0.0001 for every comparison).

3:5-3

Population features of the a-cells in Xenopus laevis

Figure 15 shows the

distribution patterns of different types of a-cell

in a Xenopus retina

(from Toth) separately.

Figure l4 shows the

distribution of all the a-cells in the same retina, which was labelled
from an optic nerve cut.

Figure 20 shows the a^b cell plots in parts of

two further retinae

(fromTaylor).

contralateral optic

tract (CTr) and the other from the optic chiasm

(OCh).

One of these was labelled from the

The a^ and a^ cells were too few in these retinal parts to be

analysed.

-f,'

(see Section 3:3-3) and, therefore,

Numerical results of various mosaic analyses are presented in
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Figure 13 : Xenopus laevis (CLC)

Two fields from a single retina, the second at two focal planes.

A.

Two Qa cells, closer to each other than is usual, with sublamina a

in focus.

They show how dendrites of one cell have 'given way' to those ^

of the other.

Thus the cell on the left has hardly any dendritic arbor

on its right, while the cell on the right has almost avoided the other's
territory.

B.

A displaced

cell with its soma (arrowhead) along with its

dendrites in sublamina a.

C.
layer.

Other somata in the region are out of focus.

The same field as in B, focussing close to the ganglion cell
The displaced

cell (arrowhead) is now out of focus in the

upper right, with the other ganglion cells well in focus, the larger two
of them being of a^b type.

The very vitread dendrites (paired arrows)

of an Q q cell out of the frame on the left are seen 'creeping' across
the field.

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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Table 2.

Frequency distributions of NND, with Gaussian and Rayleigh

curves superimposed, are presented in Figure 17. with relevant
interpretations in the figure legend.
Evidence from all the above suggests that the Xenopus a^, a^b and
Qc ganglion cell types from the present study formed independent
mosaics.

The mosaic ratio and dispersion index of the combined

distribution were consistently lower than those for any of the a-cell
types separately.

In Table 2, the significant difference (P < 0.003)

between the a^b cell distribution and the Gaussian distribution may seem
puzzling.

However, the level of significance of the difference with the

Rayleigh curve (P ^ 0.0001), as well as the high mosaic ratio and
dispersion index, indicates the high level of regularity in the a^b cell
distribution.

The evidence for a^b cell mosaics in the two retinae from

Taylor also indicates that these cells project at least to the
contralateral side of the brain, as would be expected.
The independent nature of these mosaics is more clearly and
rigorously demonstrated by comparing the auto-correlograms for these
mosaics

(Fig. l8) with the cross-correlograms (Fig. 19), and also their

accompanying density recovery profiles.

The cross-correlograms were

restricted to the retina from Toth, as those from Taylor had only their
Q^b cells plotted.

The auto-correlograms of these latter were not

presented either, because of the very small number of cells analysed in
each case.

Mosaic analyses from the two retina from Taylor reveal that,

although the a^b cells differed in their NND measurements and effective
radii of exclusion from those in the retina from Toth (which can be
explained by the enormous size difference between the retinae), the
mosaic ratios and dispersion indices were very similar in the three
retinae (see Table 2; Fig. 21).
The mosaic ratios and dispersion indices suggest that among the
three a-cell types,

the a^b cells formed the most, precise mosaic, a^

cells and a^ cells being next, in that order.

It is understandable that

the wide cell spacing in the ventral retina and the presence of a visual
streak, however weak, have reduced the apparent degree of regularity to
some extent.
The larger mean NND and effective radius of exclusion (see Table
2) for the a^ cells indicate that, on an average,
spaced than the a^b and a^ cells.
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they were more widely

Figure 14 : Xenopus laevis

A combined plot of all three a ganglion cell types in a Xenopus retina,
showing no regularity of distribution.
different types of a-cell are abundant.
a damaged part.

Pairs and clusters formed by
The oval shaded area represents

The dashed outline marks the area within which

plotting was confined.

Qa cells

= filled triangles

Gab cells = open circles
Qc cells

= open squares

Scale bar = 1 mm
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Figure 15 : Xenopus laevis

Regular mosaic distribution of the three types of a-cell in a Xenopus
retina.

The shaded zone represents a damaged area.

A.

The Q q cell mosaic.

B.

The Qat) cell mosaic.

C.

The Q q cell mosaic.

D.

The area of retina plotted.

Some 'gaps' are evident in the ganglion cell plots which reduce their
apparent regularity.

However, NND analysis is robust in this respect.

Since it considers only the nearest neighbour, the presence of at least
one neighbour for every cell reduces the impact of any gap.

If, as in

the present case, NND analysis demonstrates regularity in an apparently
'gappy' distribution, the gaps can be ignored as sporadic failures of
labelling.

The dashed line in C outlines the area within which the
confined and which is shaded in D.

Scale bar = 1 mm for A, B and C.
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plotting was

Figure 16 : Xenopus laevis

The (%a cell distribution in a Xenopus retina, showing how well

the

displaced ganglion cells that are similar to the orthotopic

cells fit

into the orthotopic
particular case,

Orthotopic

mosaic.

Every single displaced cell,in this

’filled in a gap’ in the mosaic.

cells = open triangles

Displaced a cells = filled triangles

Scale bar = 1 mm.
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Figure 17 : Xenopus laevis

Frequency distributions of nearest neighbour distance (NND) for the
three a-cell types in a Xenopus retina from Toth.

The histograms show their modal values in a descending order of

cells

(A), Oc cells (C), Qab cells (B), and all a-cells combined (D).

The results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests show a quite significant
difference between the o^b distribution and the Gaussian curve.
However, as explained in the text, when the other values shown in Table
2 are taken into consideration the a^b cells can rather be considered as
the most regular of the three a-cell types in Xenopus,

The combined distribution (D), being a combination of three regular
distributions, cannot be expected to be a truly random one.

However,

the figure shows how the gap between the ordinate axis and the lowest
NND value is abolished, representing the presence of many cells in each
other’s immediate vicinity, which goes against the notion of a regular
distribution.

Gaussian curve (of normal distribution) = continuous line
Rayleigh curve (of random distribution) = dashed line

See Table 2 for the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and other
mosaic analyses.
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Figure 18 : Xenopus laevis

spatial auto-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells of a Xenopus retina (Tôth's).

Each dot in the

correlogram represents the location of a cell in relation to a central
reference cell.

The details of the method are described in Methods

(Sections 2:2.4 and 2:2.5).

A.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the

cells

B.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the a^b cells

C.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the

cells

In each case, the correlogram shows a central circular zone of varying
size containing very few cells.
’well’ of the DRP.

This zone directly corresponds to the

They indicate that each a-cell tends to keep at

least a minimum distance from other cells of the same type.

When

compared with the cross-correlograms and their DRPs (next figure), these
attributes suggest that each cell type formed a distribution
independently of the other types.

Taken together, these two phenomena

imply the existence of an independent, regular distribution of the cell
type in question.

The well

of the a^ DRP (A), unlike those of the a^b and a^ DRPs, does

not have

a steep wall.This implies a relatively variable

rather than a sharply demarcated one, among the a^ cells.

cell spacing,
Thus, having

close neighbours of the same type was not an absolute impossibility for
these cells which, otherwise, had the largest effective radius of
exclusion among the three a-cell types.

The a^ and a^ cells seem

similar to each other in their effective radii of exclusion.

The heaviest circle in each correlogram and the vertical bars in each
DRP mark

the extent of the effective radius of exclusion.

horizontal line marks the mean density.

The thin

The sizes of the dots in the

correlogram images are arbitarily varied according to their spatial
density, which depends in a non-linear way on the density of cells in
the original distribution.
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Figure 19 : Xenopus laevis

spatial cross-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells of the same retina as in the previous figure.

A.

Cross-correlogram for

and a^b cells

B.

Cross-correlogram for a^b and a^ cells

C.

Cross-correlogram for

and

cells

No central ’empty zone’ in the correlogram or ’well’ in the DRP is
present in any of the three sets.

These findings, when compared with

the auto-correlograms and DRPs in the previous figure, show that each
type of a-cell is distributed independently across the retina.
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Figure 20 : Xenopus laevis

Distribution of o^b cells in parts of two Xenopus retinae from Taylor.

A.

An Qab cell plot in a part of a retina labelled from the

contralateral optic tract, showing a regular mosaic.

B.

A regular a^b mosaic in a part of a retina labelled from the optic

chiasm.

Scale bar = 1 mm
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Figure 21 : Xenopus laevis

Frequency distributions of nearest neighbour distance (NND) for the o^b
cells in parts of two Xenopus retinae from Taylor (shaded in Fig. 20).

A.

Results

from a retina

B.

Results

from a retina labelled from the optic chiasm.

In both cases

labelled from the contralateral optic tract.

the a^b cell NND distribution fitted well with the

Gaussian curve and not with
regular mosaic.

the Rayleigh distribution, indicating a

The modal values of the two distributions are the same.

Gaussian curve (of normal distribution) = continuous line
Rayleigh curve (of random distribution) = dashed line

See Table 2 for the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and other
mosaic analyses.
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3:6.0

SPECIFIC FINDINGS : Rana esculenta

3:6.1

General observations

r .

.

ML

o

( i 'i .c

I

CLC- and HRP-labelled retinae from Rana esculenta were studied.

1

^

,

All

three a-cell types (oa, a^b and a^) where found, the most numerous by
far being the a^b cells.

The visual streak was strong (dense), running

naso-temporally, with a dorsal convexity.

All three types of a-cell

were more numerous in the visual streak area than elsewhere.
As a rough estimate of cell density, 3^0 a^ cells and 1644 a^b
cells could be identified in a retinal area of 67 .08 mm^ (91 % of the

n

whole retina), while 79 etc cells were found in a central 'oval zone' of

18.06 mm^ of the same retina in which their labelling was adequate for
plotting (see Figs. 28 and 290).
and 0(2 cells in this Rana

The average densities of the a^, a^b

esculenta retina (of diameter about 11 x 12 mm

in the flat-mount) were 5-1. 24.5 and 4.4 per mm^, respectively.
The first two density figures can be used to make reasonably
reliable estimates of total numbers for the whole retina, of 372 a&
cells and I8 OO a^b cells.

However, a total for

clq

cells derived from

their average density in central retina alone (321 ) is almost certainly
an overestimate.

A better estimate may be obtained by assuming that the

ratio of the three types remains approximately constant across the
retina, even though the absolute densities change.

This assumption can

be tested directly for a^b and a^ cells by comparing their ratio in the
central 'oval zone'
(4.7).

(5.0) with that in the remainder of the retina

Assuming on this basis that a^ cells represent approximately the

same percentage of the total a-cell population as they do of the a-cell
population in the oval zone (that is, 10.2%) gives an estimate of 247
for their total number.
The total number of
from a sample obtained as

labelled non-a-cells in this retina (estimated
described in Methods, Section 2:3.1)

was

248,500, giving the following percentages of all ganglion cells for the
three a-cell types: a^ cells: 0.15%; otab* 0.72%; a^: 0.10%.

As with

Xenopus, these may be overestimates since there may have been some
preferential labelling of the a-cells.

However, the total ganglion cell

number (about 251 ,000 ) obtained here is almost as high as the number of
optic nerve axons (274,600) estimated by Nikrui (I969 ) in this species,
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*7^

which seems to have fewer ganglion cells than some other ranids
(Kalinina, 1976).

3:6.2

Morphological features of the a-cells in Bang esculenta

In morphological features, the a-cells in Eana esculenta broadly
conformed to the descriptions in Section 3^3*0.

Some details and

special features are presented here.
A large variation in a-cell spacing was observed across the
retina.

Thus, while a naso-temporal band of retina with a dorsal

convexity (corresponding to the visual streak) had specific types of acell quite closely spaced, similar cells in the other areas were wide
apart.

In correlation, soma size and dendritic tree size also increased

away from the visual streak.

The a^ cells in Bana esculenta:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3^3*1*
outranked the a^y

O q cells in dendritic tree size and dendritic

calibre and, in most cases, in soma size.
number.

These cells clearly

However, they were fewer in

Both symmetrical and asymmetrical cells were present among the

Oa cells.

Figure 22 shows one symmetrical and one asymmetrical a^ cell

from this species.

With slight variations in depth, their dendrites

were confined at around 75% of the distance from the GCL to the INL, in
sublamina a.

The Gab cells in Rana esculenta:
cells.

These were the most numerous of the a-

Their general morphological features are described in Section

3:3*2, and one typical Gab cell from this species is shown in Figure 23*
In soma and dendritic tree size, as well as in dendritic calibre, they
were smaller than the Ga cells but similar to the

g^

cells at equivalent

retinal locations.
The dendritic tree was very well segregated into two subtrees, the
outer subtree arborising in IPL sublamina a and the inner subtree in
sublamina b (Fig. 24).

The outer subtree was at roughly 75% of the

distance from the GCL to the INL and the inner subtree at about 40%.
Variation in dendritic depth within a subtree was very slight.
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Figure 22 : Rana esculenta

Two Qa ganglion cells from a Rana esculenta retina (planar view)

A.

A symmetrical cell

B.

An asymmetrical cell

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 23 : Rana esculenta

A.

An Qab ganglion cell from a Bana esculenta retina (planar view),

at a larger scale than that used for the other two cell types in Figures
22 and 25.

The outer dendrites (in sublamina a) are shown by dotted

lines and the inner dendrites (in sublamina b) by continuous lines.

B.

The same cell as in A, shown at the same scale as the other two

types of cell (Figs. 22 and 25) to show its relative dimensions.

Scale bars = 100 pm.
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Figure 24 : Rana esculenta

A.

The outer dendritic subtree (in sublamina a) of the

cell shown

in the previous figure.

B.

The inner dendritic subtree (in sublamina b) of the o^b cell shown

in the previous figure.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 25 : Rana esculenta

An Qc ganglion cell from a Rana esculenta retina (planar view)

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 26 : Rana esculenta (A,B CLC: C HRP)

Three types of a-cell in two fields from different retinae, the first at
two focal planes.

A.

Some inner dendrites (paired arrows) of the Oab cells (rings) in

sublamina b are in sharp focus.

Most inner dendrites of the a^b cell on

the left are actually out of focus due to the unevenness of the retina.
The Qa cell is marked by an asterisk.

B.

Sublamina a contains the outer dendrites (black paired arrows) of

the Qab cells and the dendrites (white paired arrows) of the Q q cells.
Note that the a^b cell on the right almost touches the Q q cell.

This

never occurred, in the present study, between cells of the same type.
The difference in dendritic calibre and tree size between the two types
is apparent.

Note that, in places, the thicker dendrites of the

Gab cells seem to run almost touching each other.

and

The thinner dendrites

from one type of cell seem to occupy ’gaps' left by those of the other
type.

C.

This phenomenon is discussed in the Discussion (Section 4:7'1).

An Oc cell from a different retina.

contains almost the whole tree.

Sublamina c, in focus here,

Retinal unevenness accounts for some

unfocussed dendrites.

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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The Qq cells in Rana esculenta:

For a general morphological description

of this type of cell, see Section 3:3-3poorly labelled.

Many of these cells were

The better-labelled cells showed soma sizes,

^

tree

sizes and dendritic calibres similar to those of the a^b cells.

'\
^

Their

1

trees, however, appeared to be unusually elongated, more irregular and
sparser.

The dendrites spread mostly in the vitreal third (sublamina c)

of the IPL, at about 13% of the distance from the GCL to the INL.

3:6.3

Population features of the a-cells in Rana esculenta

The distribution patterns of the three types of a-cell in a CLC-labelled
Rana esculenta retina are shown separately in Figure 29.

The

cells

could be plotted in only a small area (see Fig. 29C) in the central part
of the retina because of their poorer labelling more peripherally.

For

this reason, the comparative population analyses for the three a-cell
types had to be confined to this limited area.

Figure 28, on the other

hand, shows all three types together, on the same retinal outline.
Results of various mosaic analyses are presented in Table 2, and Figure
30 contains the NND frequency distributions with Gaussian and Rayleigh
curves superimposed.

The results and the distribution curves suggest

that the a^, a^b and Qq ganglion cells in Rana esculenta form
independent mosaics.
The spatial correlograms accompanied by density recovery profiles
in Figures 31 and 32 strengthen the evidence for their existence and
independence.
in the

Larger NND measurements and effective radii of exclusion

cell population represent wider cell-spacing among them than

among the

or a^b cells.

The presence of a strong visual streak in Rana esculenta presented
the problem of the density gradient affecting the NND results, because
the huge difference in cell spacing between the visual streak area and
retinal periphery produced a very high standard deviation of the overall
NND.

Relying only on the overall NND distribution would also have led

to serious errors in the two NND-based indices of mosaic distribution,
the mosaic ratio and dispersion index (Table 2).

The mosaic ratio,

based directly on the mean and standard deviation of the NND, would have
severely underestimated the degree of regularity present.

The

dispersion index, based on the mean NND and the mean cell density, would
have been less severely affected by the gradient but would still have
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Figure 27 : Rana esculenta (A,B CLC: C,D HRP)

Two fields from different retinae, each at two focal planes, showing
collections of a-cells.

A.

Some

(asterisks) and a^b (rings) cells are seen.

The inner

dendrites (paired arrows) of some a^y cells are in sharp focus.

The

other inner dendrites are out of focus because the retinal area was not
entirely flat.

B.

Sublamina a contains the outer dendrites (small paired arrows) of

the Gab cells and the dendrites (paired arrowheads) of the

C.

One Qa (asterisk) and six Gab (rings) cells are seen in the

periphery and marginal region of the retina.
photograph,
sublamina b.

D.

cells.

In this composite

the inner dendrites of the Gab cells are in focus throughout
Dendrites of the Ga cell are, naturally, not seen.

The outer dendrites of the Gab cells and the dendrites of the Ga

cell are in focus in sublamina a.

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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been in error in the because the NND tends to vary as the square root of
the density, rather than linearly, for any particular degree of
regularity.
As already mentioned, mosaic analyses for all three a-cell types
were confined to a small oval area only.

To check whether reducing the

area of mosaic analysis from a large one with a huge density gradient to
a smaller one with a more uniform cell density yields higher values for
the indices of regularity, some mosaic analyses were done for the

and

Qab cells of the whole retina, and the results compared with those from
the oval zone.

Both types of a-cell showed higher mosaic ratios and

dispersion indices

than the

values for

the fullarea shown in Table 2.

In Hana esculenta, the a^b cells were the
distribution.

most regular in

The

a^ cells

and a^ cells followed in order, although the

difference between

them was

small.
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Figure 28 : Rana esculenta

^

A combined plot of all three types of a ganglion cell in a Rana
esculenta retina, showing no evidence of regularity in distribution.
Many pairs and clusters formed by different cell types are seen.
where plotting was not possible have been shaded.

The dashed outline

marks the oval area within which clq cell plotting was confined.

Qa cells

= filled triangles

Qab cells = open circles

0(2 cells

= open squares

Scale bar = 1 mm.
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Figure 29 : Rana esculenta
r
Retinal distributions of three a-cell types in a Eana esculenta retina,
shown separately to demonstrate three independent mosaics.

A.

The Qa cell mosaic.

B.

The Gab cell mosaic.

C.

The Gc cell mosaic.

D.

The area of retina plotted.

Some ’ga p s ’ are evident in the ganglion cell plots, reducing their
apparent regularity.

15 .

This problem is discussed in the legend to Figure

The oval area from which the g^ cell data were extracted is marked

with a dashed border in C and shading in D.

Dotted lines show the

boundary beyond which no plotting of any G-cell type could be performed.

Scale bar = 1 mm for A, B and C.
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Figure 30 : Rana esculenta

Nearest neighbour distance (NND) frequency distributions for different
types of a-cell in an oval central zone (see Fig. 28) of a Eana
esculenta retina.

The modal value of the NND distribution is greatest for the
(C), followed by the

cells

cells (A), a^b cells (B) and all a-cells

combined (D) in descending order.

The Qab cells have the best fit with the Gaussian curve and the
the worst.

Some very high NND values among the

cells isolated by gaps in labelling.

cells

cells may represent

Note the gap between the ordinate

axis and the lowest NND value in histograms A, B and C, which represents
the minimum closeness ’allowed’ between cells of the same type.

In the

combined histogram (D) this gap is absent.

Gaussian curve (of normal distribution) = continuous line
Rayleigh curve (of random distribution) = dashed line

See Table 2 for the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and other
mosaic analyses.
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Figure 31 : Rana esculenta

spatial auto-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells from a selected area of a Eana esculenta retina
(oval zone in Fig. 28).

A.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the

cells

B.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the a^b cells

C.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the a^ cells

In each case, the presence of a central ’empty zone’ in the autocorrelogram with a ’well’ in the DRP (accompanied by the complete or
almost complete lack of them in the cross-correlograms of the next
figure) indicate that each type of a-cell forms an independent, regular
mosaic.

The effective radii of exclusion for the a^ and a^ cells are more than
double that for the a^b cells.

For a key to the correlograms and DRPs and a description of how to
interpret them, see legend to Figure l8.
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Figure 32 : Rana esculenta

Spatial cross-correlogrsims and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells from the same retina as in the previous figure.

A.

Cross-correlogram for

and a^b cells

B.

Cross-correlogram for a^b and

C.

Cross-correlogram for

cells

and a^ cells

The central ’empty zones’ and ’wells’ that are prominent in the autocorrelograms and DRPs in the previous figure are either insignificant
(in A) or completely absent (in B and C ) .

This difference between the

auto- and cross-correlograms implies that each cell type formed an
independent, regular distribution in the retina.

A small empty zone in the cross-correlogram and a shallow or very narrow
well in the DRP, where present, suggest that physical exclusion of one
large cell by the soma of another may have, ’pushed’ some cells away from
their neighbours to such a distance that they could not completely fill
the innermost bin (the bin width was 25 pm).

In a structure like the

retina, where ganglion cell somata tend to lie within a shallow lamina,
this sort of ’horizontal physical exclusion’ is not unexpected.
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3:7.0

SPECIFIC FINDINGS: Bana pipiens

--------------------3:7.1

V

General observations

The Rana pipiens retinae studied had been retrogradely labelled with
biocytin.

To apply it, the optic nerve had been 'scratched' rather than

cut completely.

Although many ganglion cells were labelled darkly

against a clear background with this technique, not all were labelled.
Many retinal areas remained entirely unlabelled and labelled areas had
more 'gaps' than is usual with complete nerve cuts.

For instance, no

Rana pipiens retina studied had a substantial well-labelled dorsal area.

All three a-cell types were present in Rana pipiens, the a^y type
being the most numerous.

Because of the incomplete nature of the

labelling, the presence or absence of a strong visual streak could not
be established with certainty.

Nevertheless, a gradient of soma and

dendritic tree size with eccentricity {excepting the most marginal
cells) was evident.

3:7.2

Morphological features of the a-cells in Bami pipiens

The morphological features of Rana pipiens a-cells conformed broadly to
the description in Section 3=3.0.

This section deals with some details

and special features.
Generally speaking, the difference in soma size between the a^b
and 0(2 types was not very obvious.

However, the a^ cells were slightly

larger than the others (see Fig. 37 for soma size distribution).

In

many areas of every Rana pipiens retina studied, the a-cell dendrites
were more sinuous than in any other of the five species.

The Qg cells in Rana pipiens:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3=3.1.

A typical example

from a biocytin-labelled Rana pipiens retina is shown in Figure 33.

These were the largest of the a-cell types in terms of dendritic
tree size and general dendritic calibre and, in most cases, soma size.
Soma areas, measured from 52 a^ cells in a biocytin-labelled Rana
pipiens retina (see Figs. 37; 4l) showed a range from 134 to 300 pm^

(mean: 210.9; S D : 41.7).

Both symmetrical and asymmetrical a^ cells

were found.
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Figure 33 : Rana pipiens

A.

An Qa ganglion cell from a Rana pipiens retina (planar view).

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing dendritic arborisation

in sublamina a of the IPL only.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 34 : Rana pipiens

A.

An Qab ganglion cell from a Rana pipiens retina (planar view).

The outer dendrites (in sublamina a) are shown by dotted lines and the
inner dendrites (in sublamina b) by continuous lines.

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing very well-segregated

dendritic arborisation in sublaminae a and b.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 35 : Rana pipiens

A.

The outer dendritic subtree (in sublamina a) of the o^b cell shown

in the previous figure.

B.

The inner dendritic subtree (in sublamina b) of the o^b cell shown

in the previous figure.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 36 : Rana pipiens

A.

An Qc ganglion cell from a Rana pipiens retina (planar view).

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing dendritic arborisation

mainly in sublaminae c of the IPL.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 37 : Rana pipiens

Soma size frequency distributions of the three different types of a-cell
in a particular area of a Rana pipiens retina.

The Qa cell histogram shows a broader
slight bias to the right.
size of the

cells.

mode (A) than the others and has

a

These represent the generally larger soma

The a^b and

cell soma size distributions have

produced histograms almost similar to each other.

While the relative sizes of the different types tend to be consistent
within a species, it should be noted that absolute values vary according
to the area chosen, the size of the retina and possibly the method of
specimen preparation.

In this specimen, the area from which the soma sizes were measured (see
Fig. 4 l ) had a noticeable cell density gradient that could have affected
the variation in absolute soma size within the populations of different
a-cell types.

The labelling of non-a-cells was insufficient to allow

reliable estimates of their size frequency distribution to be made.
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Figure 38 : F?ar?a p/p/ens (biocytin)

Three focal planes through a single field, showing all three types of
a-cell.

The field contains two

(rings) and one

cell (diamond).

cells (asterisks), five

cells

One a-cell in the lower right part

of the field (arrow) could not be typed.

A.

Most prominent in sublamina c are the dendrites of the

(not marked).

cell

The ganglion cell somata are almost in focus in this

plane.

B.

Sublamina b contains thin inner dendrites (paired arrows) of the

Qab cells.

C.

The a^ cell dendrites are out of focus.

Sublamina a contains the outer dendrites (small arrows) of the a&b

cells and the dendrites (arrowheads) of the

cells.

The outer

dendrites of the a^b cells are thicker, and form larger arbors, than the
inner dendrites of the same cells, shown in B.

Scale bar = 50 pm*
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Hana pipiens

cells were very strictly monostratified in the

outer third (sublamina a) of the IPL at about 75% of the distance from
the GCL to the INL.

The Qab cells in Rcma pipiens:
of morphology in Section 3:3*2.
of such a cell.

This type of cell is described in terms
Figure 3^ shows a camera lucida drawing

Soma area, measured from a random sample of 100 a^b

cells taken from all those in the same biocytin-labelled retina (Fig.
4l) showed a range between 119 and 260 pm^ (mean: 177*1; SD: 30*6).
These cells were more numerous than the other a-cell types.
Symmetrical or asymmetrical, their dendritic tree was much smaller than
the Qa tree at equivalent locations.

Some primary dendrites that gave

rise to very large or very profusely branched arbors were very thick,
even thicker than the usual

cell primaries at similar locations.

However, the dendritic calibre in general was smaller than that of the
Qa cells.
The Qab cells in Rana pipiens were strictly bistratified.

They

had an outer subtree at about 80% (in sublamina a) and an inner subtree
at about 40% (in sublamina b) of the distance from GCL to INL.

The

morphological differences between the two subtrees were pronounced, and
conformed to the general descriptions of the Qab subtrees in Section
3:3*2 (see also Figs. 35; 38; 39)*

The Qq cells in Rana pipiens:

For the general morphological features of

this type of cell, see Section 3:3*3*

An

cell is shown in Figure 36.

These were the most irregular large ganglion cells in Rana pipiens in
terms of dendritic tree shape.

The tree size and general dendritic

calibre were smaller than those of the Oa cells.

In soma size they were

almost identical to the Qab cells.

cells were measured

Twenty-one

from the same retinal area (Fig. 4l) as was used for Oa and Qab somal
area measurement.

Their soma areas were between 125 and 231 pm^ (mean:

177*2; SD: 30.0).

The dendrites branched very sparsely.

Most of the dendritic tree lay in the vitread third of the IPL
(sublamina c) at around 20% of the distance from the GCL to the INL.
However, some dendrites went deeper, into the sublaminar domain
(sublamina b) of the inner dendrites of the Qab cells.

These were not

numerous enough to justify designating this type an Obc cell.
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Figure 39 : Rana pipiens (biocytin)

Two focal planes through each of two fields, showing laminar
relationships (A,B) and dendritic interactions (C,D) between a-cells of
various types.

A.

1

^

/
Two Qa cells (asterisks) and six a^b cells (rings) are shown.

left Qa cell and two of the Qab cells are pale.
b shows the inner dendrites of the Qab cells.

The

This view of sublamina
Note that the two Oab

cells just below the centre of the field are quite close and orientate
their arbors in almost opposite directions, suggesting that they are
respecting each other's territory.

In doing so, the left cell of the

two even opposes (arrow) the general trend of orientation of Qab
dendrites.

B.

In sublamina a, the dendritic tree of the right Oa cell is

prominent, as well as the outer dendrites of the Oab cells.

The

dendrites (arrow) of the Oab cell on the left of the pair described
above for A maintains its unorthodox orientation in this sublamina as
well.

C.

Two Qab cells demonstrate how approaching dendrites from two

neighbouring cells behave.

Dendrites approaching each other in

sublamina a show some interdigitation.

Although there are some

intersections, the field shows how dendrite groups from one cell
dominate some territories and those from the other dominate others.

D.

In sublamina b, interdigitation is less prominent but territorial

dominance can be seen, even in areas of overlap (arrows).

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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Statistical comparisons of soma size:

To see whether the three a-cell

types differed in their soma size, their soma areas were statistically
compared with each other.

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance

by ranks showed that a statistically significant difference existed
among them (P < 0.02), the median areas being 235. 204 and 207
the a^. a^b and

cells respectively.

for

When comparisons were then made

between the three cell types separately, using a two-tailed Mann-Whitney
U-test, significant differences were evident between the
types (P = 0.003) and between the

and a&b

and a^ types (P = 0.039)*

However,

the Qab and Q q cells did not show a significant difference (P = 0.8l).
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Figure 40 : Rana pipiens (biocytin)

Collections of a-cells from two different retinae, the first at two
focal planes.

A.

Sublamina b contains the inner

dendrites of the a^b cells.

cell dendrites are seen in this plane.
(asterisks) cells can be identified.
that the distance between an

No a&

Somata of the a^b (rings) and a&
Two mosaics are apparent.

Note

soma and an a^b soma is almost always

less than that between two

or two a^b somata.

is visible at the bottom left corner.

An Q q soma (diamond)

Its dendrites in sublamina c are

out of focus.

B.

Sublamina a contains the outer

dendrites of the

cells.

The

dendrites of the a^b cells

andthe

cells have a larger tree with thicker

dendrites than the a^b cells.

C.

The Qa (asterisks) and a^b (rings) cells

at the margin of the

retina showing their outer dendrites in sublamina a.
orientation of the dendritic trees.

Note the

The more peripheral the cells are,

the more parallel their trees are to the margin (towards the upper part
of the frame).

The bottom right part of the frame shows an a^b cell

’sitting on the lap o f ’ an

cell.

The upper two a^b cells on the left

have their somata displaced into the IPL.

Scale bar = $0 pm.
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3:7.3

Population features of the a-cells in Bang pipiens

Figures 4l and 42

show the distribution pattern of different types of a-

cell all together and separately in a selected part of a biocytinlabelled Rana pipiens retina.

NND frequency distributions with

superimposed Gaussian and Rayleigh curves are shown in Figure 43.

Table

2 shows the numerical results of the various mosaic analyses.
The three types of a-cell formed independent mosaics in Rana
pipiens, as is evident from the results of the numerical analyses and
from the histogram-curve correlations.
Auto- and cross-correlograms of the distribution patterns of
different cell types and the accompanying density recovery profiles
(Figs. 44 and 45) clearly demonstrate the presence and independence of
the three mosaics.
From the mosaic ratios and dispersion indices (see Table 2) it
appears that the

cell mosaic was the most regular and the a^b cell

and Qa cell mosaics followed in order.

Larger samples would be required

to reach definitive conclusions, though.
The NND measurements and effective radii of exclusion show that
the Oa and Oc cells had similar cell spacings in the Rana pipiens
retina, while the Qab cells were spaced more closely.
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Figure 41 : Rana pipiens

A.

A combined plot of all three types of a-cell in a part of a Bana

pipiens retina.

Many close approximations of different cell types

appear as clusters or pairs.
irregular.

The overall distribution looks very

The upper parts of the figure show a higher cell density

than the lower part.

Some 'gaps' are evident in the ganglion cell

plots, reducing their apparent regularity.

This problem is discussed in

the legend to Figure 15•

Qa cells

= filled triangles

Qab cells = open circles
Q q cells

B.

= open squares

Retinal outline showing the area of plotting for A.

Scale bar = 1 mm for A.
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Figure 42 : Rana pipiens

Retinal mosaics of three a-cell types in a Rana pipiens retina.

A.

The Qa cell mosaic.

B.

The Qab cell mosaic.

C.

The Qc cell mosaic.

D.

The area of retina plotted.

A gradual decrease in cell density from the upper part to the lower part
of the plot can be noted.

Some ’gaps* are also evident in the ganglion

cell plots, reducing their apparent regularity.
discussed in the legend to Figure 15.

Scale bar = 1 mm for A, B and C.
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Figure 43 : Rana pipiens

Nearest neighbour distance (NND) frequency distributions for various
types of a-cell in a part of a Bana pipiens (shaded zone in Fig. 4lB).

The Qab cell NND distribution (B) has a bias to the left as compared
with the others, with no

or

cell at all at the distance where most

Qab cells had their nearest neighbours.

Note also the difference in the

lowest and highest NND values in A and C.

In this case, the

cell distribution fits better than the others with

the Gaussian curve.

The combined NND distribution (D) ’shifts the

histogram’ to left, creating a better fit with the Rayleigh curve.

Note

the abolition of the gap between the ordinate axis and the lowest NND
value in the combined distribution, indicating that some cells came very
close to each other and thereby challenged the regularity of the cell
distribution.

Gaussian curve (of normal distribution) = continuous line
Rayleigh curve (of random distribution) = dashed line

See Table 2 for the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and other
mosaic analyses.
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Figure 44 : Rana pipiens

spatial auto-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells from a selected area of a Rana pipiens retina
(shaded zone in Fig. 4lB).

A.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the a^ cells

B.

Auto-correlogram andDRP for the a^b cells

C.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the

cells

A prominent ’empty zone’ in the auto-correlogram and a comparatively
broad ’well’ in the DRP are seen in each case.

When compared with the

very small empty zones and very narrow wells of the cross-correlograms
in the next figure, these features imply that regular mosaics are formed
by each a-cell type in

The

the retina independently of anyother.

effective radii of exclusion for the a^ and O q cells

are much larger

than the effective radius for the a^b cells.

For a key to the correlograms and DRPs and a description of how to
interpret them, see legend to Figure l8.
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Figure 45 : Rana pipiens

Spatial cross-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells from the same retina as in the previous figure.

A.

Cross-correlogram for

and a^b cells

B.

Cross-Correlogram for a^y and

C.

Cross-correlogram for a^ and a^ cells

cells

In each case, the ’empty zone’ is small and the ’well’ is narrow, as
opposed to the large empty zones and broad wells in the previous figure,
This difference indicates that all types of a-cell are regularly
distributed in the Eana pipiens retina.

The possible implications of a small empty zone and a very narrow or
shallow well are discussed in the legend to Figure 32.
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3:8.0

SPECIFIC FINDINGS: B ufo mcnrimis

^
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3:8.1

J

General observations

Only one Bufo retina was available for study.
types (Oa, a^y and a^) were present.

cl c •'1^.
t#r p l i t ,

<-

All the three a-cell

As in the other species studied,

the a^y cells were the most numerous.
Variation in soma size with retinal eccentricity was very
prominent in the Bufo retina.

This caused initial difficulties in

locating the large ganglion cells (the a-cells) as well as in

j

identifying their types in the central areas where their soma size was
quite small.

However, comparisons of soma size, primary dendritic

calibre and dendritic tree size between all the ganglion cells present
in a small central area helped to distinguish the a-cells of that area
from other types of ganglion cell.

The same characters were used to

compare the a-cells with one another in categorising them into different
types.

The distinctive features, thus identified in terms of relative

proportion, for individual cell types could then be utilised for cell
typing in other difficult areas.

3:8.2

Morphological features of the a-cells in Bufo marinus

In morphological features, the three types of Bufo a-cell conformed
broadly to the description in Section 3:3*0.

Some details and special

features will be described here.

The

cells in Bufo marinus:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3:3-1-

An example of an a&

cell is shown in Figure 46.
These were the largest of the Bufo a-cells in terms of dendritic
tree size, primary dendritic calibre and, usually, soma size.
Monostratified in the outer third of the IPL (sublamina a), at about 83 %
of the GCL-INL distance, the a^ cells had either symmetrical or
asymmetrical dendritic trees.

The a^b cells in Bufo marinus:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3=3-2.
camera lucida drawing of an a^b cell.
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Figure 47 shows a
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Figure 46 : Bufo marinus

An Qa ganglion cell from a Bufo marinus retina {planar view]

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 47 : Bufo marinus

An Qab ganglion cell from a Bufo marinus retina (planar view) .

The

outer dendrites (in sublamina a) are shown by dotted lines and the inner
dendrites (in sublamina b) by continuous lines.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 48 : Bufo marinus

An Q 0 ganglion cell from a Bufo marinus retina (planar view)

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 49 : Bufo marinus ()-\RP)

Three focal planes through a single field, showing all three types of
a-cell.
and one

A.

The field contains one

cell (asterisk), one a^b cell (ring)

cell (diamond).

Sublamina c contains the very vitread dendrites of the

cell.

The oval structure

to the left of the Q q cell is

a red bloodcorpuscle.

The Qab cell shows

only up to the bifurcation of its primary

The Qa cell on the

left showssome dendrites in focus because of the

dendrites.

unevenness of the retina (note the very out of focus small ganglion cell
somata on the left, as compared to the other parts of the field).

B.

Sublamina b contains inner dendrites (arrowheads) of the a^b cell

and parts of the Og cell dendrites (small arrows).

C.

Sublamina a contains outer dendrites (black arrowheads) of the

same a^b cell and the dendrites (white arrows) of the
dendrites are not visible at all.

The

Note the difference in dendritic

calibre and dendritic tree size between the
Qa cell has only a

cell.

and o^b cells, though the

small part of its tree in the field.

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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The a^b cells in Bufo outnumbered the other a-cells quite heavily.
They were usually the smallest in soma size and dendritic tree size.
Although the two subtrees, outer and inner, were not as strictly
stratified in the IPL as in the Rana retinae, they were well separated
in their depth distributions.

The outer was at around

83%

(in sublamina

a) and the inner at $0% (in sublamina b) of the GCL-INL distance.

In

most cases the inner subtree appeared incomplete, having small arbors of
irregular shape.

The orientations of the two subtrees also frequently

differed (see Fig. 55A,B).

The Qq cells in Bufo marinus:

The general morphological features of

this type of cell are described in Section 3:3-3retina available for the present study, the

In the only Bufo

cells differed in some

morphological respects from the corresponding type of cell in the other
four species.

The soma size was usually larger than in the other two

Bufo a-cell types.
tree.

The cell had a more or less symmetrical dendritic

Consequently,

the cell body usually looked more circular.

The

dendrites appeared beaded in most cases and thinner than the Qq
dendrites in the other species studied.

However, this beaded appearance

and the apparent thinness of the dendrites might have been artefactual.
In the other species, the dendritic trees were rather more irregular in
shape.
The dendritic tree arborised, for the most part, in the vitreal
third of the IPL (sublamina c) at about 13% of the GCL-INL distance.
Some dendrites, however, reached the middle third of the IPL (sublamina
b) to co-stratify with the inner dendrites of the a^b cells.

3:8.3

Population features of the a-cells in Bufo marinus

Numerical analyses of the distributions of the three a-cell types in
Bufo (see Fig. 50 for combined and Fig. 5I for separate distributions)
were done for a selected central area (torn into two parts) in an HRPlabelled retina.

The results are presented in Table 2.

In Figure 52,

the NND frequency distributions are compared with Gaussian and Rayleigh
curves.
Interpretations of these analyses suggest that the a^, a^b
types of ganglion cell in Bufo form independent retinal mosaics.
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Oq
The

spatial correlograms and accompanying density recovery profiles (Figs.
53 and 5^) demonstrate the presence and independence of these mosaics.
As is evident in Figure 50, the right part of the area studied presents
a denser cell distribution than the left one.

This difference in

density must have lowered the apparent degree of regularity of the
overall distribution for each cell type.

Analysing the two parts

separately might have revealed two more regular distributions.
Nevertheless, they were analysed together because of the small sample
size.
The mosaic ratios and dispersion indices (Table 2) indicate that
the most regular mosaic was formed by the Q q cells.

The o^b cells and

cells followed in order, although the values were very similar.
NND measurements and effective radii of exclusion suggest that the
Qc cells were the most widely spaced of the a-cells in the Bufo retina.
The Qa cells came next in order and the most closely spaced cells were
the Qab cells (see Table 2 and Figs. 52 and 53) •
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Figure 50 : Bufo marinus

A.

A combined plot of all three a ganglion cell types in a part of a

Bufo retina.

No evidence of a regular overall distribution is visible.

Many pairs and clusters formed by different types of cell are seen.

The

lower part of the retina has a higher cell density than the upper part.

Qa cells

= filled triangles

Qab cells = open circles
Q q cells

= open squares

Scale bar = 1 mm.

B.

Retinal outline showing the area described in A.
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Figure 51 : Bufo marinus

Retinal mosaics of three types of a-cell in a part of a Bufo retina.

A.

The Qa cell mosaic.

B.

The Qab cell mosaic.

C.

The Q 0 cell mosaic.

D.

The area of retina plotted.

The lower part of the plot has a higher cell density (especially
noticeable with the a^b cells) than the upper part.

Some 'gaps' are

also evident in the ganglion cell plots, reducing their apparent
regularity.

This problem is discussed in the legend to Figure 15•

Scale bar = 1 mm for A, B and C.
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Figure 52 : Bufo marinus

Frequency distribution histograms of nearest neighbour distance (NND)
for different a-cell types in part of a Bufo marinus retina (shaded zone
in Fig. 50B).

The distribution for the

cells (C) fits the Gaussian curve best, with

a much higher modal value than either the
(B).

cells (A) or the a^b cells

The Qa cell NND distribution is somewhat skewed.

However, the

combined distribution (D) fits the Rayleigh curve better than in any
other species, showing its close resemblance to a random distribution.
The gap between the ordinate axis and the lowest NND value is also
abolished in the combined distribution, suggesting close pairs or
clusters in the distribution (which goes against a regular distribution
of spaced cells).

Combined with the data from Table 2 and the

impression from the spatial correlograms, the distribution of each of
the three a-cell types can be considered as independently regular.

It should be noted that the area from which the cells were plotted had
different cell densities in its two parts (as evident in Fig. 50A).
This difference must have affected the results of mosaic analysis.
Nevertheless, as each part of the area contained a small number of
cells, it was advantageous to consider them together.

Gaussian curve (of normal distribution) = continuous line
Rayleigh curve (of random distribution) = dashed line

See Table 2 for the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and other
mosaic analyses.
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Figure 53 : Bufo marinus

Spatial auto-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells from a selected part of a Bufo marinus retina
(shaded zone in Fig. 50B).

A.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the

cells

B.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the a^y cells

C.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the

cells

There is a central ’empty zone’ in

the auto-correlogram and a

corresponding ’well’ in the DRP in

every case.

Accompanied bythe

complete or almost complete lack of them in the cross-correlograms of
the next figure, this indicates that each a-cell type in Bufo forms an
independent, regular mosaic.

The effective radius of exclusion is very large for the a^ cells.
Oa and a^b cells follow in order.

For a key to the correlograms and DRPs

and a description of how

interpret them, see legend to Figure l8.
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Figure 54 : Bufo marinus

spatial cross-correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles
(DRPs) for the a-cells from the same retina as in the previous figure.

A.

Cross-correlogram for

and a^b

cells

B.

Cross-correlogram for

a^b and

cells

C.

Cross-correlogram forand a^ cells

Neither A nor C shows a central ’empty zone’ or a ’well’.

In B, the

central empty zone corresponds to only one bin, and the well therefore
extends only 25 pm either side of zero.

Comparing these features with

those of the previous figure, it is evident that each of the three acell types in Bufo maintains an independent, regular distribution in the
retina.
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Figure 55 : Bufo marinus (MRP)
Some Qab cells from a central retinal region, shown in two focal planes,

A.

In sublamina a, the arbors of all the cells show an overall

orientation towards the periphery.

B.

Sublamina b at the same location contains arbors with very

different orientations.

^

^

Scale bar = 50 pm.

Figure 56 : Hyla moorei (HRP)

High-power views of two al^b cells (rings with dots) and one

cell

(diamond) in two focal planes.

A.

Sublamina b shows some inner dendrites of the al^b cells.

dendrites of the

Some

cell in sublamina c are also visible (arrows) ,

naturally not in sharp focus.

B.

Sublamina a of the same field shows outer dendrites of the two

d a b cells.

Some dendrites (arrows) of a d-like cell have entered the

field at the upper left corner.

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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3:9.0

SPECIFIC FINDINGS: Hyla moorei

3:9.1

General observations

In general, the Hyla retinae, retrogradely labelled with HRP, were

jç

difficult to analyse because of poorer cell labelling and lower cell to
background contrast than in most of the other species studied.

In the

better-labelled retinal areas, however, this problem affected detailed
and complete dendritic delineation rather than the features required for
cell typing, viz. comparative morphological dimensions, basic lamination
pattern and cell spacing.
Among the five species studied, Hyla moorei was unique in
containing no

type cells' in its retina.

cells could be found.

Only a few poorly-stained

The following sections of this chapter will,

yv)

i , i',

therefore, contain descriptions of the morphological and population
features of two types of a-cell only: the larger alab
aZ^y.

the smaller

In terms of dendritic lamination pattern, both of these types are

Qab cells.

3:9.2

Morphological features of the a-cells in Hyla moorei

V'

The a-cell soma size and dendritic tree size in Hyla moorei increased
moderately with distance from the visual streak.

This was, however,

difficult to assess properly because of poor labelling in the retinal
periphery.

For convenience of comparison, the two types of a^y cells

will be described together.

The al^y and aZ^y cells in Hyla moorei:
shown in Figures 57 and 58 respectively.

Typical al&y and a2^y cells are
The al&y cell soma was much

larger than the o2^y cell soma at similar retinal locations.

From the

soma of an ai^y cell, three to four thick primary dendrites usually
arose, while a2&y primary dendrites were thinner.

Three or four primary

dendrites were not uncommon in a2&y cells, too, but many of them
possessed instead a single very thick primary dendrite giving rise to
several proximal branches.

Because of its thickness, relative to the

size of the soma, it was sometimes difficult to decide whether to call
this a dendrite or a 'somal extension'.

In the a2&y cells with this

latter arrangement of proximal dendrites, the shape of the soma was
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Figure 57 : Hyla moorei

A.

An alab ganglion cell from a retina of Hyla moorei (planar view).

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing dendritic arborisation

in both sublamina a and b of the IPL.

Note the diffuse nature of the

dendritic arborisation as opposed to the discrete stratification of the
Qab cell's dendrites in Rana pipiens (Fig. 3^8).

The difference in soma

and dendritic tree size from the a2ab cell in the next figure should
also be noted.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 58 ; Hyla moorei

A.

An a2ab ganglion cell from a retina of Hyla moovei

B.

The same cell as in A, in profile, showing dendritic arborisation

in both sublamina a and b of the IPL.

(planar view).

Note the diffuse nature of the

dendritic arborisation compared to the discrete stratification of the
Qab cell dendrites in Hana pipiens (Fig. 3^6).

The difference in soma

and dendritic tree size from the al^b cell in the last figure should
also be noted.

Scale bar = 100 pm.
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Figure 59 : Hyla moorei (HRP)

Three focal planes through a single field, showing one alab cell (ring
with dot) and three o2ab cells (rings).

A.

The ganglion cell layer, showing somata of the a-cells and other

ganglion cells.

B.

No dendrites of the a-cells are in focus.

Sublamina b shows the inner dendrites of both

the alab cell

(arrowheads) and the a2ab cells.

C.

Sublamina a shows the outer dendrites of both these types of cell

The alab cell dendrites are marked by arrowheads, while o2ab dendrites
are marked by small arrows.

Note that the alab cell is larger in soma

size and general dendritic calibre than the a2ab cells.
quite close to an o2ab cell.

It is also

Its dendritic tree, which extends beyond

the photographic field, is larger than those of the a2ab cells.

Scale bar = 50 pm.
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pyriform (pear-like).

In contrast, the al^b cell soma was more

polygonal with primary dendrites arising from all sides.
In this context, it should be mentioned that the degree of asym
metry and peripheral bias,

if any, of the al^b dendritic tree was very

difficult to assess in the Ryla retinae. The peripheral retina was
always too poorly labelled to show the dendritic trees.

Some

^
trees

with single primary dendrites, however, showed a degree of asymmetry.
After emerging from the soma or 'somal extension’, the primary
dendrites ran through the IPL, beginning to branch in sublamina b.
alab and o2ab cells had rather profusely branched trees.

Both

In the alab

cells, though, the branch points were more widely spaced than in the
a2ab cells, which matched the overall size proportions of the two types.
However, no systematic measurements were done on the branching pattern
because of the unsatisfactory labelling.
Regarding dendritic lamination pattern, both types of Oab cell in
Ryla had a substantial part of their dendritic tree in each of the
sublaminae a and b.

It is

the complete a^b dendritic

assumed that, because of the poor labelling,
trees were not delineated in these retinae.

Thus it was difficult to assess how diffuse was the arrangement of
arbors within the depth span of sublaminae a and b.

Judging by the

labelled dendrites, however, some of the trees looked multistratified,
while others looked more diffuse.
cells.

This was true for both al^b arid a2&y

In both cell types, the outermost set of dendrites lay at about

75^ of the distance from the GCL to the INL, while the innermost
branches were at around 35%.

3:9»3

Population features of the a-cells in Eyla moorei

The separate distribution patterns of the al^b and
labelled Ryla retina are shown in Figure 61.

cl2 q^

cells in an HRP-

Figure 60, on the other

hand, shows the two types together, on the same retinal outline.

The

results of various mosaic analyses are presented in Table 2, and Figure
62 contains NND frequency distributions with Gaussian and Rayleigh
curves superimposed.

All the analyses were confined to the al^b and

a2ab cells, because poor labelling did not allow the identification and
plotting of an adequate number of Oq cells, though they were undoubtedly
present.

l4l

!

Independent mosaics of

and ci2^y cells are implied by the

results and the distribution curves.

The existence of many close pairs

of (%ab cells containing one al^b cell and one a2^b cell (see Figs. 59C;

60 ) provides a visual impression of the independence of the al^b and
a2ab types.

Closeness that frequent or that marked was rare between

members of either of the types alone.

The spatial correlograms and

accompanying density recovery profiles in Figure 63 also demonstrate the
presence and independence of the two mosaics.
The mosaic ratios (Table 2) suggest that the a2ab cell mosaic was
more regular than the al^b mosaic.
in comparison to the al^b cells.

The o2^b cells were closely spaced
This observation is supported by the

measurements and effective radii of exclusion for the two types
(Table 2).
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Figure 60 : Hyla moorei

A.

A combined a-cell plot from a Hyla moorei retinal area.

types were plotted: al^b and a2ab-

Two cell

It may be noted that for the other

species a^b cells are represented by open circles.

As both a-cell types

in Hyla were of the a^b general type (that is, both had dendritic
arborisation in both sublaminae a and b ) , the circular symbol is
retained.

However, to distinguish between them, filled circles are used

for the larger of the two types: the ai^b cells.

Because of inadequate

labelling, the Qq cells were not plotted in Hyla.

One relatively well-

labelled O.Q cell is shown in Figure 56A.

B.

Retinal outline showing the area of plotting for A.

Scale bar = 1 mm for A.
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Figure 61 : Hyla moorei

Regular distributions of the al^b and o2ab cells in a Hyla retina,
separately shown in A and B respectively.

The location of the plotted

area is shown in C.

Some ’gaps’ are evident in the ganglion cell plots, reducing their
apparent regularity.

This is discussed in the legend to Figure 15•

Scale bar = 1 mm for A and B.
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Figure 62 : Hyla moorei

Nearest neighbour distance (NND) frequency distributions for the two
a-cell types plotted in a Hyla retinal area (shaded zone in Fig. 60B).

The alab cells show a modal NND value (A) much higher than that of the
o2ab cells (B).

The difference resembles the relative values of the

and Qab cell distributions in the other species studied.
NND value for the

A sporadic low

cells in A and the persistence of asmall

gap

between the ordinate axis and the lowest NND value may raise some
suspicion about the validity of the conclusion of independent regularity
for the alab and o2ab cells.

Nevertheless, other mosaic measurements in

Table 2 support this conclusion, as does comparison of the auto- and
cross-correlograms (Fig. 63) for the two cell types.

Inspection of the

previous figure reveals that the two lowest NND values in A belong to a
single close ’p air’ of cells in the bottom left of the alab plot.

Gaussian curve (of normal distribution)

= continuous line

Rayleigh curve (of random distribution)

= dashed line

See Table 2 for the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and other
mosaic analyses.
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Figure 63 : Hyla moorei

Spatial correlograms and corresponding density recovery profiles (DRPs)
for two a-cell types (alab and a2ab) from a selected area of a Hyla
moorei retina (shaded zone in Fig. 60B).

A.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the alab

cells

B.

Auto-correlogram and DRP for the a2ab

cells

C.

Cross-correlogram and DRP for alab

a2ab

cells

There is a prominent central ’empty zone’ in the auto-correlograms and a
’well’ in the DRPs in both A and B.

In the cross-correlogram (C), a

very small empty zone and a narrow, shallow well are found.

All these

features represent the independent regularity of distribution of the
alab and a2ab cells in the Hyla retina.

The two ’pillars’ in the well in A represent the single close alab cell
’pair’ mentioned in the legend to Figure 62.

For a key to the correlograms and DRPs and a description of how to
interpret them, see legend to Figure l8.
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Table 2 : Results of mosaic analyses on five species of frog

No of
Cells

Species
and
Cell type

(n )

Mean
NND
1 SD
(Uffl)

Mosaic
Ratio

Dispersion
Index

—K-S test result— Effective
fit to
fit to
Radius of
Gaussian Rayleigh exclusion
(P )

(P )

(urn)

X. laevis
(Toth)

u<r

= '

°a

139

222:73

3.04

1.30

0.56(NS)

SO.0001

147

°a b

460

4.16

1.41

0.003

SO.0001

°c

115
714

132*32
190*68

2.80

1.25

0.24(NS)

SO.0001

91
94

2.08

1.19

0.09(NS)

SO.0001

-

co m b in e d

(Taylor)
°a b
°a b

i ~L

89=43
-r

^

(C T r )

81

8 8 *2 0

4.49

SO.0001

60

(OCh)

9 0 :2 0

4.52

1.51
1.49

0 .94(NS)

34

l.OO(NS)

SO.0001

49

170

\

E. esculenta
(o v a l zon e)

°a

115

260=78

3.35

1.31

0 .54(NS)

SO.0001

°a b

579

122=32

3.79

1.38

l.OO(NS)

SO.0001

81

°c

79

318=97

3.27

0.08(.NS)

SO.0001

175

773

93=38

2.47

1.33
1.22

0.52(NS)

so.0001

-

340

260=88

2.94

1.17

-

-

148

°a b

1644

129=41

3.16

1.28

-

-

81

°c

(plotted only within o v a l zo n e )

c o m b in e d

(full area)
°a

E. pip tens

V' =

k'r
1.53

0.15(NS)

so.0001

1.39
1.42

so.0001

60

192=45

3.71
4.28

0.09(NS)
0.87(NS)

so.0001

138

65 =26

2.47

1.21

0.52(NS)

so.0001

-

106

°a

54

191=55

°a b

192

92 =25

46
294

°c
co m b in e d

B. marinus

r, '

3.48

133

r.

81

187=71

2.65

1.21

0.03

so.0001

137

147=55

2.67

1.24

0.07(NS)

so.0001

76

58

248=76

3.27

1.35

0.95(NS)

so.0001

153

276

90=46

1.95

1.08

0.004

0.19(NS)

-

slab

55

138=44

3.14

1.30

0.15(NS)

so.0001

86

^ab
combined

150

80=22

3.60

1.24

0.22(NS)

so.0001

49

205

6 6 *2 4

2.73

1.19

0.98(NS)

so.0001

-

°a

°ab
°c
combined
H. moorei

3:10.0

PAIRS AND CLUSTERS OF g-CELLS

The hypothesis that close pairs or clusters of frog a-cells are usually
formed by different types (rather than members of the same type) was
tested according to the description in Methods, Section 2:2.7*

One

central area in a Bufo retina with a reasonably high density of each of
the three a-cell types was chosen for intensive study.
In one of the tests, all the a-cells within a given radial
distance around each a-cell were typed.

Their similarities and

dissimilarities with the central cell, in terms of cell type, were
recorded.

The results are presented in Table 3*

were examined in this way.

In total, l82 a-cells

Of these, 152 (8 3 .5%) had one or more

neighbours within the given distance.

The results make it clear that

the chance that all the immediate neighbours of an a-cell will differ
from it in type is far higher than the chance of even some being of the
same type.
The second test was done on the same cell population, and is
described in full in Methods (Section 2:2.7).

In brief, all possible

combinations of more than two cells that could be made to fall within a
circle of a given arbitrary radius were checked under the microscope for
cell type.
Of the 182 a-cells examined in this second way, 46 (25*3%)
participated in 21 combinations of more than two cells falling within
the given circular area.

Of these combinations, 13 (6l.9%) were formed

by three different types of a-cell, and 8 (38.1%) by two types.
combinations were formed entirely by cells of the same type.

No

The

results show that when more than two a-cells are present within a close
range, they are most likely to be of more than two types.
The types of the 46 a-cells in these combinations of more than two
cells, reassessed without knowledge of their original type assignments,
matched in every case the types previously allocated to them as
individual cells.
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Figure 64

Diagrammatic representation of the study of a-cell clusters and pairs.

A.

Representation of the first test (as described in Methods, Section

2:2.7).

The circle of the chosen radius is centred on a cell.

Three

other cells are also found within the circle.

B.

Representation of the second test (as described in Methods,

Section 2:2.7).

The locations are shown on a cell plot where more than

two cells could lie within a circle.

The number depicts how many

diffevent types fell into each such circular location.
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Table 3
Incidence of similar and different cell types in clusters and pairs

Neighbours within

Similarity to/difference

the circle

from the central cell

One

different type

- Percentages -

cells

64

42.1

3 5 .2

8

5 .3

4.4

all different type

47

3 0 .9

2 5 .8

more different than same

11

7 .2

6.0

equal numbers

21

1 3 .8

1 1 .5

more same than different

0

0.0

0.0

all same type

1

0 .7

0.6

152

100.0

same type

More than one

No. of

None

150

30

1 6 .5

182

100.0

3:11-0

EVIDENCE OF DENDRITIC INTERACTION

3:11-1

General observations

Many neighbouring

dendrites seemed to maintain a distance between them

while arborising.This phenomenon
dendritic interaction.

?

has been seen as possible evidence of

A study was therefore made of neighbouring

dendrites of different categories: of the same cell and in the same
sublamina; of the

same cell but in different sublaminae; of different

cells of the same

type, and so on. Different degrees of dendritic

distancing ('respect') were shown by different neighbour combinations.

n
Figures 65 and 66 show r e s p ^ t among different combinations of
neighbours (for descriptions, see legends).

Possible interaction

between dendrites of different types of cell is difficult to understand.
Many dendrites, especially in 'Rana pipiens, were seen curved in a
way that suggested avoidance of touching another dendrite.

For some

discussion on crossing (intersection) of dendrites and its avoidance,
see Discussion (Section 4:5-3)It may be relevant here to mention that, in the case of the Q q
cells, some very vitread dendrites approaching the somata of other cells
were found to curve round them when they were exactly in the same planeWhenever there was a few microns gap in depth between the soma and the
approaching dendrites, the latter crossed directly over the somaEach primary dendrite appeared to have its own arborisation
domain,

'respecting' that of the next-

Whenever one or more branches of

one arbor invaded the neighbouring domain, they tended to occupy a gap
rather than 'confront' the neighbouring dendrites-

Hence it is probably

a 'friendly invasion' to ensure more or less uniform dendritic coverageIn a two-dimensional plan view, adjacent primary dendrites were almost
never superimposed, even when they had their predominant arborisations
in different planes.

This simple, economical spacing of the primaries

on the somal circumference resulted in arbor respecting arbor, or at
least in mutual respect between the lower order branches from adjacent
primaries.
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Figure 65

Three examples of possible interactions between the dendrites of
neighbouring a-cells.

A.

Inner dendrites of three Xenopus a^b cells, showing some degree of

'respect' for each other.

Some interdigitation as well as territorial

dominance is evident.

B.

Two Rana pipiens a^b cells closer to each other than usual, with

their inner dendrites.

Note that the cells have elaborated their

respective subtrees in opposite directions rather than 'invading' each
other's 'territories'.

In doing so, an asymmetric, almost semi-circular

subtree from each has come to abut the other to complete a combined
circular dendritic domain.

This sort of apparent sharing was not very

uncommon among some types of a-cell in the present study.

The question

of whether such fraternal pairs (as opposed to pairs formed by
dissimilar types of cell) have any complementary physiological role is
worth pursuing.

C.

Adjacent dendrites of two a^ cells from a Rana pipiens retina,

showing 'sensible behaviour' in occupying available space at a very
local level.

All the dendrites are in the outer IPL.

Scale bars = 100 pm.
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Figure 66

Examples of possible interactions between the dendrites of neighbouring
cells.

A.

Inner dendrites of three neighbouring a^b cells from a Eana

pipiens retina, showing obvious interdigitations between them.

B.

Outer dendrites of the same a^b cells as in A show

interdigitations, while the dendrites of a nearby

cell, which are

also in the same outer sublamina (a), seem to intersect the a^b cell
dendrites to occupy 'empty* spaces between them.

/ \
Scale bar = 100 p m .

^
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In general, dendritic fields (polygons formed by joining the tips
of the terminal dendrites) of the

cells appeared to overlap each

other more than the fields of the a^b cells.
In Bana pipiens, where the neighbouring dendrites could be
examined better than in other species, the respect between the dendrites
of the neighbouring cells of the same type seemed to be more discernible
than in the other species.
more 'interacting'

The dendrites in sublamina b appeared to be

than those in sublamina a.

On a qualitative basis, the highest degree of 'respect' was seen
between the neighbouring dendrites of the same cell in the same
sublamina.

This may be called an 'autotypic' interaction.

Costrati-

fying dendrites from neighbouring cells of the same type (homotypic
interaction) were the next in order and costratifying dendrites from
cells of different types (heterotypic interaction) were next.

3:11.2

Results of the rotation experiment

As described in Methods (Section 2:4.0) the number of intersections
between dendrites is assumed to be inversely proportional to the degree
of their interaction.

Table 4 shows how the number of dendritic

intersections changed when an o^b cell was rotated around its somal axis
to create artificial relationships between its dendrites and those of
two neighbouring o^b cells.

Thus, the results indirectly assess the

degree of interaction between the neighbouring dendrites.

The two

subtrees of each cell were assumed to be independent in their
interaction.

For interpretation of the results, see the Discussion

(Section 4:7.2).
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Table 4
Assessment of dendritic interaction by a rotation technique

Dendritic subtree

Rotation from original

No. of dendritic

combinations

arrangement (degrees)

intersections

0

40

27

78

94

99

inner of central cell/

195

87

inner of neighbours

301

76

0

92

27

133

94

132

inner of central cell/

195

115

outer of neighbours

301

108

0

83

27

129

94

155

outer of central cell/

195

109

outer of neighbours

301

107

0

100

27

89

94

119

outer of central cell/

195

106

inner of neighbours

301

95

0

165

27

178

94

164

outer of central cell/

195

121

inner of central cell

301

185

A

B

C

D

E
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3:12.0

SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FINDINGS

The results of the present studies demonstrate the presence of three
types of large retinal ganglion cell in each of the four species from
three genera of frog {Xenopus, Rana and Bufo).

All three types formed

independent mosaic distributions in the retina, differing in their
spacing and degree of regularity.
The three different cell types had distinctive morphological
features, the most important being the dendritic lamination pattern in
the IPL.
Cells of the first type (a&) arborised in the scleral or outer
part of the IPL (sublamina a), close to the INL.

Those of the second

(oab) had dendrites in both this scleral part and the middle part
(sublamina b, described as 'inner' by some authors), arranged either in
a clearly bistratified pattern or in a more diffuse one.

Those of the

third (q q ) type had most of their dendritic tree in the vitreal part of
the IPL (sublamina c ) , close to the ganglion cell layer, and some parts
in the middle.
In Hyla moorei, however, large cells of two types (al^B and o2 qJq )
had their dendrites in both sublaminae a and b, differing in soma and
tree size and in dendritic calibre.

Cells of a third type (a^) were

similar to the third type in the other genera examined in having their
arborisation mainly in sublamina c.

The first two types had independent

mosaic distributions, while the distribution of the third type could not
be studied due to inadequate labelling.
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4:1.0

AIMS OF DISCUSSION

In this chapter, attention is focussed on the benefits of combining
population characters such as mosaic distribution and individual
characters such as morphological features in classifying retinal
ganglion cells.

Problems and implications of mosaic studies in

understanding ganglion cells in their functional, developmental and
evolutionary perspectives are considered.

The findings of the present

studies are compared with observations made by other workers in frogs
and other animals, considering individual cell types from a functional
viewpoint.

Preliminary attempts are made at understanding the

functional and developmental bases of mosaic distribution and examining
potential cross-species homologies in evolutionary terms.

4:2.0

METHODOLOGY

4:2.1

Labelling

In the present study, the best camera lucida drawings of the ganglion
cells could be made from the biocytin-labelled and cobaltic-lysine
complex (CLC) labelled retinae.

This was because of the darker

Y

\JSiA -

labelling of the cells combined with the clearer background, compared
with standard HRP preparations.

The latter, being poorer in cell-to-

background contrast and in the extent of dendritic labelling, often made
cell typing more difficult.

Nevertheless, HRP-labelled materials using

glucose oxidase - diaminobenzidine - nickel (GDN) processing were better
regarding cell-to-background contrast.

Some problems with the GDN-

processed retinae are discussed in Observations and Results
3:2.0).

(Section

|

However, as in the present study GDN processing was only tried;
11

on the retinae labelled in vitro, no definitive comment about its

I

potential can be made.
Another interesting feature was apparent in the biocytin- and CLClabelled retinae.

Both these tracer substances seemed to have a

preference for large and medium-sized ganglion cells over small ones.
Thus, the small cells being paler, the large and medium-sized cells
stood out clearly.

Biocytin and CLC are, therefore, strongly

recommended for the retrograde labelling of large retinal ganglion
cells.

Toth and Straznicky (1989b) showed how quantitative
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morphological features can vary with different labelling and processing
techniques.

This should be kept in mind while making quantitative

morphological comparisons between cells from different retinae.
Although most of the retinae used in the present study were
labelled from complete optic nerve cuts, some were labelled from partial
cuts or even ’scratches’ of the optic nerve.

For studying mosaics,

retrograde labelling with a complete nerve cut is a better choice in
order to fill as many cells as possible.
or scratch has other advantages.

However, a partial nerve cut

With these, isolated well-labelled

individual cells and pairs or clusters are often found.

These cells are

usually easier to recognise and analyse for morphological features
because many other labelled dendrites and somata are not around to mask
their features.

Thus, for a systematic study of the morphological and

spatial features of retrogradely labelled ganglion cells in any species,
the use of retinae labelled from a complete nerve cut in combination
with those labelled from partial cuts is recommended.
While both biocytin and CLC produced good specimens in the present
study, in terms of both the extent of labelling and contrast, there was
still one problem.

In some retinal areas, clarity of background was

achieved at the expense of the discernibility of the retinal layers:
most importantly, the INL.

This affected the quantitative assessment

dendritic lamination in the IPL.

The problem was overcome by measuring

the relative depths of some important reference features (for example,
the GCL, the INL and the photoreceptor segments, and even some
dendrites) in some other areas of the same retina where more than one of
these features were identifiable, or even in other suitable retinae of
the same species.

The observed dendritic depths of each cell under

study for which the INL was invisible were then assessed relative to
these alternative features.

These depths were subsequently converted

into GCL-INL proportions using the known depth relationships of the
reference features in the species under study.

4:2.2

Spatial correlograms and their derivatives

Spatial auto- and cross-correlograms and density recovery profiles
demonstrate the spatial independence of different mosaics much more
effectively than the existing standard methods based on NND (though an
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independence test could be devised using the distance from each cell to
its nearest neighbour of a diffevent type).

This was also evident in

the present study, although the full analytical power of the correlogram
methods could not be exploited.

This was because the large ganglion

cells had low spatial densities, and a "buffer zone" surrounding a large
sample, which would be ideal for a proper analysis, could not be
obtained due to the incomplete nature of retinal labelling: any attempt
to create one would have reduced the sample size unacceptably,
accentuating the problem of normal variation within and between
specimens.
In the absence of such a buffer zone, each bin of a spatial
correlogram significantly underestimates the true cell distribution, and
the disparity increases with radius.

Moreover, although it is possible

to make adjustments for such disparities when the shape of the sample
area is regular (Rodieck, 1991 ). it was neither practical nor
appropriate to do so in the present study.

For these reasons, the

effective radius of exclusion was based not on the actual mean density
of the cells but on an (under)estimate derived from the correlogram
itself.

The ratio of the mean number of other cells lying within a

circle of radius 500 pm (20 bins) around each cell to the area of that
circle was calculated, averaged over all cells in the sample.
In random dot auto-correlograms of similar sample size (not
shown), and also in cross-correlograms of our observed cell mosaics, the
mean cell density estimated in this way was typically about 21% below
the actual mean cell density of the sample.

However, the mean cell

density estimated for each sample in the present study corresponded
well, within the limits of bin-to-bin variation, to the values observed
in correlogram bins occupying the critical zone 100-200 pm from each
reference cell location.

This is where the limit of exclusionary

influence of these cells (the rim of the observed dip or well in the
correlogram) was usually found.
It is supposed, however, that this underestimation of mean cell
density did not significantly affect the effective radius of exclusion,
which was found to be insensitive to variations in estimated mean cell
density caused, for example, by variations in bin width.

It is also

reported to be reasonably insensitive to undersampling (Rodieck, 1991).
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Some other potentially useful variables discussed by Rodieck could
not be tried in the present study, owing to the same problem of approx
imation.

As a rough measure of regularity, the traditionally used ratio

of the mean NND to its standard deviation (the ’mosaic ratio’) has been
utilised in preference to Rodieck’s ’packing factor’ because in NND an
alysis a missing cell has only a limited probability of being a nearest
neighbour and, even if it is, another neighbour is likely to be only
slightly more distant, making the impact on the mean NND negligible.

4:2.3

Naming the ganglion cells

For the a and a-like cells, the terms ’inner’ and ’outer’ indicating
their basic stratification pattern have long been in use (Boycott and
Wassle, 1974; Cook and Becker, 1991; Cook et al., 1992).

However,

although exclusively outer-stratified large cells have been consistently
found in mammals, fish and frogs (see Introduction, Section 1:2.4),
problems have arisen with the term ’inner’.

In mammals and fish alike,

the ’inner’ dendritic plane in the IPL is actually much further from the
GCL than its name suggests.

Peichl, Ott and Boycott (I987 ) found this

plane in various mammalian species to be ”at about the middle” of the
IPL, while in cichlid and goldfish the plane was found at 48% and 42%,
respectively, of the depth from the GCL to the INL (Cook and Becker,
1991 ; Cook et al., 1992).
The recent appreciation of a third and more vitread sublamina
(sublamina c) by Wassle and Boycott (1991) and the identification of
large ganglion cells arborising in this sublamina (for example, the G5
cells of Kock et al., I989 ), considerably more vitread than other large
ganglion cells with arborisations in the ’inner’ parts of the IPL (for
example, the ’inner’ subtrees of the G3 cells of Kock et al., 1989).
leaves the ’inner’/ ’outer’ nomenclature difficult to sustain.

Recently,

J.E. Cook and S.C. Sharma (personal communication) have observed outer-,
’inner’- and vitreally-stratified a-cells in the channel catfish.

The

goldfish retina, too, contains vitreally-stratified large ganglion cells
(Cook et al., 1992; K.M. Shamim, personal observations).

In addition,

T.A. Podugolnikova (personal communication) has found large ganglion
cells that arborise in both sublaminae a and b in the fish Bathymastev
devjug ini.
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The present study on frogs revealed no 'inner'-only a-cells, but
outer-only cells, bistratified cells (in outer and 'inner' sublaminae)
and vitread a-cells in several species.

Thus, a distinction between the

'inner' and most vitread parts of the IPL has been a necessity.

In

addition, as implied in the Introduction, the varied and often arbitrary
nomenclatures used in different non-mammalian species for broadly
similar neurons tend to hold back a general understanding of their
properties and phylogenetic equivalences.
Introducing a new nomenclature in the present thesis has been an
attempt at addressing these problems.

It fuses two familiar schemes

together to come up with a system that is neither arbitrary nor
fundamentally different from established ones.

The first is the

morphological scheme using relative soma and dendritic tree size (the a,
f) scheme of Boycott and Wassle, 1974) the functional significance of
which is at least partly understood.

The second is the sublaminar

scheme of Famiglietti and Kolb (1976) in the extended a, b, c form
adopted by Wassle and Boycott (1991) that has a well-established link
with functional studies.
Exploiting the flexibility that the new system offers (see
Methods, Section 2:2.1), symbols can be used along with the subscripts,
to distinguish the discretely bistratified a^y cells in Bana esculenta,
Bana pipiens and Bufo mavinus from the more diffusely arborised a&b
cells in Xenopus laevis and Hyla moorei.
described as the a g b

The former group would thus be

the latter as the a^b cells.

It should be noted that the new nomenclature is not meant to be a
rigid discriminator of individual ganglion cells.

Rather, it could be

used for describing cell populations that appear likely, on independent
evidence, to represent 'natural types' as envisaged by Rodieck and
Brening (I983 ).

Multivariate analyses using different kinds of

criterion, as described by Rodieck and Brening (I983 ) and explored by
Kock et al. (I989 ), would provide the ultimate answer.

Meanwhile,

mosaic patterns, wherever found, could provide simple and instructive
results.
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4:3.0

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY OF MOSAICS

4:3-1

Implications for neuronal classification

Classification may be said to make the task of understanding cell
characters easier.
characteristics.

One can concentrate on fewer cells with similar
As already discussed (see Introduction, Section

1:2.3), classification based entirely on morphological features has an
inherent weakness, especially when minor features are taken into
account.

Features that could well represent the within-class variation

may be ’artificially' considered as criteria for broader classification.
Mosaic distribution, being essentially a population property, can
provide a more ’realistic’ approach to classification, when used along
with the basic morphological features.
Regularity of distribution, as a feature, is a natural phenomenon
rather than a qualitative or quantitative criterion set by the
researcher.

It is also inherently a population character rather than an

individual one.

Thus, incorporating membership of a regular mosaic into

any cell classification scheme should make it less likely that
individual cells are ’artificially’ included into, or excluded from, a
’natural’ cell type.

At the same time, because morphologically

classified cells (e.g. inner a, outer a; inner ^ , outer ^ cells) having
known physiological counterparts (ON-Y, OFF-Y; ON-X, OFF-X cells
respectively) have already been shown to form mosaics (see Introduction,
Section 1:2.4), one does not have to rely solely on mosaic membership
for classifying cells.
The implications of mosaic distribution for neuronal
classification have been well-exemplified by Masland (I988 ).

Puzzled by

the large number of types described for the "dazzling array" of amacrine
cells in vertebrate retina, he tried to group them on the basis of their
mosaics.

He found three classes of amacrine cell that are "densely

packed across the retina, are conserved among species, and are directly
involved in the transfer of information about visual images, together
with a sparse but diverse group of supporting neurons that shape and
regulate the transmission of visual information but do not participate
in it."
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4:3.2

Implications for studies of neuronal development

Mosaic studies can also aid the understanding of ganglion cell
development.

Although cell spacing may vary in different parts of the

retina, ganglion cell mosaics in various species cover almost the whole

^
1

retina.

'

It may be assumed, therefore, that there is some common

developmental process that determines the production of all the
individual examples of a particular cell type at their specific
locations.

As opposed to the infinitely variable local factors that may

influence such morphological processes as dendritic development (see
Section 4:10.0), this common process may be easier to understand.

There

is also a possibility that those developing ganglion cells at the
retinal margin that are yet to develop type-specific features could be
assigned to particular types by virtue of their locations in the mosaic

,
\jvo ^

continuum.

If this were successful, development of a particular cell

type could be followed from a less differentiated form to a more
differentiated one.

4:3.3

Implications for the understanding of neuronal function

Regular mosaic distribution is probably the easiest

way for a particular

cell type to maintain uniform dendritic coverage of

the retina without

much compensatory remodelling of any individual cell.
particular visual function attributed to ganglion cells

If some
necessitates

uniform retinal coverage, then cells that have a regularly spaced

^
.-r
V

■

retinal distribution may be regarded as having a potential for that
function.

Proper correlation of this presumption with morphological,

physiological and/or biochemical properties of the cells can therefore
lead to definitive conclusions about the functional roles of the cells
belonging to specific mosaics.
Cook et al.

(1992) suggested that some mosaics might have both a

primary function, common to all mosaic members, and secondary functions
distributed among the members.

The primary function would require full

retinal coverage, while the secondary functions would not.

The authors c),

used this idea in an attempt at explaining the morphological variation
that is often present between the members of a particular mosaic (see
also Section 4:8.2).

This approach is expected to reduce the confusion

that could otherwise arise if some functional variation were to be found
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among the broadly similar-looking cells forming a mosaic.

Thus, the

study of mosaics may indirectly promote the grouping of ganglion cells
on the basis of broad functional attributes.

4:3.4

Implications for the study of neuronal evolution

Evolution entails the conservation of structures that are necessary for^
functions conserved up the evolutionary tree.

\

It also entails

phylogenetic developmental changes in response to newer functional
demands.

Functionally unimportant structural characteristics tend to

become increasingly insignificant and may ultimately be lost.

^

Some of

the general properties of the retinal ganglion cell have been conserved
across a wide range of species, often distant in their evolutionary
relationships.

More specifically, for example, either a-cells or a-like

ganglion cells, though often named differently, are found in mammals and
in lower vertebrates (fish: Cook and Becker, 1991; frog: Kock et al.,

1989 ; various mammalian species: Peichl, Ott and Boycott, I987 ).

At an

even more detailed level, the same is true of the subset of a-cells or
a-like cells arborising in the outer part of the IPL (fish: Cook et al.,

1992; frog: Frank and Hollyfield, 1987; salamander: Linke and Roth,
1989 ; rabbit: Amthor et al., 1983; cat: Wassle, Peichl and Boycott,

1981a).

,

Physiological correlates of the a-cells, the Y cells, have also
been identified in mammals (goldfish: Levine and Shefner,

1979; eel:

^

Shapley and Gordon, 1978; mudpuppy: Tuttle, I98I; frog: Gordon and
Shapley, 1978; cat: Cleland and Levick, 1974; monkey: De Monasterio,

1978).

The mosaic property has also been conserved (see Introduction,

Table 1).

This indicates the functional and/or developmental importance

of the mosaic distribution.

Identification of the essential common

features among the regularly distributed cells of different species
would, then, be expected to point towards some of the very basic
requirements of particular types of cell.

Other features can be

considered as variations within that basic framework, possibly
subserving subsidiary functions (see previous section).

On the other

hand, as the evolutionary process involves both conservation and
diversification, it is reasonable to suppose that ganglion cell
precursors retain the ability to vary the subtypes they form.
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4:3.5

Mosaics as research models

The mosaic distribution of the ganglion cells in one species can be used
as a model in setting criteria for cell typing in another species.
Comparative analyses of cell spacing in more than one independent mosaic
are also helpful in this respect, especially when looking for
potentially homologous cells in different species.

4:4.0

PROBLEMS IN THE STUDY OF MOSAICS

V
O
,

For the study of mosaics, retinal flat-mounts are required: sections are
of no use.

One problem is that a large retinal area with well-labelled

cells is needed for useful mosaic measurements.

(j

It is often technically

difficult to get substantially large areas, thus reducing the amount of
data available and increasing the errors that arise in nearest neighbour
and spatial correlogram analyses due to the effects of population
boundaries (see Rodieck, 1991)-

The problem is worsened by variation in

cell density across the retina.

Techniques like intracellular injection

of dyes and photoconversion under the microscope are not useful in this

'‘

respect, because they can deal with only a few cells.

c]

However, if the cells in one reasonably large retinal

areacan

be

assigned to mosaics using the differentiating points derived from close
pairs and clusters, that is often enough to allow one to understand the
basic cell distribution patterns.

Detailed morphological analyses can

then be carried out on well-labelled cells even if they are isolated.
Even a visual impression of the usual nearest-neighbour distances in a
retinal area containing a mosaic can be helpful in locating isolated
pairs or clusters in other parts of the same retina (with due allowance
for changes of overall cell density) or in other retinae of the same
species.

These pairs and clusters can then be studied to confirm the

morphological differences between their member cells as well as to
obtain individual measurements.
The degree of regularity of mosaics of different types of ganglion
cell varies from species to species and from cell type to cell type.

As

the regularity is not usually crystalline, typing decisions on
individual cells are sometimes difficult to make, especially if the cell

l66

in question is not very well labelled.

Sometimes unusual closeness to

one or more cells of known type helps to tip the balance away from these
types.

In some other cases, the absence of a cell of a particular type

^

in the locality indicates a strong possibility that the cell in question
belongs to that type.

Indeed,

in the present study,

particular type of cell somewhere around the 'right'

looking for a
location in a 'gap'

resulted, in some cases, in finding a cell missed in a previous search
(see Observations and Results, Section 3:4.2) that could then be shown
morphologically to belong to the appropriate type.
The question of 'gaps' might sound disturbing while studying
mosaics.

Even with complete optic nerve cuts for retrograde labelling,

some cells seem to remain unlabelled, creating gaps.

Another sort of

gap was formed in the present study when a cell could be identified but
not classified properly and so was not included in the analysis.
However,

the absence of a small proportion of cells, although visually

disturbing, does not affect measurements based on NND very much.

A

O

missing cell is not necessarily the nearest neighbour of any other.

/

Even if it is, the NND computation automatically takes up the distance
to the second or third nearest

of the neighbours, which is usually

very much greater in a regular

mosaic.

not

Nevertheless, there may be (as there have been in the present
study) cases where a cell is very isolated.
cell out of the NND measurement.

It is better to keep such a

If it is near the edge of the retina

area under study, this can be done by redefining the area to exclude it.
An isolated cell surrounded by distant cells
difficult to exclude.

would, however, be

The NNDs for such cells make the tail

curve longer (see Fig. 30 and its legend).

of theNND

However, as even in a

moderately well-labelled area the occurrence of such pockets of isolated
cells is likely to be quite low, they can only act as 'tail-stretchers'
of the curve and are unlikely to cause any significant change in its
central tendency.

Many 'absentees' would be

have a significant effect on the overall NND
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required in a cell plot
distribution.

to

4:5.0

MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF RETINAL GANGLION CELLS

4:5.1

Comparison with other studies

Because of the difference between the present study and some other
studies on frogs in putting emphasis on particular criteria for cell
typing, it has been difficult to find the exact counterparts of the cell
types described in the present thesis in some other reports.

General comments:

No population characteristic has been used for

classifying the frog ganglion cells so far.

The criteria used in the

other studies have been various somal and dendritic morphological
features and, in some cases, the axonal projection sites.

Some authors

\

have mentioned features like dendritic orientation (for example, Frank

,'

and Hollyfield,

Vi?*

198?; Straznicky and Straznicky, 1988) or predominance

of occurrence in a particular part or parts of the retina (for example,
Straznicky and Straznicky, 1988); Straznicky et al., 1990) after
defining particular cell types on the basis of their individual
morphology.

The question of regularity of distribution has been either

casually mentioned (for example, for Type 11 cells in Straznicky and
Straznicky,

I988 ) or described as a feature of an already-typed cell

population, rather than as one of the criteria used for typing (for
example, Podugolnikova et al., 1992).
Although in general the use of soma size and dendritic tree size
as classification criteria did not vary much between the present study
and the other studies in frogs, some authors did not use dendritic
lamination pattern as a criterion (for example, Straznicky and
Straznicky,

I988 ; Toth and Straznicky, 1989; Straznicky et al., 1990).

In the present study, on the other hand, it was dendritic lamination
pattern, among the morphological features, that was considered the most
important in identifying any individual cell by its type.

This, in some

cases, meant compromising with the apparent soma size and even with
dendritic tree size (in the case of some poorly labelled cells) .
However,

the importance of dendritic calibre (that is, large for a large

cell) was never compromised.

A one-to-one matching of types between the

earlier studies and the present one was not possible.

Instead, some

divergence and convergence of types occurred, as will be clear from the
following discussion (see also Appendix 3)*
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Specific comparisons:

Sakaguchi et al.

(1984) observed in a tetraploid

strain of Xenopus laevis that from very early in development

(as early

as stage 46 of Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1956), three distinct morphological
types of ganglion cell, types I, II and III, could be identified which
corresponded to the ’constrieted-tree’, ’H - t r e e ’ and ’T - t r e e ’ types
described by Chung et al.

(1975) in adult Xenopus,

The first type in

each classification is a small cell type, while the second and third, in
each case, conform to the o^b &nd
respectively.

cells of the present study,

Straznicky and Straznicky (1988) included, in their type

I adult Xenopus cells (of seven types), cells with ’’scleral” as well as
"bistratified” lamination patterns.

They observed a low level of

regularity (mosaic ratio: 2) among these cells.
they have considered the

It is understood that

&nd o^b cell types together.

They also

described the ’’asymmetrical” , ’’fairly well branched” cells in the
peripheral third of the retina as type II and the ’’symmetrical” ,
’’sparsely branched” cells in the central and middle thirds as type III
cells.

The lamination patterns in both these types were ’’preferentially

v i t r e a l ” , and thus probably represent the

cells.

In Bufo, Straznicky et al. (1990) included ”3 subgroups” of
different lamination patterns (scleral, vitreal and bistratified) in
their type I of three large cell types.

Although their type II and III

had ’’scleral” and ’’vitreal” lamination respectively, these cells were
typed mostly on the basis of their dendritic tree shape in plan view: II
being ’’asymmetrical” and III ’’very elongated” .
as ’’symmetrical” .

The type I was described

The authors noticed the irregularity of the type I

cell distribution and the clusters formed by them (see Fig. 5 of
Straznicky et al., 1990) and planned to investigate whether the three
subgroups of the type I population formed independent regular mosaics.
However, they did not consider incorporating any type II or type III
cells into any of those subgroups, even though they noticed that the
type II cells did ’’not form a continuous dendritic coverage across the
retina” by themselves.
Frank and Hollyfield (1987) used the question of symmetry of the
dendritic tree in distinguishing between class 1 and class 2 cells (out
of seven classes) in Bana pipiens, both of which arborised in the outer
part of the IPL.

Experience from more than one type of cell in all the
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frog species (including Eana pipiens) of the present study confirms that
symmetrical and asymmetrical cells can be assigned to a single mosaic.
Thus,

the

cells of the present study comprised both symmetrical and

asymmetrical cells.

Similar observations were made in goldfish (J.E.

Cook, personal communications).

Kock et al.

(1989) also considered both

classes 1 and 2 of Frank and Hollyfield as counterparts of their type C4
in Ban a tempovavia (corresponding to the

cells of the present study).

Symmetrical and asymmetrical outer-stratified large cells were also
included in one type (type IV) by Linke and Roth (I989 ) in salamanders.
However, Frank and Hollyfield (I987 ) mentioned that each of their
classes 1 and 2 had complete retinal coverage and was developmentally
different from the other.

This conclusion is difficult to reconcile

with the other studies (for a critical review, see Kock et al., I989 ).
Kalinina's (1974; 1976) observations of the Bana ridibunda
ganglion cells seem to be inconclusive.

Considering the size of the

dendritic trees in her specimens, it seems likely that only the most
proximal parts of the dendritic trees were labelled.

Thus,

the trees

did not show the ultimate arborisation levels of the more distal
dendrites.

The lamination patterns, as a result, appeared more diffuse.

In Bana tempovavia, Podugolnikova et a l . (1992) found BONprojecting cells to be large and outer-stratified.

Although the authors

demonstrated a regularity in their distribution, it is possible that
they have included more than one type of cell, one of which is the 0%
cell type, as discussed below (see Section 4:5.2).
The observations by Kock et al.

(I989 ) in Bana tewpoTavia ganglion

cells are so far the closest to the findings of the present study.

They

described five classes of ganglion cells, of which three large types
(G4, G3 and G5) conform very clearly to the a^, a^b

cells,

respectively.

4:5.2

The 'interesting type of cell*

Some ganglion cells were found in the present study, especially
conspicuous in the retinae of Bufo mavinus, Bana esculenta and Bana
pipiens,

which were not designated as

cells despite having large

dendritic trees arborising in the outer IPL.

Their soma size was medium

or even smaller and their dendrites were usually thinner than the
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4^
cell dendrites, with a very sparse branching pattern.

In addition, in

places they were very close to cells identified as Qq cells.

^

These

cells possibly represent an amphibian equivalent of the outer-stratified
6-cells of mammals (a subtype of the y cells: see Wassle and Boycott,

1991)-

Recently, Podugolnikova et al.

(1991) reported that the ganglion

cells projecting to the accessory optic system in E. temporavia were
outer-stratified.

In a following paper, Podugolnikova, Orlov, Reuter

and Mecke (1992) described the distribution of these cells as nonrandom, but the mosaic ratio was extremely low and their Figure 1 shows
close pairs at some places suggestive of a superimposition of two cell
types.

This is not unlikely because (as discussed in the Introduction,

Section 1:2.6) the superimposition of more than one partially regular
distribution can lead to a distribution that is still more regular than
a truly random one.

It is probable that Podugolnikova et al.

plotted both types of outer-stratified cell (the
cells)

together.

(1992)

cells and the 6-like

It seems likely that plotting them separately would

produce more regular distributions.

4:5.3

Some other points

When variation in soma size and dendritic tree size is considered, it
should be noted that the general rule of gradual increase in size with
retinal eccentricity (excluding visual streak and other specialised
areas of high cell density) does not apply to the extreme peripheral
cells.

These cells, which are still quite young, have smaller somal a n d ^

dendritic dimensions than their more mature neighbours.

They (and also

cells lying close to the cuts made for flat-mounting) are also more
likely to be distorted through uneven shrinkage and during mounting. ^
In frogs after the initial stages of eye formation, proliferation
of the ganglion cell population is confined to the germinal zone at the
retinal margin (see Introduction, Sections 1:2.7 and 1:3-0).

The extent

to which the retina expands to match the growth of the eye with age is
far more than this neurogenesis alone would suggest (see Introduction,
Section 1:2.7).

The retina expands centrally as well as peripherally,

and no migration of the newly-differentiated ganglion cells from the
periphery towards the centre has been reported.

As the retina grows in

size, every existing ganglion cell central to the germinal zone has to
increase in tree size to cover a larger retinal area than before.
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Thus,

e^"“
the size of each cell is proportionate to the size of the retina it
belongs to.

/

The latter, in turn, is dependent on the age of the animal,

in addition to the basic size variation across species.

Again, in a

particular retina the cells in the periphery are younger than those in
the more central areas.

As already discussed, these peripheral cells

^

are usually larger in soma and dendritic tree size than their older
'comrades', excepting those in a narrow zone at the margin.

Where cell

density gradients exist, the low density areas also have larger cells in
general.

For these reasons, when cell dimensions are considered it is

important that the location of the cell, as well as the size of the

^

retina in question, are kept in mind.
The diameter of a primary dendrite has been found to be directly
proportional to the total length of dendrites arising from it (J.E.
Cook, B. Tredgold and K.M. Shamim).

However, this may not mean that

cells with thicker primary dendrites have larger dendritic tree areas.
This is because a cell with a small but profusely branched tree may have
a larger total dendritic length than a large but sparsely branched tree.
The total dendritic length may also give a misleading idea of the
dendritic tree area in cells that arborise in more than one IPL
sublamina.

A single primary dendrite may either arborise in only one

IPL sublamina or do so in more than one sublamina in a diffuse or a
stratified fashion.

So, the dendritic tree area or even the total

dendritic length measured in a single sublamina may only be incompletely
reflected in the thickness of the primary dendrites.

4:6.0

POPULATION FEATURES OF RETINAL GANGLION CELLS

General remarks on population features:

As is evident from the results

in Table 2, the population features of the three types of a-cell in
relation to each other were broadly similar across the frog species
studied.

As a working hypothesis for Hyla, the ol^y and a2^b cells \

could be considered as the counterparts of the

and

cells

'

respectively.

^

Table 1 in the Introduction shows the mosaic measurements in
various other species.

However, it also indicates how little is known

at present about the mosaic features in frog ganglion cells.
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Straznicky

and Straznicky (I988), in their Xenopus study, combined cells of
different dendritic lamination pattern and came up with a mosaic ratio
of only 2.
Table 1 also shows some more general trends.

In mammals, mean

nearest neighbour distance is higher for the inner cells than for the
outer cells.

The mosaic ratio is higher for the outer cells.

By

contrast, in fish (see Table 1) and in frogs (see Table 2) the cells
have exactly the opposite attributes: the outer (a^) cells have larger
NNDs and usually lower mosaic ratios than the inner (0 ^5 ) cells.
The differing relative proportions of the two types in the
mammalian and non-mammalian retinae are likely to influence these
differences.

OFF-a-cells (outer a-cells) have usually been found to be

fewer than ON-a-cells (inner a-cells) in mammals (cat: Wassle, Peichl
and Boycott, 198lb; rabbit: Peichl, Buhl and Boycott, 198?; rat:
Peichl,

1989).

In the cichlid fish (Cook and Becker, 1991) and goldfish

(Cook et al., 1992), the outer a-cells were far fewer than the inner,
but in the channel catfish the two types were similar in number (J.E.
Cook and S.C. Sharma, unpublished results).

In frogs (present study)

the O.Q cells were always less numerous than the a^b cells.

Comments on pairs and clusters:

The results of the two tests on pairs

and clusters described in Observations and Results (Section 3:10.0) once
again indicate the independence of the spatial distributions of the
three a-cell types.
Bufo moTinus only.

The tests were performed,

for practical reasons, on

One difficulty with these tests is that they are not

useful for retinae in which the difference between the NND values of
different types of cell is large.

This is because, in such cases, the

cell type with the smallest NND value has more chance of being included
at each successive location of the sampling frame than the other types.
Wassle, Peichl and Boycott (1981a) examined close pairs

(nearest

neighbours) among the a-cells as already mentioned, and Wassle, Boycott
and Illing (I98I) similar pairs among the &-cells, in the cat retina.
In both cases, an OFF-cell almost invariably had an ON-cell as the other
member of the pair and vice versa.

Among a-cells and also among &-

cells, pairing was rare between two ON-cells or two OFF-cells.
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In the goldfish retina, separate outer-a cell and inner-a cell
plots showed no pairs, while the combined plot showed many (see Fig. 4C
in Cook et al., 1992), each pair comprising one outer and one inner acell.

As is evident from these studies as well as the results of the

present one (Table 2), the independent mosaics have larger NND values
than when mosaics are combined.

The phenomenon is also graphically

represented in NND frequency distribution curves, where a shift to the
left occurs when mosaics are combined.

The cross-correlograms and

accompanying density recovery profiles, when compared with the autocorrelograms and accompanying density recovery profiles, as well as the
effective radii of exclusion all indicate that each cell 'possesses’ a
zone around it from which others of the same type are virtually
excluded.

However, other cell types in the region do not have that

restriction.

Thus cells different in type may be very close,

pairs or clusters.
3:10.0,

forming

The results of the two tests described in Section

together with the mosaic analyses, confirm these conclusions and

broaden the sphere of cell closeness to include groups having three
different types of cell as members.

All this, in the end, supports the

approach taken in the present study of concentrating on cell clusters in
setting the criteria for broad-based cell typing (see Methods, Section

2 :2 .2 ).

4:7.0

DENDRITIC PLASTICITY AND INTERACTION

4:7.1

General observations

While studying the dendritic branchihg and distribution patterns, some
basic phenomena could be observed which were most obvious with the a^b
cells.

These interesting phenomena may reflect some territorial

behaviour of dendritic arbors and/or local interaction between
individual dendrites.
As already stated, the
trees than the a^b cells.

cells had larger and more irregular

This conformed with the sparser and less

regular distribution of their somata.
fields

Nevertheless,

their dendritic

(formed by joining the tips of the terminal dendrites of

individual cells) overlapped each other more than the fields of the a&b
cells.

This was reflected in higher coverage factors for the
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cells.

Wassle, Peichl and Boycott (1981a) described a similar finding: a
central portion of each dendritic field was not overlapped by
neighbouring cells of the same type.

They found this ’’uncovered" zone

to be larger for the ON-centre cells than for the OFF-centre cells.
However,

the apparently lower incidence of overlapping in the a^b cells

might well be the consequence of the lower visibility of the a^b
terminal dendrites.

(

Among the Bana pipiens ganglion cells, well

labelled with biocytin, the o^b cell dendrites appeared to be
’respecting’ each other more than the

cell ones.

On many occasions,

the Qab cell dendrites were found to be curved where they had approached
co-stratifying dendrites from a neighbouring
situations,

cell.

In these

therefore, the dendritic fields were apposed to, rather than

overlapping, each other.
The noticeable curvature of the costratifying dendrites
approaching each other in Bana pipiens might be related to the very
strict stratification pattern, especially in the a^b cells.

The

dendrites that were exactly at the same depth could not cross each
other.

The o^b cells in Bana esculenta and, to some extent,

marinus, were also discretely bistratified.

in Bufo

Relationships among the

neighbouring dendrites of these cells, however, were difficult to
examine because of intense labelling of the other cells and of the
background.

Many a^b cell dendrites in the other species studied varied

in their depth by some microns, even when they costratified in a
particular sublamina.

They could, then, usually cross each other.

In

the case of cells with more diffuse arborisation, such as the Xenopus
and Eyla a^b cells, the crossing seemed still ’eas i e r ’.
It is interesting to note that, among the strictly stratified
cells of the present study, crossing was more frequently found among the
lower order (proximal) dendrites than among the higher order (distal)
ones.

This was probably because, after emerging from the soma, the

primary dendrites commonly underwent a series of ramifications within a
large IPL depth range before arborising within a shallower stratum.

The

depth difference between the lower order dendrites was consequently more
than that between the higher order ones.
It should be kept in mind, though, that crossing (intersection)
does not always mean the absence of competition or other sorts of
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1

interaction.

Intersecting dendrites with some depth difference among

them might have synapses at somewhat different levels within the same
sublamina.

Some might also have to intersect each other in the process

of arborising more profusely in the gaps.

On the other hand,

the

p

visually impressive display of dendrites maintaining a 'safe distance'
from each other might be unrelated to any sort of competition for
synapses.

Strictly costratified dendrites might simply find no

'flyovers'

to cross each other and be obliged to look for a 'bypass',

even though this might mean making a complete 'U-turn'.
However, questions have been raised about these apparent
indications of mutual territorial 'respect' among neighbouring
dendrites.

In particular, some cell types have very high dendritic

coverage factors, meaning much 'overlap' of the dendritic fields.
Very high coverage factors have been reported for amacrine cells.
Some cholinergic amacrines show coverage factors of 90 or more
1984)

(Vaney,

while one type of serotonergic amacrine cell even has a factor as

high as 500-900 (see Vaney,

1990).

To understand the coexistence of

high coverage and possible interactions among dendrites,
should be taken into consideration.
mosaic distribution,

In most cases of ganglion cell

the coverage factor has been found to be around

three (cat &-cells: Wâssle, Boycott and Illing,

I98 I; rabbit a-cells:

Peichl, Buhl and Boycott, 1987; rat a-cells: Peichl,
a-like cells: Cook and Becker,
have been observed,

some facts

1991)«

1989; Oreochvomis

Where higher coverage factors

they may sometimes have included more than one type

of cell, each interacting with its own type but not with the others.
The high overall a-cell coverage reported by Cleland, Levick and Wâssle
(1975 ) provides a good example of this: much lower coverage values were
found when the ON- and OFF- subtypes were studied independently by
Wassle, Peichl and Boycott (1981a).

As coverage factor is calculated

only by multiplying the mean dendritic tree or field area by cell
density (Wassle, Peichl and Boycott,

1981a), it does not take into

consideration the way in which the individual dendrites of the
apparently overlapping field may actually share this territory.

This is

because the dendritic field is outlined by joining the tips of the
terminal dendrites.

Neighbouring dendrites often interdigitate with

each other, and groups of branches from one cell may invaginate 'gaps'
between dendritic groups from neighbouring cells
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(see Figs. 39. 65 , 66

and Observations and Results, Section 3:11.1).

Thus, while ganglion

cells tend to show coverage factors well in excess of one, their
dendrites may still maintain local territories of their own.
Figures 39A, 65B and 66 show some examples of probable territorial
'respect’ between ganglion cell dendrites (for descriptions, see the
respective figure legends).

These are, however, visual impressions that

can merely suggest the existence of interaction between neighbouring
dendrites.

Despite suggestions from various authors, and some indirect

experimental evidence in their support (as discussed in the
Introduction, Section 1:2.8), the nature of any interactions that might
occur in various temporal and spatial circumstances during development
is far from well understood.
heterotypic interaction.

This applies particularly to the notion of

Some factors that might be responsible for

some types of dendritic interaction are mentioned while discussing the
developmental mechanisms of mosaic distribution (Section 4:10.5)*

4:7.2

The rotation experiment

The results of the rotation experiment (see Observations and Results,
Section 3:11*2) are shown in Table 4.

This experiment was designed to

test the hypothesis that subtrees in the same sublamina (homotypic
subtrees), due to the high level of mutual respect that exists between
them, would show fewer intersections in their original arrangements than
when rotated.

On the other hand, the number of intersections between

subtrees in different sublaminae (heterotypic subtrees) would not be
expected to change very much after rotation.

Subtree combinations A and

C in their original arrangements represent the homotypic state.
Combinations B, D and E represent a 'virtual' heterotypic state in all
their arrangements, original or rotated, because intersections are
artificially created between dendrites that do not naturally intersect
in the same plane.
The results show that the subtrees in the same sublamina presented
consistently fewer intersections in their original homotypic
arrangements than in any of the rotated arrangements tested.

On the

other hand, the subtrees in different sublaminae, whether of the same
cell or of different cells, did not show any consistent difference in
frequency of intersection between their original and rotated
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arrangements.

In Table 4, combination B shows an increase in the number

of intersections with every rotated arrangement while D and E show
either an increase or a decrease from the origin value.

These results

are in conformity with those of Dacey (1989; see Introduction, Section
1:2.8).

If the other a^b neighbours of the central cell (above and

below) could be included in the experiment,

the difference between the

values in the original and rotated situations could have been greater in
A and C.

No statistical analysis was possible because of the small

sample size.

4:8.0

FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

4:8.1

Functional aspects of different a-cell types

The relative lack of physiological investigation of the large ganglion
cells of frogs makes it hard to understand the functional nature of the
different types, especially in relation to different frog lifestyles.

Some functional aspects of a-cells:

Based on studies in mammals (see

Wassle, Peichl and Boycott, 1981; Wassle and Boycott,

1991) it may be

assumed that, in frogs, a-cells are the first to send signals to the
higher centres when some change occurs in their visual environment.
This is because, as large cells with large, myelinated axons, they are
likely to have short response latencies and high conduction velocities.
From this, a role in triggering visual attention may be predicted.
Considering the response properties of the brisk-transient or Y cells

■

(the a-cells’ physiological correlates), the frog a-cells may be thought
of as showing high temporal resolution as well as underlying form
vision.

Primate Pa cells (which are phasic, non-colour-coded cells and

have a large receptive field) show higher contrast-sensitivity than P&
cells

(which are tonic and colour-coded and have a small receptive

field).

It has been suggested that this higher contrast-sensitivity may

be related to pattern perception at low contrasts and low spatial
frequencies (Wassle and Boycott, 1991)'
Judging the relative sensitivity between the a^ and a^b cells in
frogs from their dendritic morphology is a problem.

On one hand the a^

cells have a larger tree, potentially capable of a higher sensitivity at
the expense of acuity because of the scope for greater convergence, and
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thicker dendrites that could ensure lower attenuation of signals towards
the soma.

On the other hand, they have a lower density of dendrites

than the

cells, which could mean less convergence and lower

sensitivity (see Peichl and Wassle, 1983; Saito, 1983; Wassle and

1991)'

Boycott,
way,

The

cells differ from the Ogy cells in a similar

their dendritic calibres being slightly smaller than those of the

Qg cells.

\

O-

Dendritic lamination patterns and ON-OFF responses:

The basic

correlation of dendritic lamination patterns with ON and OFF receptive
field properties has already been mentioned (see Introduction, Section

1:2.4).

Maturana et al.

(I96 O) described cells with OFF responses (type

4) and ON-OFF responses (type 3) in Bana pipiens that matched particular
histological types mentioned by Cajal.

Their descriptions correspond to

the Og and Og^ cells, respectively, of the present study.
Merrill

Stirling and

(I987 ) observed sclerally arborised cells to be OFF-centred in

Ban a pipiens.

bistratified,

Frank and Hollyfield (I987 ) proposed that the
tristratified and diffusely stratified cells they found in

Bana pipiens were related to the ON-OFF receptive field physiology,

and

the different stratification patterns might have to do with colour
coding or directional selectivity, although they were not concerned
directly with a-cells.
Koch et al.

(1982) suggested that separate interactions for ON and

OFF signals may occur within distinct subunits of a single directionselective cell, for which the two subtrees of a bistratified cell would
be excellent candidates.

Subunits of this kind could also be involved

in frog Qg ]3 cell function, though there is no evidence that they
themselves are direction-selective.
However, the receptive field properties of a particular cell can
vary according to the luminance level.

Grüsser-Cornehls

(I988 ) recorded

from the ganglion cell terminals at different tectal levels and found
that the "short on-off" neurons of her class-3 (this class had "short
burst-like activation to diffuse light on and off") displayed either a
sustained ON-response or a sustained OFF-response at a scotopic
luminance level.

She discussed the uncertainty about whether the

transient Y cell (a-cell) responses are determined by direct transient
input from a nonlinear subunit (presumed to be some kind of amacrine
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cell) or due to some modification of sustained bipolar input by
inhibitory signals via amacrine cells.

She mentioned the possibility of

the signals to the Y cells being transmitted via multiple paths,
especially considering that Y cells (which are normally transient
responders) can exhibit sustained responses in scotopic conditions.

The question of projection to the accessory optic nucleus:

The ganglion

cells projecting to the basal optic nucleus (BON) of the accessory optic
system (AOS) in the frog have been found to arborise in the outer part
of the IPL (Montgomery, Fite and Bengston, I98 I; Podugolnikova, Orlov
and Reuter, I99 I).

The AOS is understood to be involved in oculomotor

reflexes (see Straznicky et al., 1989).

In the salamander too, ganglion

cells with large dendritic trees in the outer part of the IPL have been
found to project to the basal optic neuropil.

However, in salamanders

these cells could also be labelled retrogradely from the tectum and from
the dorsal thalamus (Linke and Roth, 1989 ).

AOS-projecting cells in the

pigeon (the displaced ganglion cells: Karten, Fite and Brecha, 1977) and
in the turtle (see Podugolnikova et al., 1992) have also been found to
be outer-stratified.

In contrast, the mammals have inner-stratified

cells projecting to the AOS (see Podugolnikova et al., 1992).
The above difference between mammals and non-mammals makes a very
interesting case for investigating the functional homology (or lack of
it) between the two accessory optic systems as well as between the
outer-stratified ganglion cells of the two groups.

In the frog and

pigeon, the AOS-projecting cells have been reported to be direction
sensitive.

In addition, ON-type reactions have been recorded from the

primary visual centres of the AOS in mammals, but OFF-type reactions
occurred in the turtle (see Podugolnikova et al., 1992).

While

considering these matters, it should be kept in mind that, excepting the
pigeon DGCs, probably all other AOS-projecting cells have other
projection sites as well.

In salamanders, outer-stratified cells

believed to be the morphological correlates of the OFF-cells project to
"all known retinofugal targets" (Linke and Roth, I989 ).

It should also

be noted that many of the outer-stratified and/or AOS-projecting cells
are probably not a-cells.
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Cells arborising in sublamina c:

Kock et a l . (1989) demonstrated in

Ran a temporavia that a type of large ganglion cell

(their type G5)

arborising in the innermost sublamina (Cajal*s stratum 5; sublamina c of
Wassle and Boycott, 1991) projects to the neuropil of Bellonci in the
thalamus.

This type corresponds to the

type of the present study.

Similar cells were reported as pure ON units projecting to the neuropil
of Bellonci in Rana pipiens (Muntz, 1962, cited in Kock et al., 1989).
It is interesting to note that large, ON-centred receptive fields have
been recorded from most of the axonal endings in this neuropil (Muntz,

1962, cited in Kock et al., 1989; Maximov, Orlov and Reuter, I985 ; T.
Reuter, personal communication).

Although most ganglion cell types are

known to project to the optic tectum, Kock et al.
to demonstrate such a projection for this type.

(I989 ) were not able
They related this cell

type to a particular type of bipolar cell feeding the most vitreal
sublamina which, they believe, is the specific (blue-sensitive)
interneuron that Maximov et al.

(I985 ) envisaged for the purpose.

Masland (I988 ) mentioned that indoleamine-accumulating amacrine cells
make a major input to the rod bipolar terminals in this sublamina.

Some features of the lifestyle of different frog species:

Xenopus,

which is more primitive than the other frogs studied (see Fig. 67 ) lives
entirely in water and relies minimally on vision for survival (Duellman
and Trueb, I986 ) .

Depending much on its olfactory sense and lateral

|

line organs, it searches for food in discoloured water rich in plankton
and insects (Frazer, 1973).

-

Lacking a tongue, and using its forelimbs

to sweep food into the mouth, it probably does not have to aim all that
precisely at a particular prey.

All this may be reflected in the weak

1I

visual streak and low ganglion cell count of Xenopus laevis, confirmed
in the present study.

Duellman and Trueb (I986 ) describe Rana as a diurnal frog, semiaquatic in its habitat.
'visual' than Xenopus.

It may therefore be supposed to be more
Being continually exposed to the water/ground

and water/air interfaces, it may benefit by having a strong visual
streak (for a similar supposition in relation to fish, see Collin and
Pettigrew, 1998a,b).
Bufo is a terrestrial but nocturnal genus

1986 ).

(Duellman and Trueb,

Grüsser-Cornehls (1988) suggested that pattern detection in Bufo
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hufo is not prominent.

It jumps across obstacles more clumsily and

appears ’’generally less sophisticated in exploiting its surroundings” .
Hyla, being arboreal,

is exposed to a very different environment.

Grüsser-Cornehls (1988) suggested that Hyla septentvionalis has a very
high visual acuity and an extraordinary ability to recognise stationary
objects.
example,
tree.

It encounters various stationary and moving objects (for
twigs, branches and leaves) while it climbs and jumps on the

Consequently, it displays the highest degree of flexibility in
Grüsser-Cornehls (I988 ) suggested

prey-catching and visual orientation.

that Hyl a may possess a more differentiated signal processing mechanism
at a central level, supplementing a less developed specialisation at the
retinal neuronal level.

The complex (less distinctly bistratified)

arborisation pattern of the alab

°^ab cells of Hyla moorei may thus

be a reflection of the complex light-and-shade environment in which the
frog resides.

Possibly, various combinations of synapses at different

IPL levels come into action in different visual environments.

4:8.2

Functional implications of mosaic distribution

The presence of mosaics over almost the whole retina in a wide range of
species makes it likely that the mosaic members share at least one basic
functional responsibility involving the whole visual field.

Wassle and

Riemann (1978), while pioneering ganglion cell mosaic studies, pointed
out the advantages of mosaic distribution.

They argued that, given what

was known about the size and shape of the a-cell dendritic tree, a
random distribution of the a-cells would leave ’holes’ in the retina not
covered by surrounding a-cell dendrites, leading to ’blindness’ at some
retinal positions with respect to the a-cells.

In reality, however,

each retinal point was found to be covered by the dendritic fields of
between four and six a-cells (Cleland et al., 1975)-

With a random

distribution, only a much higher cell density or unusually large
dendritic trees of some cells could ensure dendritic coverage of the
whole retina without holes.
economical.

A regular distribution would thus be more

From this understanding, it may be assumed that mosaic

distribution could be one of nature’s ways of controlling cell number.
The importance of uniform dendritic coverage as related to regular somal
spacing has also been highlighted by Perry (I989 ).

However,

aspects are actually more developmental than functional.
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Wassle and Riemann (1978) also cited the very good vertical
congruence between the midget bipolar cell terminal mosaic and the cone
mosaics in the monkey.

However, as discussed below (Section 4:10.2),

this congruence does not extend to the more vitreal mosaics of the
retina.
One more advantage of mosaic distribution, as suggested by Wassle
and Riemann (1978), is in ensuring a uniformly graded visual topography
in the higher centres.

A random distribution would cause local

distortion of visual space.
As different types of a-cell forming independent mosaics have acells of similar and dissimilar types as neighbours, it is interesting
to note the character of correlated firing of pairs of neighbouring acells.

Mastronarde (1983) examined such firing of cat Y (a) and X (&)

cells at low background levels and in darkness.
findings as follows:

He described his

(a) Two neighbouring ON-cells had a strong tendency

to fire together - because they were excited by shared input events.
(b) Two OFF-cells showed a weak tendency to fire together — because they
were both restricted to firing at the times when they were not inhibited
together by shared input events.

(c) An ON- and an OFF-cell had a

tendency not to fire together - because the OFF-cell was inhibited when
the ON-cell was excited by their shared input events.
In order to explain individual morphological variants among the
members of a particular mosaic. Cook et al. (1992) postulated that
mosaics may have both a primary function (common to all members of the
mosaic and requiring complete retinal coverage) and secondary functions
(performed by groups of members and not requiring complete coverage).
In a subsequent discussion of the question, J.E. Cook (personal
communication) cited two kinds of supportive evidence.

First, in the

cat only subsets of the ON and OFF a-cell mosaics, mainly in the ventral
retina, are immunoreactive to somatostatin (White and Chalupa, 1991)•
Secondly, the overall coverage factor of monkey PP> cells is enough to
allow separate ON and OFF mosaics but not to allow individual mosaics
for their red- and green-sensitive subtypes (Wassle and Boycott, 1991)-
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In an interesting report, Hayes et al. (1991) described a highly
regular mosaic of inner a-like cells in a well-defined patch of dorsotemporal retina in five species of Procellariiform seabirds.

These

cells were larger than the ganglion cells of the other parts of the

’ \y

retina and, in Manx shearwater, the patch was found projecting into the
binocular field below the bill.

The authors suggested that the patch is

not involved in high spatial resolution but in detecting objects on the
sea surface and/or detecting the surface itself, when the bird skims the
waves (which would require a very high temporal resolution instead).
Wassle, Boycott and Illing (I98 I) discussed how a mosaic
distribution of the cat &-cells is supposed to reduce positional noise
and ensure high spatial resolution.

They also suggested the possible

advantage of this mosaic not being perfectly regular.

Considering the

a-cells as being involved in temporal (rather than spatial) resolution,
the direct functional implication of their mosaic distribution is
difficult to ascertain.

It is quite possible that while individual cell

types have specific functions to perform, the mosaic distribution, by
itself, is a developmental consequence rather than a functional
necessity.

4:9.0

THE DISPLACED a-CELLS

As mentioned in Observations and Results (Section 3:3.4), all the
displaced a-cells encountered in the present study could be assigned
either to the a^ or to the 0^5 type, and they fitted well in the
respective mosaics (see Fig. I6 ).

This aspect of the displaced ganglion

cells (DGCs) warrants some consideration.
When Karten et al. (1977) found that the DGCs in the pigeon had
seemingly exclusive projections to the basal optic nucleus (BON), the
major component of the avian accessory optic system, it was suggested
that these cells form a functional class that may be involved in
oculomotor reflexes.

However, some controversy arose over the

exclusiveness of the DGC projection area in the avian optic system (see
Reiner et al., 1979).

In several mammalian species, the DGCs have been

shown to project to the tectum, and it is probable that the medial
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terminal nucleus, which is supposed to be the mammalian counterpart of
the avian BON {Giolli, I96 I, cited in Perry, I982 ) is not the main
projection centre for these cells.

In lungless salamanders, Linke and

Roth (1989 ) found DGCs after injecting HRP into "all retinofugal
targets".
Considering different aspects of the DGCs as observed in various
species, it would be unwise to use somal displacement alone as the basis
of ganglion cell classification.

The aspects of variation in

morphological features and population size have already been discussed
(see Introduction, Section 1:2.6).

Different and sometimes

contradictory findings in different species on whether the DGCs are
predominantly distributed in some particular part or parts of the retina
and whether most of them have ipsilateral or contralateral projections
(see Reiner et al., 1979; Perry, 1982; Frank and Hollyfield, 1987;
Peichl, 1989 ; Cook and Becker, 1991) make it even harder to consider the
DGCs as a single class.
In most studies, the DGCs have been found as proportions of one or
more morphological cell types, and in some cases as members of ganglion
cell mosaics comprising both orthotopic and displaced cells (Wassle,
cited in Rodieck and Brening, 1983; Peichl, 1989; Cook and Becker, 1991
and the present study: see Fig. I6 ).

In addition, the DGCs themselves

have been shown to have irregular distributions (Reiner et al., 1979;
Peichl, 1989 ; see Fig. 10 of Cook and Becker, 1991)*

These finding

suggest that the DGCs do not form a natural type of ganglion cell by
virtue of their displacement alone.

However, as Cook and Becker

observed, cells that could be assigned to one type on other grounds may
be consistently displaced.

The cells in question are the biplexiform

ganglion cells in the cichlid, which form a mosaic, although "a
relatively disorganized one".

Thus, rather than taking somal

displacement as the feature of one particular cell type, it can well be
used as one of the criteria for cell typing.
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4:10.0

DEVELOPMENT OF MOSAICS

4:10.1

Introduction

In the study of the development of retinal ganglion cell mosaics two
basic questions should be addressed: when and how the independent
mosaic-forming cell types are determined and differentiated, and how
their spacing is controlled.

While differentiation of the germinal

epithelium into the basic cell classes in the retina, including ganglion
cells, has received much attention, the developmental specification of
ganglion cell types has not been investigated thoroughly.
Direct study of the mechanisms of development of ganglion cell
mosaics is almost non-existent.

Different models and hypotheses

postulated by various authors for morphogenesis, cell differentiation,
pattern formation and other related events in different tissues
(including the retina) will be discussed in this section, along with
supportive observations.

They provide a basis for understanding the

possibilities regarding the development of ganglion cell mosaics.
often, the observations were made in in vitvo experiments.

Very

Because

developmental mechanisms cannot be directly observed, much of the
present knowledge is based on indirect or circumstantial evidence.
In general, the ultimate fate of a cell is determined by lineagedependent and lineage-independent processes.

Lineage-dependent control

is based upon intrinsic instruction passed from a progenitor cell to its
progeny.

In a lineage-independent process, equipotent cells choose from

a number of different developmental pathways.

This choice depends on

the cues they receive from their environment.

4:10.2

The question of predetermination

A single mechanism?

Looking at the regularities that exist at various

levels of the retina (Engstrom, 1963; Hibbard, 1971) and knowing that
members of different mosaics (receptors, bipolar cells and ganglion
cells) form parts of a continuous visual pathway, the possibility of a
common underlying mechanism comes to mind. Wassle and Riemann (1978)
suggested that all the members of such a pathway might share a common
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cell lineage.

However, in normal development, multipotent precursor

cells of the sensory germinal epithelium give rise to all the retinal
neuronal classes as well as the Müller glial cells (Wetts and Fraser,

1988 ; reviewed by Cepko, 1993)*

Usually, ganglion cells are the first

to be generated (Harris, 1991; Cepko, 1993).

Horizontal and amacrine

cells also develop earlier than most bipolar cells and the

■
photoreceptors.

However, cones and horizontal cells sometimes share the

birth period of ganglion cells (Reh, 1992).

A vertical congruence?

Guthrie, Brenneman and Neale (I987 ) and Davies

(1989 ) suggested that some sort of internal programme might be
responsible for the development of some class characteristics in the
neurons.

It is also possible that cells in different laminae, varying

in their time of differentiation, share vertical instructive
interactions between them (Scholes, 198?; Zimmerman et al., I988 ).
These interactions could even be more important than mitotic cell
lineage (Cook and Becker, 1991), at least in mammals (Scholes, I987 ;
Turner and Cepko, 1987; Zimmerman, Polley and Fortney, I988 ).

However,

Cook and Becker (1991) suggested that no single mechanism can be
responsible for all the regularities in the retina.

They argued that

although the ganglion cells originate from the same germinal zone as the
cones do (Müller, 1952, cited in Scholes, 1975; Johns, 1977),

the axes

of the cichlid peripheral a-cell lattice did not show any consistent
relationship with the germinal zone as the axes of the cone lattice have
been reported to do (Müller, 1952).

Figure 9 of Scholes (1975) shows

that regular alternating rows of different types of cones are formed at
the retinal margin and new rows are interpolated between them, allowing
for circumferential growth.

A similar arrangement is not seen among the

ganglion cells, which originate from the same germinal zone.

This

dissimilarity indicates that the cone and ganglion cell mosaics may have
different developmental bases.

In addition, the almost exact congruence

of the receptor, horizontal and bipolar cell mosaics seen in some fish
(Scholes, 1987 ) is not repeated among the more vitread mosaics.
Therefore, Cook and Becker (1991) concluded that principles other than
vertical interconnection between the various mosaics determine the
patterning of ganglion cell mosaics.
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4:10.3

V-

Environmental influence and possible mechanisms

Introduction - environmental feedback:

The importance of interactions

of developing cells with their microenvironment in the control of cell
proliferation, determination and differentiation in eye and retinal
development has been well underlined (Spemann, 1905» cited in Guillemot
and Cepko, 1992); Reh, 1992).

Such a microenvironment would contain

dividing cells, postmitotic immature cells and well-differentiated cells
as well as extracellular matrix.
environment,

When a neuron matures within such an

the initial outgrowth of its processes can be influenced by

cues from other neurons (LoPresti, Macagno and Levinthal,

1973; Bate,

1976 ; Anderson, 1978), glia and other associated cells (LoPresti et al.,
1973; Sotelo and Changeux, 1974; Anderson, 1978) and even the components
of the extracellular material (Lander, Fujii and Reichardt,

I985 ).

It

is apparent from the discussion on dendritic plasticity and interaction
(Introduction, Section 1:2.8) that such cues affect not only the
outgrowth, but also the final remodelling, of the processes.

initial

It may be ‘

assumed that the microenvironment also affects the less-differentiated

1

or even undifferentiated cells.

The nature of the feedback:

Reh (1991) summarised the proposed negative

feedback mechanisms by which a differentiating cell in the germinal
epithelium is inhibited by a more differentiated cell in its
microenvironment from becoming another cell of the same type.

During

retinal neurogenesis, the first cells to differentiate do so because of
interactions with the developing ocular extracellular matrix and other

--.Nc.
^

t
ocular tissues, or perhaps as a default condition.

These

differentiating cells produce some inhibitory signals to act on the next
generation of cells.

However, Reh (1991) maintained that this sort of

mechanism would predispose a next-generation cell to differentiate along
a particular path rather than rigidly determine its fate.

Possible examples of feedback:
retina.

This phenomenon is not unique

to the

Neural crest cells, which are multipotent, are dependent on

their local environment for the particular path of differentiation that
they take (reviewed by Erickson and Perris, 1993).

The classical

example of negative feedback or lateral inhibition is that of the
neurogenic region of the insect ectoderm.
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The cells here have two

■

alternative fates: neurons or epidermal cells.

It is believed that all

the homogeneous germinal cells have the capacity to differentiate into
neuroblasts.

But once a cell becomes a neuroblast, it inhibits its

neighbours from attaining the same fate.

Thus, a pattern of

heterogeneous cells (neuronal and epidermal) develops from an initially
homogeneous set (Honda, Tanemura and Yoshida, 1990).

Examples of the

development of a pattern of heterogeneous cells from a set of
homogeneous cells can be found, among other, in bristles in the insect
cuticle (Wigglesworth, 1940, cited in Honda et al., 1990), and stomata
of plant leaves (Korn, I98 I).

In the ommatidium of the Drosophila

compound eye, regularly distributed R8 photoreceptors are believed to
inhibit other cells from becoming R8 cells (Baker, Mlodzik and Rubin,

1990 ).

It has been suggested that when a first set of equipotent cells

attain some developmental threshold, they inhibit the others.

Raymond

(1991 ) cited various authors to assert that cell fate in insect
ommatidia is controlled not by lineage but by positional cues.

Various

other analogous examples can be drawn from different tissues where
lateral inhibition is active in development.
substances have also been identified.

Some growth inhibitor

A polypeptide isolated from a
A

medium conditioned by mouse 3T3 cells (Hsu and Wang, I986 ) and
transforming growth factor-^ (TGF-&) have been described.

Tissue-

specific proliferation inhibitors have also been purified from the cells
of the liver and mammary glands (see Reh, I987 ).
Negishi and his colleagues (Negishi, Teranishi and Kato,

1982;

Negishi, Teranishi, Kato and Nakamura, I987 ) and Reh and Tully (I986 )
observed that when existing dopamine-containing (DA) neurons were
killed,

there was a transient increase in new DA neuron formation in the

germinal zone of goldfish, carp and ranid frog retinae.

This increase

was followed by a below-normal output in the following annular
generation, even though the total retinal DA cell complement remained
below normal.

They suggested that the increase was a result of "removal

of an inhibitory signal that normally limits either mitosis of an
amacrine precursor or differentiation of unspecified neuroblasts to a
monoaminergic pathway".

Later on, Reh (I987 ) confirmed that the

control of neurogenesis was cell type-specific, though in a broad sense
of the term.

In the INL, GCL and ONL of Eana pipiens tadpoles,

the

neurotoxin kainic acid produced 52%, 37% and an insignificant decline.
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respectively, in cell density.

After more than a week, a selective and

consistent increase in the INL and GCL cell number was found, with no
such increase in the ONL cell number.
The notion that differentiated cells determine the fate of their
immediate differentiating neighbours may fit reasonably well into
mammalian retinal development, where the outer and inner a types of cell
are very similar in number and cell spacing.

However, the inner a cells

in fish and the a^b cells in some frog species are so different in
number and cell spacing from the outer a and

or

cells,

respectively, that some other mechanism independent of mutual
interaction seems to exist to generate different a-cell types at their
respective locations.

One possibility would be different concentration

gradients or a threshold value for the inhibitor substance.

Raymond

{1991 ) produced evidence from different studies to suggest that rod and
cone developmental pathways are distinct.

This does not exclude the

possibility that, to maintain a characteristic spacing between
themselves, the members of each type of ganglion cell exert a local
inhibitory influence on the generation of the same cell type.
Independent generation and inhibitory influence may well coexist.
independent generation of an

The

cell at one retinal point may simply

take 'advantage* of not being inhibited by the presence of an a^b cell
in its immediate vicinity.

The total number and density of each type of

cell may be broadly predetermined, and the regular distribution may well
be a way of controlling cell number in each population.

Progressive restriction of fate:

As already described, different

retinal cells are born at different developmental periods.

Subclasses

of cells (for example, a and ^ ganglion cells, A and B horizontal cells,
rods and cones) are also reported to differ from each other in their
birthdates (see Shatz and Sretavan, I986 ; Reh, 1992; and, for a cross
species comparison of cell birthdates, Cepko, 1993)*

When germinal

epithelial cells are prematurely induced to differentiate by
dissociation, the resulting cells are limited to classes that were being
generated at the time of dissociation.

Early embryonic retinal culture

thus yielded mostly ganglion cells whereas rods were only found on
dissociation of postnatal

retina (Reh and Kljavin, I989 ) •

Consistent

with this finding is the observation that foetal destruction of ganglion
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cells results in their replacement, while postnatal destruction has no
apparent effect on the subsequent retinal histogenesis (see Reh, 1992).
Thus, although lineage studies in both frogs and mammals demonstrated
that retinal germinal neuroepithelial cells remain largely multipotent
up to and including their last cell division (Harris, 1991; see Reh,

1991 ), environmental cues that regulate the differentiation of ganglion
cells or horizontal cells may be "restricted to (or only ’readable’ in)
a particular window of time" (Reh, 1992).

Despite considerable overlap

in the timing of production of the different cell classes in most
species,

the period of development over which a given cell class is

produced is very well-defined in a particular species.

Thus, both in

normal retinal development and in in vitro studies the progenitor cells
have been found to be "progressively restricted in their prospective
fate during retinal neurogenesis"

/ !

(Reh, 1992).

Possible default pathway and transdetermination:
pathways have been reported in differentiation.

However, default
In the absence of

necessary interaction with the environment, the retinal precursor cells
have been suggested to differentiate into ganglion cells, horizontal
cells or both types of cell in mammals (reviewed by Reh, 1992) .

It has

also been observed that differentiation is not completely irreversible.
Apparently-determined progenitors (in the case, the rod progenitors in
goldfish) have been found to revert to a multipotent state and give rise
to all retinal cell classes following neurotoxin damage of the retina
(Raymond, Reifler and Rivlin, I988 ).

A release from the environmental

constraint that determined the restricted fate is probably responsible
for this reversion.

However, complete dedifferentiation may not be

necessary for this sort of ’transdetermination’ of fate.

While the

entire neural retina can be regenerated from the pigment epithelium (see
Harris,

1991), cells in such a regenerating retina have been shown to

display a pigment epithelial antigen (Klein, MacLeish and Wiesel,

Effects of cell division:

1990).

To understand the direct and indirect effects

of cell division on cellular differentiation, Harris and Hartenstein
(1991 ) blocked retinal cell division just before the first wave of
postmitotic cells and also many generations prior to it.
case,

In the first

the photoreceptors, amacrine cells and ganglion cells were

produced.

In the second, certain neurons were absent.
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Harris (1991)

j

made three propositions to explain these phenomena.

1) Through

divisions, stem cells may become gradually competent in differentiation.
2) A certain density of cells may be required for normal
differentiation.

3) "To achieve cell type C, there must be types A and

B present, and thus there is a certain phenotypic space” .

If enough

cells are not available to fill the A and B type spaces, no C type is
formed.

If, on the other hand, A and B spaces are completely filled,

then any new cell must become C.

Cepko (1993) considered some other

possibilities, including change in the progenitors over time.

The

progenitors may lose the ability to give rise to a certain cell type due
to environmental influence or intrinsic programming.

They may,

alternatively, acquire the ability to form new types of cell.

Positional information?

A mechanism of growth control has been

postulated where cells would use the position-dependent differences
between them, acquired early in development, to interact with each
other.

Bryant and Simpson (1984) observed that local growth was

stimulated when cells with "disparate positional information” confronted
each other, due to grafting or wound healing in Drosophila imaginai
discs.

In such cases, "intercalation of cells with intervening

positional values” occurred until the "positional information
discontinuity” was eliminated.

Similar intercalation was found to occur

in normal development and pattern regulation as well.

Inducers and inhibitors:

Cell-cell interaction by surface contact in

the form of contact inhibition of. immediate neighbours mediated by
membrane-bound proteins has been reported in early neurogenesis in
insects (see Tanemura, Honda and Yoshida, 1991)»

This model may be

active in the differentiation of the basic cell classes.

In addition to

the proposed inhibitory influence, the existence of inducer substances
or growth-promoting factors has also been reported.

While a tissue-

intrinsic growth-promoting factor (for example, skeletal growth factor)
induces the target cell to attain the same fate as the source cell, a
tissue-extrinsic factor such a growth hormone induces generalised
growth.

Induction of a different sort has also been proposed.

According to this proposal, a postmitotic ganglion cell might induce
newly generated neurons to become, for example, horizontal cells
(Harris, 1991)*
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However, if ganglion cells are supposed to be the sources of some
inducer and/or inhibitor substances that take part in the control of the
development of ganglion cell mosaics, they must act at distances greater
than the soma diameter. There may be two possible ways for these
substances to reach the target cells from the source cell soma: by
diffusion through the extracellular matrix and by direct transport or
transfer via structures like gap junctions or chemical synapses.

Junctional communication:

Loewenstein (1979) suggested that for the

control of tissue growth not involving factors transmitted through the
extracellular medium, junctional communication may play a role.

Morpho

genetic signals for cellular differentiation are thought to be transmitted through the gap junctional channels.

Working with the goldfish

retina, Hitchcock (1993 and personal communication) has recently
suggested that each cohort of newly formed, immature ganglion cells
makes gap junctional contacts with an existing array of ganglion cells,
and these junctions "could serve to regulate or coordinate various
developmental events".

His suggestions are based upon the Neurobiotin

coupling that he observed between several generations of "large-field"
ganglion

cells that "formed mosaics".

Although Hitchcock did not

describe

the cells any further, and no measurements were made to judge

the degree of regularity, this approach might prove rewarding in illum
inating mosaic development.
cells of

It is yet to be seen whether large ganglion

different types form separate coupled systems and at what stage

of differentiation

the youngest of the cells first form these couplings.

Mehta, Bertram and Loewenstein (1986) suggested that gap junctions
are actually active in growth-inhibitory, rather than growth-promoting,
processes.

They found that when transformed and normal lOT?

fibroblastic cells from mice were cultured, the induction of gapjunctional communication between them caused growth inhibition while
blockade of the communication caused disinhibition.
proposed.

Two models were

The first suggests that the (growth-arrested) normal cells

produce growth-inhibitory signals that pass to and disseminate across
the transformed cell population.

The second considers the transformed

cell as a source of growth-stimulating signals.

These signals are

passed to the large normal population and get diluted below a threshold
level required for growth stimulation.
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In a review on the role of gap junctions and intercellular
communication in developmental patterning, Fraser (1990) noted that, of
the various models suggested by different authors, some require the
i'J I

abolition of cell-coupling between different sets of cells in order to
maintain their developmental difference while others call for such cellcoupling in the same circumstances.
Nevertheless, as different genes can be expressed at different
stages of development, it is possible that inducers and inhibitors are
produced by the same cell at different stages of development: in the
early differentiating phase, adjacent cells may inhibit each other via
gap junctions to maintain their differences, while at a later stage a
more-differentiated cell may induce the neighbouring less-differentiated
cells of the same type via a different set of gap junctions (possibly
using different connexins) to make them differentiate properly.
Simultaneous existence of the two processes also seems possible, with a
subtle difference in the character of the two sets of gap junctions
(again perhaps related to the many available connexin types) allowing
selective transport of inducers and inhibitors.

Diffusible factors and their gradients:

Bryant and Simpson (1984)

suggested that a discontinuity in positional information (as described
above) might not be a necessity for growth stimulation in these
situations.

If it is the case that positional information is graded

across a tissue without regard to cell boundaries, stimulation may occur
at those times and locations where the steepness of the gradient exceeds
a threshold value.

Numerous models regarding body pattern formation

have been proposed by various workers, where a local source of a formgenerating molecule (a ’morphogen’) maintains a stable gradient that
"dictates patterns by specifying distinct outcomes (for example, pattern
elements) in response to particular concentrations of the morphogen"
(Struhl, 1989).

Potentially, therefore, a similar gradient of an

inhibitor substance could be indirectly responsible for the generation
of the same type of cell as the source at a certain concentration
distance.
It is also possible that cells are exposed to diffusible
substances of opposite effects, and the relative concentration of the
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two determines the ultimate effect.

Such a suggestion has been made

regarding anterior and posterior morphogen gradients determining the
boundaries and qualities of insect body regions (see Struhl,

I989 ).

Bryant and Simpson (1984) argued that both extrinsic and intrinsic
factors operate in the control of organ growth, and there may be
important interactions between the two types of control during
development.

An analogy could possibly be drawn with the retina where

cell type-intrinsic factors may function in producing different cell
types, while each factor interacts differently with the extrinsic factor
available to all types.

The same factor (for example, TGF-&) may act

either as an enhancer or an inhibitor of growth depending on the
particular set of growth factors operant in the cell with it (Roberts,
Anzano, Wakefield, Roche, Stern and Sporn, I989 ).

Cepko (1993) proposed

that factors may act in combination, in competition or independently.
The importance of the extracellular matrix in cell differentiation
can be assessed from two complementary observations.

Pigment epithelial

cells from Bana gave rise to neuronal colonies, including ganglion cells
when grown in culture, on laminin substrates (Reh and Nagy, I987 ).

On

the other hand, when Xenopus pigment epithelial cells were grown on
collagen substrates, glial cells were formed.

It has been suggested

that the laminin-rich internal limiting membrane may contain the
necessary cues for ganglion cell differentiation in vivo.

^

Some other

extracellular matrix proteins such as thrombospondin, vitronectin and
tenascin have been described to have positive effects on neurite
outgrowth (see Adam and Watt, 1993)

Cell surface features:

The importance of cell surface features cannot

be overemphasised in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions.

Cell

adhesion molecules such as C a - d e p e n d e n t CAMs are said to exist in
families.

Thus, a mechanism is provided for groups of cells in a

similar environment to distinguish themselves from one another by virtue
of the subsets of related adhesion molecules they express.

As a result,

a "non-invasive phenotype" is maintained (Damsky, Wheelock, Tomaselli,
Sutherland, Crowley and Fisher, 1990).

Interaction between the

recognition molecules on the surface of neuronal growth cones and
guidance cues in the local environment is thought to determine the way
the neurite grows to reach its target (see Doherty, Fruns, Seaton,
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Dickson, Barton, Sears and Walsh, 1990).

Edelman (1976) suggested that

epigenetic alterations in the structure of cell surface receptors and
changes in their mobility and distribution may modify the microfilaments
and microtubules, and thereby control growth.

It is interesting to note

that, in the course of development, the expression of many such adhesion
molecules is transient.

Signals influence the expression of adhesion

molecules, and their expression provides new signals for further
responses.

Thus, a repeating cycle of induction and response takes

place (Damsky et al., 1990).

Transient expression of various glycosyl

transferase genes in developing lymphocytes has been suggested to result
in "proper allocation of cells in the differentiating tissue" (Miihlradt,
Kniep and Gruner, 1982).

4:10.4

Molecular basis of cell interaction

In the quest to understand the molecular basis of cell-cell interaction,
including lateral inhibition, the scabrous gene has been implicated in
the differentiation of R8 photoreceptors in Drosophila (Baker et al.,

1990) .

'Notch has been described as a gene responsible in part for

cellular interactions leading to separation of neural and epidermal
precursors in the fly neurogenic region and also for later fate
determination (see Harris, 1991)*

In the nematode Caenorhabd.itis

elegans, glp-1 and lin-12, both belonging to the notch family, have been

implicated in cell-cell interactions (Yochem and Greenwald, I989 ).

A

similar gene in Xenopus with similar functions has been named Xotch.

It

has been suggested that the strawberry {sty) gene in Drosophila encodes
a diffusible protein involved in lateral inhibition in the developing
CNS and also in axonal guidance (Okano, Hayashi, Tanimura, Sawamoto,
Yoshikawa, Watanabe, Iwasaki, Hirose, Mikoshiba and Montell, 1992).

It

is interesting to note that Xotch is expressed at high levels at
different developmental times.

This suggests that Xotch may be involved

either at different stages of cellular differentiation or in the
differentiation of cell types with different birthdates.

^--

It is also interesting to note the extent of control that a
particular gene holds over the growth or pattern formation in a tissue.
Struhl (1989 ) discussed how, in insect embryos, the bed morphogen
gradient plays a "dominant, instructive role in organizing most of the
anterior body pattern" and the nos morphogen gradient "provides a
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relatively simple cue” specifying only where posterior patterning can
occur.

Within this latter domain of a "critical threshold", local

gradients of other gene products regulate the pattern itself.

4:10.5

Final modelling-remodelling

Competition for synaptic and trophic support between cells already
'committed' to a ganglion cell fate (Perry, 1989) is thought to account
for proper and final dendritic modelling along distinct cell class
lines.

Some experimental support (Linden and Perry, 1982; Perry and

Linden, 1982; Eysel et al., 1985; Leventhal, Schall and Ault, 1988;
reviewed by Perry, 1989) has been obtained for the competitive model
advanced by Wassle, Peichl and Boycott (1981b).

This model has already

been discussed in the Introduction (Section 1:2.8).

The authors called

this competition a 'territorial attribute', while Wâssle and Riemann
(1978 ) related the phenomenon to mosaic formation, drawing an ecological
analogy: very regular arrangements of trees are observed in forests
where the trees compete strongly for sunlight and water.
The dendritic territories can be redefined by altering the
ganglion cell density experimentally during development: a zone free of
ganglion cells was found to attract the dendritic trees of nearby
ganglion cells (Perry and Linden, I982 ) .

This is thought to indicate

that the surviving cells used the extra synaptic and/or trophic support
made available due to death of some cells.

On the other hand, it has

also been suggested by Perry and Linden (1982) that ganglion cell death
can occur from a failure in dendritic competition, and this may result
in the formation of non-random mosaics of the surviving cells from a
more random initial distribution.

However, Cook and Becker (1991)

opposed the notion that a mosaic could arise in this way, mentioning two
sorts of evidence.

Firstly, the modest increase, if any, of mosaic

density in a region in which local competition was experimentally
reduced (Linden and Perry, 1982; Perry and Linden, 1982; Eysel et al.,

1985 ) goes against the need for a large initial excess of potential acells and &-cells to ensure that regular mosaics could persist after
cell death.

Secondly, Eysel et al. (I985 ) showed that most cells in the

cat die prenatally, while extensive dendritic remodelling occurs only
postnatally.
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Perry (1989) envisaged that, although ganglion cell subpopulations
(for example, ON- and OFF-a or ON- and OFF-& cells) have independent
mosaic distributions, their development may not be independent of each
other. He put forward a hypothesis explaining how the ON- and OFF-a
cells might come to arborise in two different sublaminae of the IPL.

He

suggested, in the light of the work of Maslim et al. (I986 ), that the
dendrites of the a-cells might initially grow and branch in both the
outer and the inner sublaminae.

As the cells matured, some would begin

to ramify more in one particular sublamina.

Their close neighbours,

lagging behind slightly in development, would find it harder to develop
in that particular sublamina.
other one.

They would, therefore, tend to occupy the

Perry also proposed that the ON-centre cells might mature

first, to dominate the middle part of the IPL.

Indeed, as mentioned in

the Introduction (Section 1:2.4), Dann et al. (1987; 1988) observed a
small degree of bistratification in some a-cells in postnatal cat retina
which disappeared within the first five days, before the eyes opened.
Considering Sidman’s (I96 I) view that the retina is generated in an
inner-to-outer sequence. Perry (1989) went further, suggesting the
likelihood of the ON-cells of a particular retinal region being born
earlier than the OFF-cells there.

4:10.6

Conclusion
Thus, in the development of the ganglion cells and their mosaics,

various genetic and epigenetic factors seem to be working at various
spatial and temporal locations within the developmental process.

A

default pathway of differentiation, the capacity of reverting to a
multipotent nature, competition for resources and other sorts of local
interaction, the presence of more than one type of mutually interacting
environmental cue, reorganisation of internal determinants in response
to changing environment — all these are possibilities that may act
separate or in combination to render a would-be ganglion cell competent
to define its ultimate identity in its environment.

Any such

hypothesis, though, at the present state of knowledge, is liable to be
somewhat speculative and dependent more upon circumstantial evidence
than upon direct observation.
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4:11.0

EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES

4:11.1

The concept of homology

\

V

^ ,.

Cross-species comparisons of the morphological and population characters
of cells are usually made to understand the evolutionary relationships
and functional similarities between the cells in different species.

The

concept of homology, although not an uncomplicated one, is very relevant
in this context.

There is a widely accepted view that homology must be

defined in terms of common ancestry (Mayr, 1982).

However, this view

has been questioned by Striedter and Northcutt (1991)•

Information

about ancestral characters and phylogenetic transformations is not
directly accessible and cross-species similarities between characters
have been, in practice, taken as the ’criteria of homology’ (Remane,

1952 , in German, cited in Striedter and Northcutt, 1991)'

In

comparative neuroanatomy, similarities in the relative position,
connections, cytoarchitecture, histochemistry, embryology and functions
of cell groups have all been incorporated into the criteria (Campbell
and Hodos, 1970).

Even statistically significant similarity in the

amino acid or nucleotide sequence of two or more molecules is considered
as indicative of this homology (Doolittle, I98 I; Patterson, I988 ).
However, "similarity in itself is neither a necessary nor a
sufficient criterion of homology" (Striedter and Northcutt, 1991)*
Quite dissimilar but homologous characters may be produced through
divergent evolution (for an example, see Smith, 19^7) and strikingly
similar but non-homologous characters may arise through the independent
transformation of two or more characters from the same ancestral
character, that is, by parallel evolution (for an example see Wiley,

1981 ).

Nevertheless, the knowledge of similarities can be used to

arrive at hypotheses of homology, which should then be tested against
the analyses of those ancestral characters and phylogenetic
transformations that were responsible for the observed characters.

This

can be done in the following way.
The observed distribution of the specific characters is plotted on
the terminal branches of a cladogram.

The distribution of the ancestral

characters that can account for the observed distribution via the
"smallest number of phyletic transformations" can then be hypothesised
following the branching pattern of the cladogram.
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It is supposed that

this sort of minimum transformation is the most likely evolutionary
process (Wiley, I98 I; Northcutt, 1984).

Hypotheses arrived at in this

way, however, can never be proven.
Striedter and Northcutt (1991) considered genes, developmental
processes, morphological structures, physiological functions and
behaviours as different hierarchical levels of biological organisation.
Advocating a hierarchical concept of homology, they suggested that
characters may be homologised at any of these levels even if some of
their lower level elements and causal factors that interrelate the
levels are not homologous.

They derived support from the fact that

there is no simple one-to-one correspondence in the caudal relationships
between characters (such as one gene for one morphological feature) at
different levels.
of evolution.

Moreover, the relationships may change in the course

Thus Striedter and Northcutt (1991) refuted the

"reductionist approach to homology" which emphasises that homologous
characters must be based on the same, or homologous, causal elements and
mechanisms.

For example, Roth (1984) argued that morphological

characters can be homologous only if the underlying developmental
process and genes involved are homologous.

Hodos (1978, cited in

Striedter and Northcutt, 1991) maintained that, in order to be called
homologues, behaviours must be based on homologous morphological
properties.
Striedter and Northcutt showed how apparently homologous
morphological characters that are based upon non-homologous
developmental precursors and processes, and homologous behavioural
characters that are based upon morphologically non-homologous
structures, can be cited in support of the hierarchical concept of
homology.

For example, the alimentary canal is considered as homologous

among all vertebrates: yet it develops from very different embryonic
precursors in different taxonomic groups.

Behavioural homology without

morphological homology is exemplified by song-production in Hawaiian
Drosophila.

All species produce species-specific songs: yet most do so

by vibrating their wings, while Drosophila silvestris produces very
similar songs by vibrating the abdomen (Hoy, 1990).

A behaviour such as

burying faeces under a mound of earth may be performed by eutherian
mammals using structures ranging from the forefeet to the tail,
including hindfeet or even the dorsal scutes (Eisenberg, I98 I).
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Thus, the hierarchical concept allows homology at any level of
biological organisation mentioned above, independent of homology at
other levels.

However, it is important to note that homology of a

character at one level cannot be achieved without continuity at lower
levels: the ’substrate’ may change greatly, but if it is lost altogether
at any stage during evolution then the higher level character must also
be lost, and if re-evolved will not be homologous.

4:11.2

Some evolutionary aspects of vision

The eyes of amphibians are believed to represent the first evolutionary
step in vertebrate terrestrial vision.

The power of accommodation,

eyelids with their associated glands and ducts, and depth perception are
the hallmarks of this evolutionary transformation.

It would be

interesting to know how the retina was transformed to cope with the new
visual environment in the process.
In the retina, the rod photoreceptors are sensitive enough to
signal the absorption of a single photon, whereas cones need many more
quanta to create a signal.

Thus, high sensitivity, low acuity and

achromatic vision are attributed to rods, while cones are associated
with high acuity (resolution) and colour vision (Levine, 1985 )*

Thus,

animals exposed mostly to dim light (e.g. nocturnal animals and deep sea
fish) possess rod-dominated retinae, whereas animals active in bright
light have cone-dominated retinae (Ali and Klyne, 1985 ).

In addition,

deep-water fish may have their cones enlarged, probably to receive
enough photons in their dim environment to produce a signal, disrupting
the cone mosaic in the process.

However, this increase in cone

sensitivity can only be achieved at the expense of visual acuity
(Levine, I985 ), because the regular arrangement of cones has been
correlated to better visual acuity and colour vision (see Zaunreiter,
Junger and Kotrschal, 1991)•
It appears that image formation is of limited importance in the
larval stage of frogs, and some tadpoles feed in the dark, eating only
immobile material such as dead insects or algae.

However, the visual

pigment found in tadpoles, phorphyropsin, is the same as that found in
freshwater fish, and is suitable for the longer wavelengths of light
predominant in that situation.

By the time the metamorphosed frog
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emerges from water, the pigment has become rhodopsin, which is more
sensitive to the predominant shorter wavelengths of light (Sinclair,

1985 ).

Similarly, absorption peak differences have been observed

between visual pigments in deep-water and shallow-water dwellers, with
intermediate values in those diving between shallow and deep water
(Prosser, I986 ).

The axolotl, an aquatic salamander that normally

remains in a morphologically immature (though sexually mature) neotenous
form throughout its life can be made to undergo metamorphosis into a
terrestrial salamander by treatment with the hormone thyroxine (see
Hoskins, 1990).

Interestingly, although this species has normal sight

in water, it becomes extremely near-sighted on land (Sinclair, I985 ).
Frogs (including toads) are generally much more visual creatures than
newts and salamanders (Sinclair, I985 ).
Diurnal vertebrates may possess as many as four classes of cone,
humans having three (Levine, I985 ).

Usually, there is only one class of

rod in the retina, the red (or violet) rods.

But some amphibians

possess 'green* rods and are the only animals to do so (Duellman and
Trueb, I986 ).
Single-pigment visual systems have been reported only in animals
that are strictly nocturnal (or whose recent ancestors have been), or
deep-sea dwellers, and "in a few aquatic vertebrates whose eyes are used
only for spotting silhouettes of prey from below"; these animals are
necessarily colour blind (Levine, I985 ).

Most amphibians, on the other

hand, have colour vision, however restricted in spectral band it may be
(Sinclair, I985 ).

4:11.3

Frogs in the evolutionary timescale

It is believed that sometime in the Middle to Late Devonian period (360-

370 million years back) the first tetrapods came into being from a fish
ancestor, probably a lobe-finned one.

Soon after that, in a geological

sense, amphibians evolved as one of the two tetrapod lineages (Zug,
1993).

The fish-to-tetrapod step involved the transmutation of an

entirely aquatic lifestyle to a terrestrial one, the early stage of
which began in water (Zug, 1993) and the earliest amphibians did not see
well at all (Sinclair, I985 ).

The preponderance of evidence suggests

that the three groups of amphibians: caecilians (worm-like amphibians).
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Figure 67

Cladogram of presumed phyletic relationships among the living families
of frogs.

The families from which frog species have been used in the present study
are marked with dots (from Zug, 1993)*

The Australian tree-frog

generally known as Eyla moovei has recently been reassigned to the genus
LitoTia of the family Pelodryadidae, which is closely related to the
family Hylidae.
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salamanders, and frogs (together with toads) are each others' closest
relatives and are derived from the same ancestral lineage (Zug, 1993).
though some uncertainties still remain.
Frogs (Salientia) comprise the proanurans or earliest and most
structurally primitive frogs, and the anurans or all subsequent frogs.
Among the proanurans, the first frog was Triadobatrachus from the Early
Triassic period.

However, according to the available evidence, it took

more than 30 million years for the next batch of frogs (the anurans) to
appear in the Early Jurassic.
(archaeobatrachians).

These may be called the primitive frogs

They were followed in sequence by two groups of

advanced frogs: mesobatrachians and neobatrachians.

However, the meso-

batrachians include a superfamily of advanced frogs (the Pipoidea), as
well as a superfamily of not so advanced frogs, known as the transition
al frogs (Pelobatoidea).

All four of these groups have representatives

among the 3.800 living frog species (Zug, 1993)«
Different classification schemes for frogs have been proposed
because of considerable differences of opinion on the relationships of
various groups.

Zug (1993) adopted a scheme that is "an amalgam" of

several recent ones.

It is presented in a cladogram (Fig. 67) showing

the distribution of the genera studied in this thesis.
frogs.

All are advanced

However, Xenopus belongs to the mesobatrachians, while the

others belong to the neobatrachians.

Bufo and Eyla belong to

superfamily Bufonoidea, while Rana belongs to superfamily Ranoidea.

The

cladogram represents the phyletic relationships among the genera
studied.

It shows that Xenopus, although a member of the advanced group

of frogs, is more primitive than the others.

Bufo and Eyla are

phylogenetically the closest.

4:11.4

Observed features from an evolutionary angle

Large ganglion cell mosaics have been found in mammals and in lower
vertebrates.

Limited, preliminary evidence implies that mosaics of

ganglion cells also occur in garfish (primitive non-teleost
actinopterygians ; S.P. Collin and R.G. Northcutt, personal
communication) and dogfish (elasmobranchs; Stell and Witkovsky, 1973)*
A short report on five species of pelagic seabird from the order
Procellariiformes, including two species of shearwater and two species
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of petrel (Hayes, Martin and Brooke, 1991), shows a large ganglion cell
mosaic in a localized region of the temporal fovea.
Almost no systematic approach has been taken to link mosaic
properties of ganglion cells with lifestyle or visual performance: most
of the few studies that have taken such an approach have dealt with the
cone mosaic.

A remarkable exception is the suggestion of Hayes et al.

|

(1991 ) concerning the possible role of the ganglion cell mosaic in the

'

temporal fovea of procellariiform seabirds (see Section 4:8.2).

The 03 cells:

;

The way in which the outer-stratified a-cells have

apparently been conserved across species from lower vertebrates to
mammals has already been discussed (see Introduction, Section 1:2.4).
Cook et al. (1992) discussed the similarities that both inner and outer
Q-like cells present across distantly-related families of fish drawn
from the higher bony fishes (Cichlidae), from the lower bony fishes
(Cyprinidae) and even from the more distant cartilagenous fish
(Mustelidae).

The authors showed that even the mosaic dimensions in the

examples they studied were strikingly similar, when the size of the eye
was taken into account.

Subsequent work has added the catfish, from an

intermediate teleost family (Ictaluridae), to the list of fish with
inner and outer a-like cell mosaics, and has established that a third,
QQ-like, mosaic also exists in fishes (J.E. Cook and B.C. Sharma,
personal communication).
The present study has broadened our knowledge of outer a-cells’
presence across species by adding, one more anuran species [Bufo mavinus)
to the existing list.

Moreover, the mosaic distribution of the outer a-

cells (oa cells) has been shown for several frog genera, of which at
least three are not very closely related (see cladogram in Figure 67 ).

The Qab cells:

Frog a^b cells, on the other hand, may probably be

regarded as the frog counterparts of the fish inner a-like cells.
Despite their arborisation in more than one sublamina, rather than in
the ’inner' sublamina alone, the mosaic patterns of the a^b cells in
different frog species in the present study present similarities with
the inner a mosaics in cichlid (Cook and Becker, 1991), goldfish (Cook
et al., 1992 ) as well as in dogfish (Stell and Witkovsky, 1973,
discussed and reanalysed by Cook et al., 1992).
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The other two a-cell types in frogs being either outer-stratified
(oa cells) or vitreally stratified {q^ cells), the a^b cells are the
closest equivalents of the fish inner a-cells.

Observations in goldfish

have also revealed ag-like large ganglion cells arborising mostly in the
most vitread IPL sublamina (Cook et al., 1992 and K.M. Shamim, personal
observation).

The relative proportions of frog a^ and a^b cells in

terms of cell number, soma size and dendritic tree size were broadly
similar to the relative proportions of fish outer and inner a-cells.

In

addition. Cook et al. (1992) noted some laminar "imprecision" among the
goldfish inner a-cells, some cells not being strictly inner-only in
their dendritic stratification.

Being part of the very regular mosaic

of the inner a-cells, these imprecisely stratified cells suggest that a
further loss of precision in frogs might have occurred to make their a&b
cells (bistratified with varying degrees of discreteness in sublaminae a
and b) the direct counterparts of the predominantly monostratified fish
inner a-cells.

It seems possible that, in the process of evolution,

fish inner a-cells developed a way of becoming pruned down from
undifferentiated bistratified or diffusely stratified cells to mostly
monostratified cells, while frog cells retained the undifferentiated
form.

Interestingly enough, T.A. Podugolnikova (personal communication)

has observed a very precise mosaic of bistratified ganglion cells in the
retina of the fish Bathymaster devjugini.

Guiloff and Kolb (1992),

observing large ganglion cells in the turtle, found most commonly monoand bistratified, but also diffuse and ’broadly stratified’ cells.

The frog species:

It is interesting to note that the four frog genera

of the present study are quite different in their phyletic location and
also in their lifestyle.

As mentioned in the previous section, Bufo and

Hyla seem to be the most closely related.

Xenopus is phylogenetically

the most primitive among them and is probably also visually the least
advanced, relying substantially on its lateral line system when
capturing swimming prey (Graydon and Giorgi, 1984).

By habitat, Xenopus

is aquatic, Rana semiaquatic, Bufo terrestrial and Hyla arboreal
(Duellman and Trueb, 1986).

Even so, the first three have remarkable

similarities among their a-cells.

Hyla possesses no a^ cell, but has

two independent sets of cells of the a^b type, one larger (al^b) and one
smaller (a2^b)» differing in various morphological and well as
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population dimensions (see Observations and Results, Sections 3^9-2 and
3:9*3)*

The

cells in Hyla have similarities in cell and mosaic

dimensions with a^b cells in the other genera.

The

cells are also

present in Hyla.

Conclusions:

Referring to Section 4:11.1, it may thus be inferred that

there are homologies of morphological features among the large retinal
ganglion cells of different vertebrate taxonomic groups, with scope for
variations.

This may or may not indicate developmental or functional

homologies.

Before reaching any definitive conclusion, independent as

well as correlative electrophysiological and developmental studies need
to be carried out.
The underlying reasons for the differences should be followed in
terms of phylogenetic class, lifestyle and visual competence.

Looking

for similar mosaics in other vertebrate classes, especially reptiles,
birds and the primitive, fish-like agnathans which are thought to
represent ancestral forms, may provide many of the answers.
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4:12.0

CONCLUSIONS

4:12.1

Conclusions from the present research

1

For retinal ganglion cells, a population feature such as

membership of a regular spatial distribution (mosaic) can be
successfully used as a classification criterion, along with individual
features like morphological properties.

In the process, the

understanding of regular mosaics can be exploited even to decide which
of the various individual features (for example, the various
morphological properties) should be used in generating a natural
classification of cell types.

This is because the assumption that cells

forming independent mosaics represent natural types implies that cells
of any one such type should very rarely come into close approximation
with other cells of the same type to form pairs or clusters.

Therefore,

distinguishing the member cells of such pairs and clusters from one
another should almost invariably mean identifying different natural
types.

2

A division of the inner plexiform layer (IPL) broadly into

sublaminae a, b and c is much better correlated with ganglion cell
dendritic lamination patterns than is the outer/inner (a/b) subdivision.
This has become particularly relevant since a distinct type of large
ganglion cell has been found arborising predominantly in the most
vitreal part of the IPL (sublamina c) in at least four genera of frogs
and one of fish.

3

These cells also form independent, regular mosaics.

The morphological nomenclature of ganglion cells may be made less

ambiguous and more self-explanatory than the existing widely varied and
arbitrary naming systems.

A new nomenclature is suggested, which

categorically incorporates the three-tiered sublaminar distribution of
dendrites into an existing, widely-used terminology based on somal and
dendritic dimensions.

4

Three types of large (a) ganglion cell are present in each of the

following frog species: the aquatic frog Xenopus laevis, semi-aquatic
Bana esculenta and Bana pipiens and terrestrial Bufo mavinus.
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Each type

is distributed in the retina as a regular mosaic and is morphologically
distinct from the others.

The dendrites of the first type arborise in

the scleral or outer part (sublamina a) of the IPL.

The dendrites of

the second type are distributed in both the scleral and the middle part
(sublamina b, described as 'inner' by some authors) of the IPL in either
a clearly bistratified or a more diffuse fashion.

The third type of

cell had most of its dendritic tree in the vitreal part (sublamina c) of
the IPL and some parts in the middle.

Matching these dendritic

lamination patterns, the cells are called a^, a^b
the new nomenclature.
found.

In the tree frog Hyla moorei, no

Two types of

according to
cells are

cell (al^b a2ab)* differing in soma and

tree size and in dendritic calibre, form independent mosaics.

The Oc

cells are present but their distribution could not be assessed in the
present study.

5

It appears that the

cells in frogs are the morphological

homologues of the outer-a cells in other species, having the OFF-a cells
as their homologous functional correlates.

This type of cell appears to

have been well conserved through a wide taxonomic and phyletic range of
species.

The 0^5 cells in Xenopus, Bana and Bufo, on the other hand,

may represent the frog counterpart of the mammalian inner-a cells.

They

possibly bear homology to the strictly inner and/or bistratified large
cells in lower vertebrates such as salamanders, fish and turtles.
Hyla, in the absence of any

In

cells, the two varieties of o^b cell bear

a similar relationship to each other in respect of cell number, size and
spacing as do the

6

and a^b cells in the other frog genera studied.

The presence of the

along with

cells in all the frog species studied,

the knowledge of their presence in some

poses a new challenge of

other frogs andfish,

understanding the functional nature of this, a

cell type that seems to have no direct equivalent in the mammalian
retina.

7

The development of independent mosaics of different ganglion cell

types probably involves some degree of predetermination as well as some
epigenetic influence acting in specific

spatial and temporal circumstances.

Diffusible

inhibitors to the same type of cell may

be one such

epigenetic

factor.

regulating cell

Cell death, while important in
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number, may not be directly involved in mosaic development.

Similarly,

intercellular channels appear to have a special relationship with large
ganglion cell mosaics but the nature of their role in mosaic formation
remains speculative.

While the basic architecture of the dendritic tree

{in terms of branching pattern rather than symmetry, orientation and
size) and its basic lamination pattern are likely to be determined early
in development, the ultimate arrangement of individual dendrites
probably depends on their local microenvironment.

8

While the regularity of a spatial distribution may in some cases

have a functional implication in the adult, in others the only reason
for it may be developmental.

Independent regular distributions may be

an economical way of proportioning different types of cell.

4:12.2

1

Suggestions for future work

The study of the mosaic distribution of ganglion cells should be

extended to include a broad survey across the major non-mammalian
vertebrate classes as well as the higher mammals, taking diversity of
visual behaviour into consideration.

This will provide insight into the

probable functional and/or developmental importance of phylogenetically
conserved individual and population features among the ganglion cells.
Phyletic variation should also be examined from an evolutionary
viewpoint.

2

With the present level of information it is impossible to carry

the understanding of the development of particular ganglion cell types
and their mosaics beyond the level of speculation.

Many existing

hypotheses regarding developmental mechanisms are based on studies of
cells other than ganglion cells.

Immunocytochemical studies should be

aimed at identifying specific markers for particular ganglion cell types
early in development.

The expression of specific genes at various

stages of ganglion cell development; surface factors and receptors
capable of contact guidance; extracellular matrix around the ganglion
cells containing possible inducer and/or inhibitor substances; the
nature of the junctional channels between the ganglion cells: these are
a few possible areas on which future studies may be targeted.
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Manipulative studies involving ganglion cell input neurons may be one
way of understanding the role of synapses in ganglion cell and mosaic
development.

3

The questions of auto-, homo- and heterotypic dendritic

interactions should also receive attention and should be studied in a
more comprehensive way.

Foolproof quantitative analytical procedures

should be devised to assess interactions at very local dendritic levels.

4

Since retinal ganglion cell axon terminals form an exact

topographic map on the contralateral optic tectum, on which visually
guided behaviours depend, and as different retinal axon groups terminate
in different tectal layers, it may be predicted that the axon terminals
of each type of mosaic-forming ganglion cell will be regularly
distributed in the tectum.

Demonstration of regular mosaics of terminal

arbors in the tectum is, therefore, worth pursuing.

Further studies on

the synaptic nature of such arbors could reveal relationships with
particular tectal neurons.
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Appendix 1: list of specimens studied and their sources

Xenopus laevis

P. Toth:

1 specimen, cobaltic-lysine complex (CLC) labelled

K.M. Shamim:

2 specimens,

HRPlabelled

J.S.H. Taylor:

4 specimens,

HRPlabelled from contralat. optic

J.S.H. Taylor:

2 specimens,

HRPlabelled from optic chiasm

y
tract

Tiana esculenta

P. Tôth:

1 specimen, cobaltic-lysine complex (CLC) labelled

P. Tôth:

1 specimen, HRP labelled

R.V. Stirling:

3 specimens, HRP labelled from optic nerve stabs <

Bana pipiens

F. Scalia:

6 specimens, biocytin labelled from partial nerve cut

F. Scalia:

1 specimen, HRP labelled

Bufo mavinus

P. Tôth:

1 specimen, HRP labelled

tfyZg (Litovia) moovei

L.D. Beazley:

6 specimens, HRP labelled

Retinae were labelled from the optic nerve unless stated otherwise.
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Appendix 2: methods used for the preparation o f retinai fiat-m ounts

Retinae from Xenopus, Bufo & 'Rang esculenta : Dr Pal Toth

The frog was anaesthetised with MS222 (tricaine methanesulphonate,
Sandoz) and the optic nerve was approached through the roof of the mouth
and cut close to the entry point into the skull.

The peripheral stump

of the nerve was introduced into a small polyethylene tube filled either
with 30 % HRP (Sigma Type VI or Boehringer, in distilled water) for the
Bufo retina and one Bana esculenta retina, or with 0.8M cobaltic-lysine
complex (CLC) for one Xenopus retina and one Bana esculenta retina.
tube was kept attached to the nerve with Vaseline.

The

Three days after HRP

or one day after CLC administration, the frog was sacrificed with an
overdose of MS222.

The eye was dissected out and the sclera, the

choroid £ind the pigment layer were taken off.
For the HRP-filled cases, the retina and other remaining tissues
were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in O.IM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).
The lens and vitreous were then removed and radial cuts were made in the
retina.

It was then flat-mounted on a gelatinised slide with the

vitreal side up.

After air-drying at room temperature for 30 min, the

flat-mount was rinsed two or three times in O.IM Tris buffer (pH 7.4)
and reacted for HRP according to the method of Adams (1977). modified
for frogs.

Flat-mounts were first preincubated in O.IM Tris buffer

containing 0.05% 3“3*"diaminobenzidine (DAB), 0.05% cobalt chloride,

0 .05 % nickel ammonium sulphate and 0.1% imidazole overnight at 4°C.
Final incubation was performed at room temperature for 20 to 30 min in
O.IM Tris buffer containing 0.05% DAB, 0.1% imidazole and 0.01% H 2 O 2 .
After thorough rinsing in distilled water, the flat-mounts were
dehydrated in graded ethanols, cleared in Xylene and mounted with DPX.
For the CLC-filled specimens, the standard processing method of
Lazar, Toth, Csank and Kicliter (1983) was modified for retinal flatmounts.

Briefly, the retina was freed from the other layers of the

eyeball in O.IM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at 4°C.
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cobalt, the specimens were immersed in ice-cold phosphate buffer
saturated with hydrogen sulphide for 15 min.

After being washed in the

same buffer three times for 2 min periods, the retina was fixed in
graded ethanols (1 hr in 45%; 2 hr in 'J0% containing 5% glacial acetic
acid; 1 hr in 80%; 1 hr in 30%).

It was then flat-mounted on a

gelatinised slide, gently rehydrated and washed in several changes of
distilled water.

For silver-intensification of the cobalt sulphide

precipitate, the flat-mount was treated in Galiyas's physical developer
at pH 5 ‘5 twice for periods of 5 min.

The reaction was monitored under

a low-power microscope and stopped by washing the retina in three steps
in 1% acetic acid for periods of 5 min.

After quick dehydration the

flat-mount was cleared in xylene and mounted with DPX.

All steps from

acidic fixation onwards were carried out at room temperature.
For further details, see: Straznicky and Straznicky (1988 ); Toth
and Straznicky {1989b).

Retinae from Xenopus laevis : K.M. Shamim

Eyes of freshly killed Xenopus laevis were collected from colleagues
working on the species in other laboratories at University College
London.

The optic nerve stump was cut as long as possible.

The eyes

were immediately placed in vials containing a fish Ringer solution
(Paul, 1975)'

Without delay, they were prepared for application of

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to the cut optic nerve for in vitvo
retrograde labelling of the ganglion cells.

Under a Zeiss OPMIl

operating microscope, each eye was freed of the loose areolar and
muscular tissues on the scleral surface.

A circular 'washer’ of waxed

paper with a central hole was used as a collar around the optic nerve
stump to keep it upright.

A 30% solution of HRP (Sigma Type VI) in O.IM

phosphate buffer (pH 7*4) was kept ready for application.

Just before

the application of HRP the end was re-trimmed with iridectomy scissors
for proper exposure of the optic nerve fibres.

A tiny pledget of

gelfoam (Sterispon No. 3: Allen and Hanbury), soaked with the HRP, was
then applied to the exposed end of the optic nerve stump.
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then put, with the stump upright, on a stack of Ringer-soaked paper
tissue in a vial.

The cup-shaped inner face of the lid of the vial was

also filled with Ringer-soaked tissue.

Thus, a saturated environment

was provided for the eye when the vial was closed airtight.

The eyes in

the vials were then kept at 5 °C.
After two

days’ retrograde transport of HRP from the cut optic

nerve, each eye

was dissected in 0.9% NaCl.

A cutwas made inthe

cornea and extended to include the retina to mark the location of the
ventral choroid fissure.
and pigment epithelium.

The retina was freed from the sclera, choroid
The cut that marked the fissure was extended

almost as far as the optic disc.

Three shorter cuts were made dorsally,

nasally and temporally, extending from the margin half way to the optic
disc.

These cuts served both to help flatten the retina and to allow

the retinal quadrants to be reliably identified.

After the optic nerve

stump had been cut off and retina freed from the remainder of the
vitreous as far

as possible, the retina was

glutaraldehyde in 0.2M phosphate

buffer (pH

placed in 0 .1%
7.4).It was thenflattened

on a piece of hardened filter paper (Whatman No. 50) with the receptor
side down and a coverslip on it.

After 30 min in glutaraldehyde, the

retina was rinsed for 10 min in 0.9% NaCl and put overnight in O.IM Tris
buffer (pH 7.4) at 5°C.
For processing the retina, the glucose oxidase — DAB — nickel
(GDN) protocol used by Shu, Ju and Fan (1988 ) was followed, with some
modifications.

The whole process was done with the retina free-floating

in reagents at room temperature.

The retina was taken out of Tris

buffer and rinsed

in O.IM acetate buffer (pH 6.0)

was incubated for

1-1.5 hr in the GDN developer. To make 100 ml of the

GDN developer, a freshly prepared
sulphate in 50 ml

solution of 2.5

of 0.2M acetate buffer (pH 6.0)

for 30 min.Then it

g of nickel ammonium
was mixed just before

use with a freshly prepared solution of 50-70 mg of DAB in 5 O ml of
distilled water.

To this mixture, 200 mg of ^-D-glucose, 40 mg of

ammonium chloride and O. 5 -I.O mg of glucose oxidase (Sigma Type III;
100-200 units/mg) were added.

Incubation time was determined by judging

the colour change in the retina and was usually between 60 and 90 min.
When incubation was over, the retina was rinsed in the acetate buffer.
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dehydrated in 'J0% ethanol and several changes of 100% ethanol, cleared
in two changes of methyl salicylate and mounted with DePeX on glass
slides bearing photographically-generated grids (Cook, I987 ).

Retinae from Xenopus laevis : Dr J.S.H. Taylor

Crystallised HRP was placed in lesions made in one optic tract or in the
optic chiasm.

Two days later, the frog was anaesthetised in 1:1500

MS222 and perfused with 0.25M sucrose.

The eye was then dissected out

and dark-adapted at 4°C for 1 h in amphibian Ringer.

After brief

fixation in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in O.IM phosphate buffer at pH 7.2, the
lens and vitreous were removed.

Four radial cuts were made in the

retina from its margin, and it was flat-mounted on a subbed slide with
glutaraldehyde-set gelatin/albumin.
After further fixation for 5 min, HRP processing was done
following Adams*

(1977) cobalt-DAB method with extended incubation times

as follows: 1 h in cobalt, 90 min in DAB and 30 min in DAB with hydrogen
peroxide.

Retinae from Baam -pipiens : Dr Frank Scalia

Biocytin was applied to partial cuts of the optic nerve.
periods were allowed for retrograde transport.

Variable

The frog was kept in

complete darkness for at least an hour prior to sacrifice.

With minimal

illumination by a red safelight, the anaesthetised frog was
exsanguinated by cardiac perfusion with Ringer's solution.
The eye was removed, placed in Ringer supplemented with 4%
dextrose and then carried into the light.

Cuts along the ora serrata

allowed the cornea, iris and lens to be excised.

The vitreous body was

carefully removed as far as possible with fine scissors.

The sclera,

choroid and pigment layer were taken off and the retina was transferred
to 0.1% glutaraldehyde.

The optic nerve stump was cut.

Then, while the

retina was still soft, it was picked up flat, vitreal side up, onto a
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square of glazed weighing paper mounted on a clean glass slide (the
weighing paper was presoaked in Ringer to wet and flatten it).

Radial

cuts were made in the retina from the margin to facilitate flattening
and to mark off particular quadrants of interest.

Another square of

glazed paper, soaked in 1% glutaraldehyde, was placed over the vitreal
face of the retina and a coverslip wetted with the fixative was placed
over the paper, thus making a ’compressorium' for the retina.

While

this mild fixation was in progress, the retina was freed from the paper
and turned over several times to assist penetration of the fixative and
prevent adherence to the paper.

When all the creases could be unfolded

and wrinkles straightened, the retina (still in its compressorium) was
transferred to a stronger fixative (4% glutaraldehyde).

After 30 min,

the papers were removed and the retina was tilted into the fixative for
another 2 hr.

It was then washed thoroughly in phosphate buffer to

remove all traces of the fixative.
At room temperature, the retina was incubated overnight on a
rocker in phosphate buffer containing 1% Triton X-100 and avidin-D-HRP
(Vector Laboratories) at a 1:2000 dilution.

Then it was washed

thoroughly and reacted for HRP free-floating according to the heavy
metal intensified DAB method of Adams (1977; 1981).

After a final wash,

it was dehydrated on a platform of stretched fine mesh nylon on which it
was kept flat by the weight of a glass coverslip.

After clearing in

xylene, the retina was mounted flat in Permount on a glass slide bearing
a photographically-generated grid (Cook, I987 ).

Retinae from Hyla rnoorei : Dr L.D. Beazley

Crystalline HRP was applied to the cut optic nerve stump in MS222anaesthetised Hyla moorei.

Forty-eight hours later the eyes were taken

out, and the retina was dissected free from the other ocular tissues and
kept in amphibian Ringer solution for a week.

The processing was done

by the standard Adams method and the retina was flat-mounted, either on
a photographically-generated grid on a glass slide (Cook, I9 8 7 ) or
directly on the slide, with a non-aqueous mountant.
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X e n o p u s la e v is
Reference

Straznicky and Straznicky <1988)

Age/size of the animal/eye
Flatmount/section
Labelling ■ Processing
Retinal size

adult, length 80-120 mm
flatmount and section
30% HRP

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND ■ Mean NND/SD

Type 1
Most numerous of the large cells

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape ■ Soma depth
Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle

Type 11

Type 111
50-80

peripheral third
regularly arranged

usually in central and middle thirds

large: 323±43pm^

large: 252±136pm^

1arge: 2 69 ±89pm^

4-7
0.135±0.031 mm^
none observed

2-3
0.090±0.023 mm^

4-6
0.104±0.005 mm^

symmetrical
most cells scleral; some bistratified

asymmetrical
aligned parallel with the ciliary margin
preferentially vitreal

symmetrical (but see Tôth & Straz. '89)
aligned parallel with the ciliary margin
preferentially vitreal

profusely branched

fairly well branched

sparsely branched

OFF-cells (Hartline 1938, in Straznicky
& Straznicky I9 8 8 ; Cl. 4 dimming detec
tors (Maturana et al. I96O ) ; OFF-cells
in cat (Wâssle and Riemann, I9 7 8 ).

(see Type 111)

Cl. 5 dark detectors (with continuous
ON-discharge; Maturana et al. 196O ) ;
OFF-units with ON-surround (Keating &
Gaze 1970, in S t r a z . & Straz. I9 8 8 ).

low level
28-205um: mean 86±40pm ■ 2.0

Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature

Published data:
Xenopus laevis (1)
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X e n o p u s laevis
Ref erence

Sakaguchi, Murphy. Hunt, Tompkins (1984)

Age/slze of the animal/eye
Flatmount/sectien
Labelling » Processing
Retinal size

tetraploid tadpole, stage 46 onwards

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND ■ Mean NND/SD

Type II

Type III

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape • Soma depth

large (in tetraploid) : > 15uni diameter

large (in tetraploid): > 15pm diameter

intermediate

largest

bistr. just scleral to GCL/abutting INL

monostratified: directly abutting INL

very profusely branched

less profusely branched than Type II

equivalent in adult: Chung, Stirling and
Gaze (1975)

equivalent in adult: Chung, Stirling and
Gaze (1975)

Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle
Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature

Published data:
Xenopus laevis (2)
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X e n o p u s laevis
Reference

Tôth and Straznicky (I98 9)

Age/size of the animal/eye
Flatmount/section
Labelling ■ Processing
Retinal size

9-12 mo postmetamorphic: OR length 40 mm
flatmount
flatmount
flatmount
crySt HRP
30% HRP
cobalt lysine

flatmount
cryst HRP

flatmount
30% HRP

flatmount
cobalt lysine

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND • Mean NND/SD

Type I

Type I

Type I

Type III

Type III

Type III

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape ■ Soma depth

230±42pm2

173±49pm2

126±35um2

285±60pm^

173±38pm2

132±23pm2

Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage

2.39±0.47pm 1.69^0.56pm 1.I8±0.24pm
0.04±0.01mm2 0.06±0.01mm^ 0.06±0.Olmm^

Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle
Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature

2.50±0.72pm 1.83±0.35pm 1.43±0.44pm
0.06±0.02mm^ 0.18±0.05mm^ 0.l8±0.04mm^

Published data:
Xenopus laevis (3)
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R a n a p ip ie n s
Reference

Frank and Hollyfield (I9 8 7 )

Age/size of the animal/eye
Flatmount/section
Labelling ■ Processing
Retinal size

mature adults; juveniles 1-3 wks post-MM
flatmount
HRP+saponin ■ DAB

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND ■ Mean NND/SD

Type 1 (of 7)
0.k%-0.3%

Type 2 (of 7)
0 .6 -1 .0%

Type 3 (of 7)
approx. 3%

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape ■ Soma depth

largest: 323±5pm^
increasing with eccentricity
nearly spherical

second largest: 245±19pm^
increasing with eccentricity
elongated

third largest : 211±12pm^

Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage

4-6
largest: 0 .087^0.012 mm^

0.056±0.007 mm^

complete coverage: coverage factor 3-4

complete coverage:

symmetrical

asymmetrical
directed toward the retinal margin
monostratified 31 (+S2)

directed toward the retinal margin
bistr. Sl+5 ; tristr. S l + 3 + 5 : diffuse

sparsely branched

frequently branched

Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle

3-5
0 .0 l8±0.001 mm^
coverage factor 4.3

complete coverage : coverage factor 7-4
elongated

monostratified SI

(+S2)

loosely branched

Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature

largest axon diam.

(along with Type 2)

giant pyriform cells of first and second
levels (Cajal. I8 9 3 ).

largest axon diam.

(along with T y p e 1)

giant semilunar cells

(Cajal,

l893)-

bistratified, multistratified and
diffuse cell types (Cajal. I8 9 3 ). Cl. 3
in R. -ridibunda (Kalinina, 1974 ; 1976) .

Published data:
Rana pipiens
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R a n a tem poraria
Reference

Kock et al. (1989)

Age/size of the animal/eye
Flatmount/section
Labelling ■ Processing
Retinal size

sexually mature; eye diameter 6.5“7-5 mm
flatmount
Golgi/HRP

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND ■ Mean NND/SD

03 (of 5 types)

04 (of 5 types)

05 (of 5 types)

most cells from dorsal mid-periphery

most cells from dorsal mid-periphery

most cells from dorsal mid-periphery

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape ■ Soma depth

medium to large: 277^75un>^

medium to large: 226±48pm^

large: 331±105pm^

Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage

1-4, thick
0.024±0.013 mm^

usually 2, thick
0.067*0.038 mmZ

thick
0 .l64±0 .060 mm^

bistratif ied
terminations vit. 21-30p m , scl. 37-50pm

monostratified, scleral
termination depth 40-45pm

monostratified, in GCL and most vit. IPL
termination depth 9-l8pm

2760±1528 pm
60±36 branches (range 25-II6 )

4060*1372 pm
104*26 branches (range 85-122)

Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle
Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature

thalamic neuropil of Bellonci
also: field thickness ; half-length depth
bistratified (Cajal, 1893); Class 3
(Maturana et al., I960); Class 3 in P.
pipiens (Frank and Hollyfield, I987).

monostr. (Cajal, 1893): Cl. 4 (Maturana
et al., i960); Cls. 1 & 2 in R. pipiens
(Frank and Hollyfield, 198?).

ON-units projecting to neuropil of
Bellonci in B. pipiens (Muntz, 1962,
cited in Kock et al. 1989)»

Published data:
R a n a temporaria
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R a n a ridibunda
Reference

Kalinina (1974)

Age/size of the animal/eye
Flatmount/section
Labelling ■ Processing
Retinal size

flatmount
silver impregnation

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND ■ Mean NND/SD

Type III (of 5 types)

Type IV (of 5 types)
second rarest

Type V (of 5 types)
rarest

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape ■ Soma depth

max. diam: 10-25pm (l4±lpm in midperiph)
13±lpm in central ret; l6±l in periphery

max. diam: 10-23pm
increasing with eccentricity

max. diam: 13-25pm
increasing with eccentricity

Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage

3.14±0.13
0.007±0.0007

4.05±0.22, thick
0.019±0.005 mm^ (understained)

5.48±0.28
0.085±0.027 mm^ (understained)

bilaterally symmetrical
usually perpendicular to axon bundles
more cells with inner lamination

asymmetrical

Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle

(understained)

mostly asymmetrical

diffuse

incompletely stained

Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature

large diffuse neurons (Cajal, 1893)»

Published data:
R a n a ridibunda
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B u fo m a rin u s
Reference

Straznicky, Tôth and Nguyen (1990)

Age/size of the animal/eye
Flatmount/section
Labelling ■ Processing
Retinal size

adult, 100-125 mm nose to rump
flatmount and section
HRP or CLC from nerve

Cell type
No. per retina ■ Percentage
Density gradient
Retinal location
Regularity
NND • Mean NND/SD

Type I (of 3 large types)
90% of large GCs
69/mm^ in streak, 2/mm^ in periphery

Type II (of 3 large types)
9% of large GCs

Type III (of 3 large types)
1% of large GCs

mainly dorsal

mainly ventral

HRP 262±77pm^
CLC 159±48pm^
not increased from centre to periphery

HRP 287*73pm2
CLC 174±40pm^
not increased from centre to periphery

2-3 , very thick
HRP 0.42±0.llmm^

not regular

Soma size
Soma size gradient
Soma shape ■ Soma depth

central: HRP 231±57pm^
periph.: HRP 342±90pm^

Primary dendrite no./calibre
Dendritic tree size
Dendritic tree size gradient
Dendritic coverage

2-5
cen.: 0 .13±0 .20mm^ peri p h .: 0 .58*0 .llmm^
increasing with eccentricity
4.0 -5.0

2-4
HRP 0.19±0.05mm^

symmetrical
bistr. vitreal+scleral; vitreal; scleral

asymmetrical
directed towards ciliary margin
monostr. scleral

approx. parallel nasotemp. axis
monostr. vitreal

profusely branched

sparsely branched

sparsely branched

Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Dendritic
Levels of

tree shape
symmetry/bias
orientation
lamination pattern
arborisation

Dendritic branching pattern
Total dendritic length
Branch number/length
Branch angle .

CLC 121±19pm^
CLC 201±50pm^

CLC 0.26±0.09mm2

discontinuous dendritic coverage

CLC 0.27*0.04mm^

discontinuous dendritic coverage
very elongated

Physiological and
biochemical properties
Input features
Projection targets
Others
Equivalents in literature
Bistr. in R. temporaria and B. ixuXgaTis
(Cajal, 1893; Kock et a l . . 1989).
Monostratified scleral in B. pipiens (Stirling and Merrill, I9 8 7 )-

Published data:
Bufo marinus
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